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Present and Prospective Deve10pment of
Antiaircraft Artillery

AND

Its Probable Effect Upon Airplane Bombing Operations

By LIELTENANT-COLONEL H. C. BARNES, C. A. C.

NCl\IERODS articles have appeared during the past two or three
years in various newspapers and periodicals, bearing upon the

subject of the Air Service bombing operations and the possible or
probable effect they may have upon the future policies of the Lnited
States as to the building of battleships, coast fortifications, etc.

The apparent intent of these articl~s is to assist in creating a
public sentiment which will demand the placing of our Air Service
on a status commensurate with the requirements of a reasonable
state of preparedness for the defense of our countr:,,- \Yith this
intent, one can take no issue. Anyone familiar with existing condi-
tions must realize how deplorably lacking we are in this respect, and
the writer is heartily in favor of taking any and every opportunity
to set forth existing conditions in a reasonable aY{dproper wa:v, to
the end that improvement of these conditions may be brought about.

In the opinion of the writer, however, it is evident that those
who have written or inspired the articles above referred to have
erred in two particulars, viz: first, they have drawn erroneous con-
elusions from the bombing tests so far held and made public; and
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second, they are apparently uninformed regarding the developments
which haw taken place, since the \Vorld \VaI', in antiaircraft
materiel, and the probable effect thereof on bombing operations.

The experiments made in the bombing of the Ostfriesland and
other German ships took place about 100 miles off the Chesapeake
Capes some two years ago. The ships being bombed were anchored.
They were, of course, provided with no means of defense against
aircraft. The bombs were an dropped from planes which, at the
moment of releasing the bombs, were not to exceed 2,000 feet above
the target, the pilot's mind in each case being free from the thought
of danger to himself or to his plane. The situation was similar to
one where an old man-gO years of age-is tied hand and foot to a
tree in a dense forest with no means whatever of defending himself.
Another man, young and vigorous, is given a blunderbuss of such
weight that he can with difficulty carry it. He is started from the
edge of the forest to seek out the old man, put him out of his misery
and return to the edge of the fore~t. He starts out, finds the old
man, takes a position at a distance of ten feet, blazes away and
then shoulders his blunderbuss and returns to the edge of the forest.
'There is no question in the mind of anyone that the shot win hit
the mark nor of the result on the old man tied to the tree. The only
thing which has been proven is that the youngster can carry the
blunderbuss into the forest, find his quarry, fire his shot and return.
The rest was an known before. Similarly, the experiments against
the German ships. These experiments proved that bombing planes
could carry their bombs one hundred miles to sea, find an anchored
ship, drop their bombs, and return to shore. The rest was known
before--that they could hit the mark from the altitudes employed
and that, if properly placed, the bombs would sink the ship.

The more recent bombing operations against the battleships
Sew Jersey and rirginia, off Cape Hatteras, while conducted at
greater altitudes than any heretofore witnessed by the writer, do not
change his opinions in the least. 'Yhile some bombs were dropped
from an altitude between 7,500 and 10,000 feet, those which did the
most effective work and resulted in sinking the ships, were dropped
from approximately 3,000 feet. The sinking of these two anchored
and unprotected battleships occupied the services of about twenty-
four bombing planes for approximately eight hours.

A conservative estimate of the time during which one or more
of these planes were within effective range of antiaircraft guns, if
the Se'w Jersey and Virginia had been equipped with them, would be
two hours. This brings us to a consideration of the present-day
possibilities regarding antiaircraft gun defense, the development
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concerning which the authors of the articles referred to appear to
be uninformed.

The writer does not desire to make any extravagant claims as
to what has been accomplished in the development of antiaircraft
gum or in the control of their fire, but he wishes to submit a few
facts in this connection which would appear to constitute food for
thought both as to the possibilities of antiaircraft gun fire and as
to the necessity for the Air Service to attain accuracy in bomb
dropping from altitudes which they may reasonably expect to main-
taill for this purpose and live to tell the tale, against targets of a
proper size and maneuvering in somewhat the same manner as such'
targets would maneuver, if attacked from the air in time of war.

There are four new types of antiaircraft guns now in process
of development. The first of the new guns is the .50-ealiber machine
gun with a horizontal range of about 27,000 feet, a straight up
range of 9,000 to 12,000 feet and a rate of fire of about 500 shots a
minute. Fire control is to be maintained with this gun through new
tracer ammunition, visible by night up to 7,500 feet and by day up
to 0,000 feet. The ..50-caliber gun is under manllfacture for issue as
a substitute for the .30-caliber weapon, now used, which latter is a
relic of war days.

The second gun under development is a 37-mm. machine gun,
firing high explosive shells with fuses so delicately adjusted that the
shells, while safe to handle before firing, explode on contact with
balloon fabric once they have been discharged from the gun. A rate
of fire of 100 to 120 shots a minute is expected with this weapon, as
is also a straight up range of about 14,000 feet and tracer ammuni-
tion visible up to 10,000 feet, making possible accurate firing up to
that point. It may be said that, at this time, this is a future pros-
pect. This is true, but the handwriting on the wall says for the Air
Service to give serious consideration to the subject of bomb drop-
ping at these and still greater altitudes. It is planned to install
these weapons in batteries of four operating \vith a single telescopic
sight control and to be trained and fired by a single gunner.

The third new gun in the group is a 3-inch weapon on a mobile
mount with a rate of fire of fifteen shots a minute, effective at alti-
tudes up to 21,000 feet, and with full 360-degree traverse to enable
the gunner to follow his target in any direction. It can be fired at an
elevation of 80 degrees and has a horizontal range of more than
38,000 feet with projectiles weighing fifteen pounds and containing
a heavy bursting charge. Guns and mounts of this type are 'flOW

under test at army pro't.ing ground.']. (Look out! you bombing
planes, we're go!ng up.)
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Gun X o. 4< in the antiaircraft list is the 4.7-inch, firing a forty-
five pound shell to an effective altitude of about 30,000 feet. It is to
be mounted on a mobile carriage with full traverse and equipped fnr
power loading and with an automatic breech block to speed up
firing. This gun also can be fired at an elevation of 80 degrees or
within ten degrees of straight over the gunner's head.

As a supplement to these new weapons, the experts are working
out a system of indirect aiming, experiments having shown that
central control firing is greatly superior to the old wartime systems.
Two types of central stations are under development, either of which
will obviate the necessity for altimeter stations and baseline read-
ings and materially speed up aiming and firing, although requiring
less personnel in operation than the old cOl1trolmethod.

It will be seen from the characteristics of the antiaircraft guns
that the object sought is to drive bombing airplanes high into the
air, thus minimizing the possibilities of accurate bomb dropping.
The four guns described provide for effective firing in four different
levels, which is expected to make the air untenable for bombing
planes up to 10,000 feet and dangerous up to 30,000 feet. The anti-
aircraft experts believe therefore that the plans they have matured
wnl afford a very definite check to bombing operations, even without
the support of combat planes to drive off the raiders.

Xow, as stated before, the writer is fully cognizant of the de-
plorable condition regarding the Air Service--its present lack of
personnel and materiel and, more important, the lack of any pro-
vision which will insure our having available an adequate personnel
and materiel at the outbreak of any war into which this country may
be forced. Furthermore, the above remarks setting forth the writer'"
views as to the conditions which must be met and the difficulties
which must be overcome to attain reasonable accuracy in bomb
dropping are in no way intended as an argument against the taking
of measures to correct this condition regarding the Air Service.
However, in our efforts to bring about this very desirable result. do
let us be honest with ourselves and with the public, and not try to
picture the conditions as being any worse than they reai~:' art'.

The:- are bad enough at the best.
It is a well known principle that the best defensive is the

offensive-defensive. rnder this principle, it is clearly seen that
the best defense against enemy aircraft is found in the offensive
action of our own aircraft directed against them. Careful
thought on this subject can but lead to the conclusion that the
primary mission of our Air Service is an offensive mission-to
seek out enemy airplanes and destroy them. In this respect they
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are exactly the counterpart in the air of the Xayy on the water.
And, as our coast fortifications, manned by the Coast Artillery
Corps, are built to relieve the X avy of the responsibility of defend-
ing our harbors, thus freeing it to assume its offensive role against
the enemy's fleet; so the antiaircraft guns, served by the Coast
Artillery Corps, are intended to relieve the Air Service of any defen-
siverole and free it to assume the offensive-to seek out and destroy
the enemy air forces.

They (the Air Service) may have several seconda'ry missions,
one of which, if you like, is to bomb enemy ships and other permis-
sible things, provided their accomplishments in this direction are
commensurate with the consequent loss of life and materiel, which
latter includes not only the planes lost but the amount of explosive
expended. The writer maintains, however, that we have not vet
reached such a state of development-either in b~mb dropping "by
the Air Service, or in antiaircraft fire by the Coast Artillery Corps
or Xayal gunners-to permit us to arrive at a true judgment as to
the possibilities along this line. And he further maintains that, until
Wedo reach that state of development, it is idle for the advocates of
either side of the question to burst forth into extravagant headlines
in the daily papers on the subject.

The setting forth in a reasonable way of the requirements to
permit the Air Service to carry out its legitimate missions should be
sufficient to convince Congress and the public of the necessity for
immediate and adequate provision for this branch of our country's
defense. It would also seem that a complete knowledge on the part
of those same Congressmen and that same public of the developments
in the antiaircraft branch of the Coast Artillery Corps and of the
relatively small handful of antiaircraft artillerymen now provided
for this important branch of our country's defense would result in
Someimmediate steps being taken to make proper provision for this
service.

There has happened nothing in the way' of technical invention
t? upset the age-old principle that warfare, either defensive or offen-
SIYe, can best be waged by lo."al teamwork among all fighting
elements. The tendency to accentuate the. value of a particular
element has the same disruptive effect as the occasional "star-wor-
ship" on the football field. The American public, to be informed of
their needs, should pay heed to the advice of the older services as
wellas to the younger and more spectacular branch which fights in
the air.



Normalcy Is Here!

By 11AJORROBERTR. \YELSH~IER,C. A. C.

ITIS to be hoped that General Hagood's discussion on "Spotting
for Coast Artillery," appearing in the February COASTARTIL-

I.ERYJorRXAL,will tend to center the thought of the Coast ATtillery
on the fact that fire on moving targets is an especial problem de-
manding a system of fire control applicable to its particular condi-
tions. rnder the guidance of Colonel Henry J. Hatch, Coast Artil-
lery Corps, certain Coast Artillery Board studies of the past two
years have emphasized these particular conditions. It is believed, as
a consequence of these Coast Artillery Board studies, that methods
and devices making possible satisfactory regulation of fire on moving
marine targets have been developed and are available to the service;
that the methods and devices are capable of giving a better solution
than was possible under the regulations prohibiting any corrections
based on observation of fire; and that the Coast Artilleryman who
swallows General Hagood's article whole would deprive himself of a
better available solution. It is in view of these beliefs, backed up by
very satisfactory application of the methods and devices in actual
firings, and in the hope of giving additional emphasis to the particu-
lar problem of Coast Artillery firing, that I venture to comment on
the General's article.

In discussions of this nature, it is necessary to visualize service
conditions, remembering paTticularly that the conditions existing
during a target practice series are after all a poor substitute for the
conditions which will exist during fire in action. The target prac-
tice series usually offers better chances for observation, but on the
other hand the number of rounds is too limited ordinarily to permit
proper application of the results of observation of fire. The student
of Coast Artillery Board projects, published monthly in the COAST
ARTILLERYJorRxAL, knows that the trend of action by the Coast
Artillery Board for the past two years has been toward a solution
for the Regulation of Fire on naval targets-a solution which is
open neither to the objections resulting from an attempt to apply
methods of adjustment used in firing on fixed targets, nor yet to the
objection of using prepared fire without being able to apply any
corrections based upon observation, even though such corrections

[260]
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ate founded on sufficient evidence to justify a great probability that,
if applied, they would result in more effective fire.

General Hagood gives two equations indicating conditions
applicable to the case of a fixed target and a moving target. It does
not seem to me that the equations are general unless they include a
term equal to the error between the actual and the map or com-
puted range in the case of a fixed target, and equal to the error be-
tween the range of the setforward point and the actual range to the
target in the case of a moving target. 'Yhile the omission is of no
consequence in considering his main theme, and is of no practical
importance in the case of a fixed target, it is of real importance in
the case of a moving target. Important not so much because in cer-
tain cases there is a considerable error between the setforward point
and the target position, but because in moving target firing too
many Coast Artillerymen lose sight of the fact that the gun is laid
to fire on the setforward point and that this point, while it may
coincide with the position of the target at the end of the time of
flight, does not necessaril:v do so. :My friend, :Major Colton, points
out the error in his article "Errors in Coast Artillery Range Find-
ing," Yolume 51, Journal of the e. S. Artillery.

Before venturing comment on what seems to be the principal
thought, X 0 Correction of Fire, in General Hagood's article, let us
first briefly consider a few basic principles concerning observation
and preparation of fire. 'Ye should not be in a state of helplessness
if aeroplane and terrestrial observation are not available. Either or
hoth of these contingencies are likely to occur, and we are not help-
less because we can rely with considerable confidence on prepared
fire, conducted without observation. The fact that we can do this,
and probabl~' in action very frequently will do it, does not eliminate
the desirability of utilizing observation provided application of its
results offers a reasonable chance for improving effectiveness of fire.
Observation of fire by airplane should be regarded as a utility to be
furnished whenever possible for ranges beyond 20,000 yards, and as
a utility to be available for short ranges only in exceptional cases.
Terreshial observation should be regarded as a utility to be used at
all ranges within the limits of vision, whenever conditions of thE
moment permit its use. If the target can be tracked it usually should
he possible to observe the fall of some shots, especially shorts, and
this without the necessity of pole climbing or of any particularly
complicat~d organization or spotting system. A spotting system
and organization adequate for observation of sex,ice firing is justi-
fied anyway, for properly observing and recording trial shots, since
it is advisable to relieve the position finding details of this dut.',. All
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observation should be carried on independently of operations con-
cerned with preparation of fire, and should be carried on whether
resulting corrections are applied or not. In a target practice series
it will be a rare case when the observation of impacts gives sufficient
evidence to warrant their application as corrections. Any results
of any kind of observation of fire, whether based on continuous ob-
servation or intermittent observations, resulting from the attendant
conditions of a particular firing, should be applied according to
sound ballistic principles with due regard to the number of shots
fired, the number observed, and the relative reliability of observed
shots, together with the accuracy thereof, as well as the accuracy of
the prepared firing data.

Time and accuracy (hits per gun per minute) are the elements
which command in the case of firing at moving targets, and the
results of observation should be regarded merely as incidental influ-
ences to be weighed and then used or cast aside. The ideal fire con-
trol system should furnish accurate ballistic data to a gun as rapidly
as that gun can be served, laid, and fired. Our present mechanical
devices in the general case closely approximate this ideal. They
furnish accurate data in a minimum of time. The same elements of
time and accuracy dictate that observation of fire must be made
without interference with the preparation of fire, must be applied
according to sound principles, and not helter-skelter-certainly
without delaying the fire. To a large extent persistent interpreta-
tions of prescribed regulations for adjustment (regulation) of fire
have resulted in an erroneous estimate of the situation by many
Coast Artillerymen, so that observation of fire has been a bugbear
resulting in a general condition truly reflected in General Hagood's
article. Xevertheless, the results of observation of fire have been
satisfactorily obtained and applied by the fire control system now
available, and the procedure is a common sense medium between the
extremes represented b~' the pre-war regulations, and the views re-
flected by General Hagood's "Progressive Bloc of Imitation Field
Artillerymen."

The firing problem boils down to this-"Prepare :vour fire as if
yOUwould have no observation and observe your fire as if yOUhad
~o prepal'ation." Common sense then dict~tes that the r~sults of
observation be applied according to sound gunnery principles and
only when there is sufficient evidence that the:v may increase the
effectiveness of fire-hits per gun per minute. Also, common sense
dictates that in fire at moving targets every precaution should be
taken at the guns, in the fire control stations, in training, and in
execution of fire, to insure accuratel~T prepared fire, for in action
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main reliance must be placed on such fire, because observation at
best will be intermittent even though means exist to apply properly
and without loss of time the information obtained from such obser-
vation.

)ly contention in these matters can be illustrated by a single
example--one which might well be included in the "Memory Books"
of many battery commanders. Captain A opens fire on Battleship
X, immediately after having fired four well observed trial shots at
the approximate range and azimuth of X. Battery calibrated, guns,
and all fire control instruments. adjusted, personnel \yell trained.
Captain A has tenestrial observing stations manned. Xo aero-
planes available. Approximate range to X is 15,000 yards. 'Vhen
fire is opened, using carefully prepared firing data, secured by
means of standard devices, it becomes evident that only a few of the
shots can be observed. Being a good Coast Artilleryman, Captain A
knows that at 15,000 yards he can expect, say, 20% of hits on this
particular type of ship. An inspection of the' record of his ob-
servers shows that out of twelve shots fired they have been able to
see and"identify only five shots, all of which were Sh01.t. The condi-
tions of the moment are such that Captain A may reasonably assume
that had more shots been short they would have been identified.
Immediately Captain A is justified in believing his prepared fire is
as effective as can be expected and he makes no conection, for if he
can expect 20% hits, then he must expect 80% misses of which one
half or .:1<.8should be short. It is evident that his battery is doing
the best that can be expected. If in the series of twelve shots or any
other series his observations show clearly that he is not getting his
expectancy of hits, or if all or a fair proportion of the shots have
been observed accurately and their center of impact determined to
be a definite amount, say 200 yards, short or over, is there any
excuse for not making a conection based upon such reasonable evi-
dence that his prepared fire could be improved? If the spotting
system be properly organized, and the conditions of the moment
permit determining the sense of the deviations, it will also usually
be possible to determine their magnitude. Surely, then, the best
procedure would be to apply a correction based upon the available
evidence of previous shots, without delaying fire, through the me-
chanical devices, either as a percentage or velocity conection. Such
procedure has actually been followed successfully in several firings
at Fort Eustis using the system of fire control comprehensively dis-
cussed in Coast Artillery Board Project Xo. 114, published in full
in tlle August, 1923, COASTARTILLERY.TorRxAL. The discussion
accentuates the undesirability of applying certain terms, such as
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"bracketing", "improvement fire", etc., to the Regulation of Fire at
moving targets; it exposes the fallacy of the so-called "Bracketing
~lethod" in connection with fire at naval targets vrith guns of any
caliber; and it offers convincing proof that the System for Regula-
tion of Fire advocated for major caliber guns is also applicable, and
perhaps better suited, to Regulation of Fire for Tapid fire guns.

It seems to me that the System of Fire Control advocated in
Coast Artillery Board Project Xo. 114, "Preparation and Adjust-
ment of Fire Against Xaval Targets", * reverts as far toward pre-
war extremes as is sound, and that entirely to prohibit corrections
due to observations would be a mistake, in that we would fail to take
advantage of an available means for gaining in effectiveness of fire,
if corrections based upon observation are properly applied. It is
believed that when there have been deplorable results in attempting
to regulate fire on naval targets, such results have been due largely
to a wide misapplication of sound principles rather than to a rigid
application of erroneous principles. In this connection it may well
be noted that it is only since the ",Yar, not before or during it, that
text books, as well as Coast Artillery :\lemoranda, have been suscep-
tiLle to interpretations which apparently encouraged the methods of
adjustment and the application of corrections in fire at naval tar-
gets which are applicable only to fire at fixed targets.

If we go back to the day of no corrections and our shots land
in the wrong pew we would have no means of getting them out with
even a chance of placing them in the right church-in other words,
if you are wrong you can't get right; if you are off you can't get on.
Surely such procedure is not the best obtainable. It would be just
as extreme in one direction as adjustment using fixed target methods,
where the time element is not so vital, is in the other. Between these
two extremes lies the right procedure. As indicated above, that
procedure is prepared fire, using observation corrections justified
by sufficient evidence as to their value and applied so as not to in-
crease the time of a series of shots. Our Coast Artillery fire control
system makes this possible, and surely is satisfactory in the regula-
tion of fire based upon these principles. However, it is important
that all Coast Artillerymen appreciate thoroughly the fact that
while Coast Artillery technique in the preparation of fire at moving
marine targets is readil.\" adaptable to the case 'of preparation of

*Thc title could ha'l'e been more properly npreparatiufi and Regulation of Fire
Against Xuyal Targets.'" Since the actual range to a fixed target is constant, the process
of determining a corrected range to place the center of impact of a series of shots on the
target properly may be conceived and designated Adjustment. Since in the case of a
moving lllarine target the center of inlpaL1:of a series is brought to the targeta haling a
yan-ing range .. by applying corrections which should V3r}- continuously" and approximately
as the rang-e to the target varies. it appears that the tern1 Regulation is a designation
more properly applicable than Adjustment.
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fire at fixed land targets, nevertheless the system for Regulation of
fire at naval targets requires a procedure quite distinct from those
methods for adjustment of fire which may be used properly by the
Coast or Field Artillery, in firing at fixed land targets.

The Coast Artillery Corps mans fixed and mobile artillery,
other than antiaircraft, for the primary purpose of destroying
naval targets. It should not be necessary to mention this fact.
However, the state of mind of many Coast Artillerymen is such that
there is need in our texts and regulations for emphasizing the
primary mission of these units, which for effective accomplishment
merits the first consideration in training not only in the Regular
Service, but in the Xational Guard, and the Organized Reserves.

It must be quite apparent that it has become politically
fashionable not merely to decry warfare, but to assert
that it is for us impossible, unthinkable. It would be un-
just and presumptuous to assert doubt of the good faith
of those who take that position. The deep significance ..f
the expression of such views is that there is a militant
public opinion that war may be outlawed and thus pre-
vented. That opinion seems to me to be unenlightened
and sentimental, based on wishes, not on knowledge or
experience or history. Such doctrine is dangerous be-
cause it is likely to lead to lack of preparatioD for a con-
flict with some state or combination of states actuated by
aims quite different from the altruiatic ones that we
boast. Ho,w can men and women be blind to the innu-
merable "o/ars,international and intra-national, that have
taken place; to the several armed revolutions now in
being? How can they think that the nature of mankind
or of any considerable part of it has been changed over-
night or will be? To the balanced mind, that sees things
as they are, it is not opinion, belief or faith, but certainty
that there will be more wars. To such a mind specific
prophecy is repugnant, but it ean see general causes and
conditions existing today that are potential sources of
war.-Gen. E. F. J[eGlaehlin, to graduating clalflf. Army H'ul'
College, 1923.



Fire Effect On Naval Targets and
Coast Artillery Forts
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By 1STLIE"LTEKAXTC. E. BRAND,C. A. C.

THE Coast Artillery Corps, as a part of the Army of the United
States, has certain definite prescribed missions, as laid down in

the pamphlet "Joint Army and Navy Action in Coast Defense" and
in paragraph 15 of the basic Training Regulations (10-5) of the
Army. These missions are summarized in the latter as (1) ...
"keeping the area in reach of its guns clear of hostile vessels", and
(2) "preventing a run-by." The latter is obviously a secondary
mission which becomes of primary importance in case of failure in
carrying out the primary mission. It is then chiefly, or largely, a
mission of the submarine mine defense.

The primary weapons of the Coast Artillery are (1) the can-
non, (2) the antiaircraft gun, and (3) the submarine mine. The
submarine mine is chiefly concerned in the second mission mentioned
above, and it is intended to discuss it only to the extent of keeping
the mine field itself clear of hostile vessels, which is obviously an
important aspect of the first mission. The antiaircraft gun also has
a special and secondary role which will not be discussed. Its mission
is entirely separate from the mission of the coast defense gun. Both
the submarine mine and the antiaircraft gun are minor, though im-
portant weapons of the Coast Artillery defense. "Its essential
characteristic is fire power", its essential weapon the cannon.

The pitting of naval forces against coast defenses presents an
anomalous situation upon which there eXIsts the greatest diversity
of opinion on the part of military and naval officers. There are
good Coast Artillerymen who contend in good faith that the stone
bastioned fort now discarded half a century ago, armed with smooth
bore cannon, is sufficient to prevent the occupation of a harbor by
any hostile fleet-though naturally not to protect its utilities.
There are more of our leading artillerymen, who are perhaps actu-
ated by pride in their profession as much as by their candid estimate
of the tactical requirements of the situation, who desire to have our
coast fortifications equipped with ultra-modern guns of the longest

[266}
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range and in great number. This, in turn, requires highly improved
position finding, searchlight, and spotting service, which it is the
pride of the inventive and scientific genius of the corps to develop
and perfect.

According to the naval formula the seacoast fort is in an
entirely different category from the battleship, whose fighting
strength is the product of its hitting power-its gun fire--by its
life under fire. Applying the same formula to the coast artillery
fort, even the most inferior of which have a practically infinite life,
it is obviously, in the long run, a hopeless proposition for the battle-
ship. It is in fact considered so by naval men, and history has
amply verfied their position. The Dardanelles affair, undertaken
contrary to the advice of naval experts, is the mostr colossal example
in recent times. The highly qualified success at Zeebrugge and
Ostend after the elaborate planning and timing of every detail, sev-
eral months special training, and the building of special auxiliary
types, all of which required much time and preparation, is only
slightly more encouraging from the naval point of view.

Other examples of the practical invulnerability of coast forti-
fications, drawn from all times since the invention of firearms, are
numerous and convincing. And the enormously increased range and
indirect fire of modern guns have rendered their immunity from
material damage practically complete. A few elemental considera-
tions will explain this immunity: (a) A direct hit on the gun is
required to cause any material damage. (b) A single gun is almost
an infinitesimal target at, for example, 20,000 yards range. A
vertical error of 15 seconds of arc on the part of the ship's guns at
that range will cause a miss, assuming an average target that would
be presented. And a roll of 15 seconds is scarcely perceptible on
the ship. As a target for aircraft a gun may be considered about
12 yards in diameter. A bomber flying at 90 miles an hour would
fl~vthat distance in about 14 second. In other words, if the plane
flies directly over the battery an error of n second in dropping the
bomb will cause a miss, as will also any variation in wind force
during its descent. This assumes, furthe;, that the deflections com-
puted by the bomber were perfect at the instant. It will be remem-
bered, in addition, that the bomber does not get a second shot.
(c) A shore battery is a most unsatisfactory aiming point at best,
and at present ranges an almost impossible one. The sharp lines
of a battleship form a most striking contrast.

As examples of the practical invulnerability of seacoast bat-
teries during the 'Yorld 'Yar, the following engagements may be
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noted in passing. A closer examination of some qf these will follow
later:

At Zeebrugge during- the action with the Vindictive while the
blocking attack was in progress no guns were put out of action on
the mole, though this was the Vindictive's objective, and the range
was less than 500 yards.*

Concerning the bombardment of the outer forts at the Dar-
danelles it is recorded in the diary of H. ~L s. Qneen Elizabeth:
"This bombardment made us realize that to.put a fort out of action,
it was necessary to get direct hits on the guns. The Turks fought
their guns most gallantly, and from time to time we all thought that
they would be abandoned as each succreding shell fell in the emplace-
ment; but the guns, which were on disappearing mountings,t invari-
ably reappeared and replied to our fire." The individual guns of
these forts, which were old and comparatively ineffective, were fin-
ally shot down at pointblank range by old battleships.

Later the Qneen Elizabeth shelled Fort 13 at Kilid Bahr, using
reduced cl:arges and indirect fire at 12~500 yards, with seaplane
spotting. Although 20 of the 33 shots fired were hits, no damage
was done to the fort. A few comparatively small caliber howitzers
then drove the Q.u.eenElizabeth out to 22,000 yards, where her fire
'was wholly ineffective.

On October 29, 1914, during the bombardment and capture of
Tsingtao b:v combined Japanese and British forces, 10 large shells
(IO-inch) from H. :11.S. Triumph were obsened to burst inside Fort
Iltis. Xa guns were damaged.

Against the 153 German guns emplaced along the 40 miles of
Belgian coast in the neighborhood of Zeebrugge-Ostend, no less than
40 attacks were made by British ships during the war. Yet not one
gun, mounting, nor magazine of these numerous batteries was eyer
hit. ~lost of the batteries were emplaced for indirect fire. The en-
gagements varied in kind from long range bombardments by moni-
tors to pointblank engagements such as that referred to at
Zeebrugge.

Other examples would be superfluous, though there might b('
added the numerous German raids and bombardments on the British
coast from Hartlepool to Yarmouth which occurred during the early
part of the war. The results were identical, and in some cases the
wholesome dread felt by such ships as battle cruisers for even a
single coast defense gun of small caliber was amply demonstrated.

*See description following. - .
tTh's Vlill be of particular interest to artillerymen who ha,e condemned the disap-

pearing carriage as a colllplicated piece of nlt~ehanism easiI}~ put out of order.
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These, then, are the different aspects of the naval-coast defense
combat: in the army, varying from the viewpoint of the smooth bore
advocate to that" of the rather common type of artilleryman who is
alarmed at the idea that his guns may be somewhat outranged; in the
navy, practically unanimous admission that it is by nature impos-
sible, and with voluminous and convincing evidence to sustain the
admission.

In spite of this admission, however, there is a coast defense
problem. A10re accurately, there are a number of separate problems
according to the places to be defended-that is, according to the
missions of the defense. The summarized primary mission refelTed
to above is further analyzed by the pamphlet "Joint Army and
Xavy Action in Coast Defense", as follows: (1) To deny the use of
the harbor and its utilities to the enemy; (2) to>secure the use of
the harbor and its utilities for ourselves, and (3) to cover the de-
bouchment of our fleet from the harbor, and its deployment for
battle. 'Vhen only (1) is required the stone fort would doubtless be
somewhat effective defense, if not sufficient. "Then (2) is required,
however, it is patent that the guns of the defense must be far enough
ahead or with sufficient range to keep the enemy out of effective
bombardment range of the utilities to be protected.* And when (3)
is to be accomplished the guns of the defense, which in this case act
offensively, must have either a longer effective range than the enemy
battleships or at least equal effective range and advanced situations
(on islands or projecting promontories) in the vicinity of which our
fleet may deplo:v. In addition it must not be forgotten that sub-
marine mine fields, especiall:>' at points where a run-by might be
profitable to the enemy, must be protected by gun fire of secondary
armament against small surface craft. 'Ve shall not at present
complicate our problem by the consideration of defense against
submarines, the use of automobile torpedoes, and naval auxiliaries.
These considerations do not materially affect "our essential charac-
teristic, ... fire power."

The above basic considerations are more or less self-evident.
The amount and quality of gun fire required to accomplish (1), (2),
or (3) of our primary mission, as analyzed above, is not at all self-
evident, nor easily arrived. at, particularly because of the utter dis-
similarity of a battleship and a coast artillery fort. The one thing
which they possess in common is gun fire-hitting power. Their
?reatest dissimilarities lie in the utter immobility and comparative
Invulnerability of the fort. The hitting power of the battleship~

• -<It must be noted that while the guns of the defense will not be seriousl}" damaged.
'df at all. by medium range bombardment, harbor utilities may be rendered useless or
estro}"ed.
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from guns of a comparatively low accuracy life, is, as mentioned
above, largely futile against the fort so far as material damage is
concerned. Every hit which the battleship receives, however, lessens
its necessarily short life until, if it continues the action long enough,
in spite of its superior gun power, it is ultimately sunk and de-
stroyed. \Vhen it is within range of coast fortifications there is the
constant menace of a few lucky hits and the certainty of its ultimate
destruction which give even a single coast defense gun the power of
"keeping the area within its range clear of hostile vessels", except
while such vessels are actively engaged in carrying out an important
mission which justifies the risk. The opportunity to "T" a debouch-
ing column of our fleet and destroy its leading elements by concen-
trated fire--the first principle of naval tactics-would amply jus-
tify a large risk. The opportunity of destroying harbor or canal
utilities of great military importance to us would justify taking a
-chance. There is a lower limit of defense which a naval commander
would attempt to force in order to secure a harbor for his own use.
And moreover civilian chiefs of bure~us and departments will in the
future as they have done in the past, demand determined assaults
upon comparatively well fortified defenses. A real test of our ability
to accomplish submission (1) is therefore not impossible in an~v
coast defense, though it is highly improbable in all of them which
have any adequate defense.

FIRE EFFECT OX )lAVAL TARGETS

The question of how much defense is adequate for the accom-
plishment of (2) and (3) and even of (1) is one to which the answer
must be revised from time to time as naval armor and armament are
improved. Since our primary rOle is purely defensive it is necessary
for all considerations to know our possible enemy in every conceiv-
able detail and prepare our defense purely in that light. \Ve can
have no offensive tactics. \Ye can have no strategic doctrine as to
the means and method of "imposing our will upon the enemy." He
will in every case plan the battle as he sees fit. We can but await
his action and counter it. Therefore, we must know him, particu-
larly his material and its capabilities, as we know nothing else save
our own material and how to use it. And the one feature of both
which is most obscure and at the same time of paramount impor-
tance is the most likely effect of that intangible "fire power" which
is our "essential characteristic", as well as one of his.

\Varships are divided into rather well-known classes-battle-
ships, battle cruisers, cruisers, destroyers, submarines, monitors,
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etc.-the characteristics of which are well-known to every coast
artilleryman. These may be roughly divided into four classes (~od-
ern types) as follows: (1) Battleship (BB)-30,000 tons displace-
ment, twelve 14-inch and sixteen 6-inch guns, 21 knot speed, life of
twenty 14-inch hits; (2) Battle cruiser (CC)-30,000 tons dis-
placement, eight 14-inch and twelve 6-inch guns, 30 knot speed, life
of eleven 14-inch hits; (3) Cruisers (CL, CA, etc.)-5000-15,000
tons displacement, six to twelve 6-inch guns, 30 knot speed, life of
thirty to fifty 6-inch hits, or one to five 14-inch hits; (4) Other ves-
sels,with special missions-aircraft carriers, destroyers, submarines,
monitors, etc.: small gun power, relatively high speed (except moni-
tor), small or no armor protection, various sizes and missions. Of
these (1) and (2), and sometimes (3), carry airplanes and in some
cases captive balloons for reconnaissance and spotting. Torpedo
offenseand defense are omitted from the discussion since they do not
affect the coast defense problem.

It is not necessary, however, to know our possible enemies
simply as classes and types. The world's ships of war are not so
numerous but that we can know each and all of them individually by
name, appearance, characteristics, armor and armament-by na-
tionality and running mates. And indeed we do know in such detail
the world's capital ships and most of its smaller craft. It is one of
the simplest details of our profession. Jane's Fighting Ships, re-
vised from year to year, has made that possible.

There are at the present time some fifty-six capital fighting
ships in the world besides our own which will be retained under the
provisions of the arms limitation conference: twenty-two British,
ten Japanese, six French, five Italian, five Russian, three Spanish,
two Brazilian, two Argentinian and one Chilean. Of these twenty
may be considered completely modern:* thirteen British, six Japa-
nese, one Chilean. All the above are BBs excepting four British,
four Japanese, and four Russian CCs. Of the modern warships all
are BBs excepting three British CCs, the Hood and the Repulse and
Renown, which are the most modern ships in the British navy. The
remaining modern British BBs include.the five Royal Sovereigns and
the five Queen Elizabeths, most of which had their baptisme de feu
at Jutland. The six modern Japanese BBs include the Xagato and
J[utsu, the Ise and Hiuga, and the Fuso and Yamashiro. The mod-
ern British ships enumerated are all armed with 15-inch guns---eight
each except the Repulse and Renown, which have six each. The
Xagato and l1futsu have eight 16-inch guns each (similar to our

14-. *This division is somewhat arbitrary. but includes as ""modern" the newer ships with
Ii !Dch guns and larger. Superior deck, interior. and torpedo protection and high angle

re are characteristics.
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Jfaryland class) and the remaining four .Japanese BBs have ten to
twcl:ve14-inch guns each (corresponding to our Tennessee to Xevada
classes). All of these BBs have over 30,000 tons displacement,
21-23 knot speed, a maximum protection of 12-inch-13J;2-inch belt
armor, and the latest modern deck and interior protection and tor-
pedo bulges (or nets, in case of Japanese). The Repulse and
Renown correspond in power to the Royal Sovereigns and Queen
Elizabeths.* The Hood is a super CC with actual fighting strength
of a Qlwen Elizabeth (eight 15-inch guns, 12-inch belt armor) in
addition to its 31 knot speed and other CC characteristics. The
Chilean Almimnte Lat01're (ten 14-inch guns) mentioned as the 20th
modern warship, is of British construction and was in British service
during the 'Vorld 'Yar.t It corresponds to our Texas class.

As noted above, nearl:,' half of the twenty modern warships
(lllost of the Royal Sove7'eigns and Queen Elizabeths) together with
a variety of older types were actually put through the test of mod-
ern battle at Jutland. And the Queen Elizabeth herself participated
in the attack on the Dardanelles. Besides there were a number of
other engagements of more or less importance during the war which
involved warships of various kinds and coast fortifications. It is
therefore possible to get authentic And reliable information on two
important points; (1) how these ships and the older types stand up
under modern gun fire, and (2) the effect of naval gun fire from
vessels of modern special mission types on superior, average and
inferior coast fortifications.

The number of major caliber hits received by each ship in the
Jutland battle have been carefully collated and their detailed effect
on the ship as carefully analyzed, weighed and classified by experts
on naval construction as a basis for future designs. Rear Admiral
David ''ratson Taylor, Chief of Construction of our Kavy, has given
us a digest of this study with conclusions reached.t The figures
showing the actual fire effect on the different ships engaged is par-
ticularly illuminating. Of the Queen Elizabeth type the Warspite
received the most severe punishment. Due to an unfortunate acci-
dent to its steering gear during the action which made it appear dis-
abled and turn out of line, it became the target of a heavy volume of
concentrated fire, during which it received in all between twenty and
twenty-five major caliber hits. The total vital damage consisted in
the disability of one gun by a direct hit on the turret. Although her

~As noted above. the type CC has two-thirds the gun power and about one-half the
life of the type BB--Le .• one-third the figl:ting strength-this is the price of its superior
speed.

+Its sister ship Almirante Cochrane was retained by the British and converted into
the aircraft carrier Eagle.

tSee reprint in JorRxAL OF THE C. S. ARTILI.ERY, ~-\priI. 1921..
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upperworks were riddled and communications were somewhat im-
paired, the ship was in action as soon as the steering gear could be
adjusted. Another individual example of severe punishment from
gun fire was that of the German CC Llltzow (Hipper's flagship)
which received seventeen major caliber hits and one torpedo before
she was finally disabled. She was then sunk some six hours later by
a friendly torpedo after the Germans had found it impossible or
impracticable to save her.

Excepting the three British ces which were each sunk by a
single explosion (apparently of their own magazines, and which is
generally conceded to have been caused by faulty construction and
eareless handling of additional powder charges in the turrets) the
dozen modern capital ships which bore the brunt of the Jutland
battle received a total of 14<0-150hits, or an average of about twelve
eaeh. X one were disabled other than those referred to above. :More-
over, the battle cruisers were in the forefront of the fight and gave
and took the lion's share of the hitting.~ .

Equally noticeable with the stamina of the modern types at
.Jutland was the lack of it in the older types there and elsewhere.
\Yithout exception they fell an easy prey to modern gun power,
mines and torpedoes, a single explosion usually doing the work. A
total of twenty-one pre-dreadnought battleships and twenty-seven
armored cruisers were lost in this manner during the war.* Three
of the old battleships were sunk and four others disabled by the de-
fenses of the Dardanelles.

The two observations on the Jutland analysis referred to, which
are verified by practically every other naval and naval-coast defense
engagement during the war, may be summarized as follows:

(1) A modern warship will stand a great amount of punish-
ment by modern gun fire, or torpedoes, or mines. The Xaval 'Yar
College adopts for its problems twenty hits of 14<-inch caliber or
four torpedo o~'mine explosions as the life of a BB; and similarly
eleven gun fire hits, or three torpedo or mine explosions as the life of
a CT. These figures appear at least small enough.+

(2) An old warship can be destro:ved if it ventures within the
range of modern guns or into our mine fields. A single mine, or a
mortar shell through its deck would probably finish it.~

. ~Hence the Hood and our COllstellatio/1 class and Japanese Alllagi which were build-
Ing prio:r to the arnlS Iinlitation conference.

yS"'e nllm~-rous r-ferenees and some lnor~ PT less detailed accounts folIo\vin,g-.
ic .Tactical Employment of Heavy ArtiIlen .... a provis'onal publication of the Coast

.-\rtillery Board. gives the !ife of a modern capital sh'p as five hits. The basis for this is
not knon:n.

~See Xotes on Firing against old Jlussachllsetts at Pensac{)Ia~ FIa.. in D2cember..
192:1. repr:nted in JorRXA:!. OF 'IHE 'C. S. ~-\RTI~LF.RY:o July 192L
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Corollary to these observations, it is fairly certain that (1)
new ships for replacements allowed under the limitation of arms con-
ference, though within the 35,000 ton and other limitations imposed,
will be modern in every respect, especially with regard to heavy.
armor and armament, internal, deck and torpedo protection, and
high angle fire. (2) Old ships will be discarded and scrapped as
soon as possible. This will be especially true since the retention of
the old ship, under the conference limitations, prevents building the
new. In that connection warships are obsolete long before they are
twenty years old, which is the age limit placed by the conference. A
twenty-year-old battleship is a relic. Hm\"ever, a ship accidentally
lost may apparently be replaced at any time. Thus the French will
probably replace the France, their oldest battleship, which was acci.
dentally sunk during the past year. Also there is no prohibition
from modernizing old ships to some extent. And this work and the
building of non-capital types has been undertaken in new propor-
tions in our own and other naVIes. (3) Aircraft carriers will be
built to the limit allowed.

It seems fairly safe to assume, then, that naval ships of war
which may be our enemies in the future will be modern ships and
that they will have a large factor of resistance--not to be overcome
by a few hits with A. P. shot or shell, nor by a single mine, as we have
been led to believe in the past.

Though secondary armament has been mentioned only incident-
ally, it must not be presumed to have only incidental functions
against warships. It must be remembered that the largest guns of
von Spee's squadron which terrorized the commerce of the southern
oceans and sent Admiral Cradock's flag down in the Pacific at
Coronel-with a slow battleship supporting out of supporting dis-
tance--were of 8.2-inch caliber. And it was not until the British
CCs were dispatched to the Falklands that the Gneisenau, and
Scharnhorst and a few lighter cruisers could be stopped from their
depredations. A fast cruiser armed with 6-inch guns is a powerful
vessel. The reason such a ship cannot do battle with a BB or a CC
is not so much that she lacks gun power, though comparatively of
course she does, but because of the certaint}" that a single 14-inch
shell would finish her-not her guns, which would go down in action,
but her vulnerable hull which keeps the guns afloat. The same guns
emplaced in a seacoast battery could drive the BB or CC out of their
range and inflict very serious damage, especially to the personnel,
while so doing. Such actually happened in the Hartlepool action,
for example, where three 6-inch guns drove away one CC and two
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CLs with severe losses to the ships and practically none to the shore
batteries. *

The particular power of these guns lies in their rapid fire--
from four to six shots per minute, as compared with one shot per
minute from the primary armament. Also while they cannot pene-
trate heavy armor, their destructive effect is really terrific. For
€xampe, one 6-inch shell from the Zeebrugge mole battery wiped out
an entire company of fifty-six British marines who were about to
charge up a gangway, killing forty-nine and wounding seven. Ac-
cording to the Kaval 1Yar College figures, eight 6-inch hits should
sink or entirely disable the type destroyer, and thirty such hits
similarly disable the type CL. The only reason the Vindictive was
not sunk alongside the mole at Zeebrugge was that in the excitement
at pointblank range the Germans fired into her upperworks instead
of at her water line.

Their rapid rate of fire, great accuracy in direct fire at short
range, and powerful destructive effect against all ~lon-capital types,
make these guns practically indispensable to seacoast fortifications
for two important purposes: (J) to protect the submarine mine
fields or other obstructions from raids by surface craft, and (2) in
harbors where a blocking attack would be profitable, to sink or en-
tirely disable the block ships before they could reach their positions.
For both these purposes they must be assisted by searchlights (the
most important function of the searchlight), for such operations
will rarely be undertaken except at night. Itmay be mentioned that
the joint army and navy maneuvers in Long Island Sound in 1913
seemed to indicate that our coast defense mines can be swept only
with the greatest difficulty, if at all. Destroyers, in those maneuvers,
were given the location of the fields and opportunity to work on
them, and were unable to do even the slightest damage to mines,
cables, or distribution boxes. Trawlers with proper equipment and
in more favorable water, however, would doubtless have more suc-
cess. And the importance of the mine field to the defense does not
warrant its neglect. For instance, in those same maneuvers the
entire Atlantic fleet effected a "run-by" at night under a smoke
screen without even detection, much less an}" damage done by the
shore batteries. The coast defense commander, however, claimed
that five of the BBs would have been sunk by mines which the de-
stro~vers had been unable. to sweep.

Although blocking attacks are beset ".-jth many difficulties and
can only be made at all on relatively few harbors, there are never-
theless a few harbors upon which a successful blocking attack under

*See description of action following.
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conditions which might easily arise would be most disastrous-for
instance, Balboa harbor under almost any condition, but especially
before the fleets were joined. The accepted effective defense against
such an attack is some form of obstacle, a protected mine field being
the best, and powerful secondary batteries to be used against the
block ships. The weakness of the Zeebrugge defense was that the
secondary batteries which commanded the situation were emplaced
to cover the area outside the mole. The British offense was based on
that weakness. 'Yhen the block ships had suc~eeded in passing the
mole they experienced comparatively little difficulty in reaching their
objectives-except the Thetis which was caught and grounded by
the net obstruction. Had the Intrepid and Iphigenia, which fol-
lowed, been subjected to the fire which riddled the T'indictive, blew up
her conning tower, and carried awa~vher controls as she approached
her objective at Ostend a month later, there is no reason to suppose
that they would have been any more successful than the
rindictive was.

Haying observed the fire effect on naval targets of different
types of armament, let us now turn to the armament with which our
coast fortifications are actually equipped. To begin with the pri-
mary armament, we find that the n~ajority of this armament in the
majority of the defenses consists of 12-inch guns and disappearing
carriages, and 12-inch mortars, most of them designed and emplaced
about or shortly after 1900. There are oyer two hundred of these
mortars in all, and nearly one hundred guns. The latter have been
modified recently to increase their range somewhat over 17,000
yards. rp to that range these guns are perhaps slightly less effec-
tive against armored vessels than the primary German armament at
Jutland, due tQ the lower muzzle velocity of the seacoast guns,
though many of the German guns were of only II-inch caliber. In-
stead of the 12-inch guns several of our more important harbors
have been more recentl:v equipped with 1-4.-inch guns similarly
mounted which, with recent modifications have a range of 23,000-
25,000 yards. These guns have not more than 2350 feet per second
muzzle velocity, but their power of attack against armored vessels is
perhaps equal to that of any ship at Jutland except the Royal
S07:ereigns and Queen Elizabeths, which were only slightly superior.
In this connection it must be borne in mind that while the naval guns
have a higher muzzle velocity than corresponding coast defense guns,
they also employ a lighter projectile, the combination giving them
the desired flat trajectory, but less destructive effect in case of an
effective hit. The above comparisons can therefore not be considered
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hard and fast, especially at long ranges. Also, equal destructive
effect in case of an effective hit does not imply equal hitting power
per gun on account of the much greater accuracy of the fixed sea-
coast gun. A coast defense Fire Command of four 1-1-inch guns has
a hitting power that can be compared approximately and roughly
with the hitting power of the type BB.* Comparison of percentages
of hits expected at various ranges taken from coast artillery and
navy tables roughly indicate about this preponderance in favor of
the fixed gun. Comparisons indicated above must therefore be under-
stood not as between individual guns, but as between types and cali-
bers, an equal number of correctly placed impacts from each t}'pe
being assumed.

At about the beginning of the ,Yorld ,Yar the introduction of ex-
tremely long ranges (20,000--10,000 yards) brought about a number
of changes in the mounting of seacoast artiller'y, the most notable of
which was the replacement of the disappearing ,carriage by the
barbette mount. The reasons for this were complementar}', the un-
protected barbette mounting being the necessary and sufficient solu-
tion of the new problem presented upon two considerations: (1) the
disappearing carriage is not a practical mount for high angle fire
which is necessary for long ranges, and (2) the material protection
afforded by the disappearing carriage is no-l- necessary at long
ranges, as has been amply demonstrated. The first of the barbette
guns were of 12-inch caliber with 28,000 yal'ds range (since in-
creased to over 30,000). Thirt}.-two of these guns were emplaced in
important harbors. They do not differ materially from the 12-inch
guns discussed above in fire power except that their long range and
high angle of fall permits them to attack the decks of ships effec-
tively at long range.

The demand for heavy artillery in Europe during the war
caused the mounting of many coast artillery guns and mortars on
railway and other mobile mounts. There remain on hand at present
about two hundred of these, ranging in caliber from 7-inch to 16-
inch. All of these were mounted for high angle fire on their mobile
mounts so that their range (excepting the 91 mortars) is increased
to 22,000 yards and up. About thirty of the guns are of primary
caliber, in addition to the mortars. These guns have fire power
simjlar to the 12-inch barbette guns referred to above, except that
the." are greatly inferior in accuracy and flexibilit.'.-this being the
price of their mobility. It is to be doubted whether the mobility is
Worth it for coast defense purposes.----hitt. *Xote that this is not a comparison of fiyhting strenyth. which is the product of the

mg power by the life of each opponent.
The turret guns only (main battery) of the BB are considered.
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The new guns which are being built--the post-war product-
are of 14-inch and 16-inch caliber and are designed to have the
greatest possible flexibility. This includes 360-degree traverse,
elevation from 65 degrees to -5 degrees, mobility by ordinary rail-
road, and semi-permanent or permanent fixed emplacements in which
they can be installed within a few hours as firing positions. "\Vhile
simple in design and presenting as small as possible a target, these
guns are to be operated electrically in order to give a rapid rate of
fire (one shot per 40 seconds is claimed) and are to be emplaced in
irregularly echelonned groups of four or eight pieces for long range
work They are to have high muzzle velocity (equal to naval guns),
and provision is made for zoning in order to enable them to attack
the decks of ships at long and medium or even short ranges, and to
increase the accuracy life of the gun when the high muzzle velocity is
not needed. These guns will be superior in power in every way to
any naval guns now in service, and greatly superior to any guns that
were engaged at Jutland.

Our secondary armament consists in the main of 3-inch and
6-inch batteries which were emplaced ~beiore the war. The 3-inch
guns are now recognized as primarily useful only for antiaircraft
work and may, for present purposes, be passed over. :Many of the
6-inch guns are mounted on disappearing carriages. It is true that
these are the only seacoast guns which need any material protection
from direct fire. But the evidence of numerous examples already
cited, and several to be mentioned later, would indicate that they do
not need it at the sacrifice of half their rate of fire, which the disap-
pearing carriage necessitates. These guns are, in other words,
about half effective. The 6-inch seacoast guns are practically iden-
tical, with regard to fire power, with naval guns of the same caliber,
except for the rate of fire of those mounted on disappearing car-
riages as noted. Extremely rapid, powerful and accurate fire at
short ranges. characterizes these guns. The rate of fire of any 6-inch
gun should be at least from four to six shots per minute, which is
the normal rate for naval and barbette coast defense guns of that
caliber. The coast defense gun should have some advantage in
rapidity of fire, and does have a marked advantage in accurac~v.

In addition to the 6-inch guns on fixed mounts there are also on
hand some seventy-eight guns ranging in caliber from 7-inch to
10-inch which were placed on mobile mounts during the war, to which
reference has already been made. Those guns have about the same
power as the batteries of the Gneisenau and Scharnhorst mentioned
above, and probably no greater accuracy and eyen less flexibility on
their mobile mounts. They have no marked superiority over the
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6-inch gun, probably losing in rapidity of fire what they gain in
destructive power. They are not capable of successfully attacking
the armor of capital ships.

Another weapon which has been added to the secondary arma-
ment of the coast defenses recently is the 155-mm. gun. About
twenty of these guns have been assigned to each of several important
harbor fortifications. They are mounted on mobile tractor-drawn
mounts and have the disadvantages inherent in mobile mounts-in
particular, loss of accuracy, and loss of flexibility occasioned by the
comparatively small arc through which they can be fired. Of course
all mobile artillery has a strategic flexibility which fixed guns
entirely lack. This is very important from a strategic viewpoint
and may very likely necessitate the mobile mounting of many guns
assigned to the coast artillery, who would thereby be enabled to use
them in other coast defenses or in field operations in the event of
war. But this is another matter and quite apart from the tactical
consideration of the fire power of such a gun on this particular type
of mounting on which it would go into action. And it is a fact that
once the mobile gun has been set up in firing position its fire power
is rather narrowly limited both in arc of fire and in accuracy, espe-
cially against naval targets moving at high speed; and the gun itself
is very unwieldy as compared with the ordinary barbette 6-inch gun
which can be turned with one hand and within a very few seconds to
any point of the compass, fired however rapidly without disturbing
its level or any of its nice adjustments, and served with the greatest
convenience by its crew. These 155-mm. guns, however, greatly
augment our secondary armament, and if emplaced so as to cover
the mine fields and the entrance to channels which might be blocked,
may be of very great value. In fire power they may be considered
identical with 6-inch guns (except for the mounting). And by in-
creasing the volume of secondary fire they may be depended upon,
whereemplaced in numbers, preferably in groups which could employ
Someform of director fire (in direction-"£ollow the pointer" in
range also), to speedily drive away or destroy any vessel coming
within, say, 15,000 yards, unless such vessel be itself delivering a
tremendous volume of neutralizing fire, and even in that case the
~:x.amplesof the past indicate that the action must ultimately break
III favor of the shore batteries.

FIRE EFFECT ox COAST FORTIFICATIOXS

In addition to the effect of gunfire which the coast defenses can
deliver on warships, there must be considered in addition in more
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detail the effect of the gunfire of the ships on coast fortifications.
This might be traced through several centuries with the same result.
The verdict of history is practically unanimous. An elaborate
"Study of Attacks rpon Fortified Harbors"* was prepared by
Lieutenant Commander ,Yo L. Rodgers, r. S. X., after the Spanish-
American war, covering twelve such attacks from the first capture
of Cartagena by Sir Francis Drake in 1586 to and including the
capture of Santiago de Cuba in 1898. This study is by no means
obsolete. The past twenty years have hardl~~ changed it. Since
modern examples are more impressi"ll'e and are not lacking, these
comparativel~' ancient actions will not be reviewed in detail. How-
ever, the general conclusions of Commander Rodgers are obvious
and demonstrated observations upon the study, and are enumerated
in the following summary form as basic:

(1) A determined attack upon a fortified harbor will be under-
taken onl~' when the enemy's commwnications justify and demand it.

(2) "'hen undertaken, such an attack is primarily the mission
of an army, the function of the enemy fleet being to maintain the
communications of its army and, secondarily, to support the attack
of the army by long range bombardtnent not endangering the fleet.

(3) A run-by, such as Farragut made in the l\Iississippi and at
1Iobile Bay, is very exceptional and hazardous and can be made only
where the country is already invested and communication can be
established by the invader past the point of run-by. Gunfire alone
cannot ordinarily prevent a run-by, if determined upon. Submarine
mines and other obstructions protected b~' gunfire constitute the
proper defense.

(~) Even when a determined attack is made upon harbor forti-
fications, which are thereby subjected to heavy gunfire, the material
damage suffered by such fortifications will be small, although their
personnel may be driven away from the guns and their fire may be
temporarily smothered.

(5) The recent development of the powerful defensive qualitie;;
of the submarine will cause attacking vessels to approach fortified
harbors even more waril~' in the future than they have in the past.

The fol101ving attacks on fortified harbors during the \Yor1d
'Yar furnish ample modern test of the above conclusions and further
exemplify other observations which have been made above and con-
clusions which will be reached below:

(1) The Dardanelles Campaign (1915).
(2) The Blocking Attacks upon Zeebrugge and Ostend (1918).
(3) The Bombardment of the Hartlepools (1914).

k .-\rti!Iery School Press.
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These examples are selected to include on the one extreme the
stupendous Dardanelles Campaign which lasted nearly a year and
involved a quarter of a million casualties, and on the other extreme
the rather insignificant raid by three German cruisers upon an
English port defended by three 6-inch guns. In magnitude and pur-
pose and conditions of combat the naval-coast defense actions of the
war varied between these extremes. However, their main char-
acteristics and net results will be found strikingly similar.

THE DARDxxELLEs CA::.\IPAIGK

This campaign was obvious from the first of the war as a likely
course of action, and received early consideration. Possession of
the D,ardanelles by the Allies would mean (1) communications with
Russia in the Black Sea established, with the great concomitant and
ensuing military advantages which such communications would
imply, and (2) breaking the communications and with them the
military strength of the Turks, as well as occupying their capital.
The importance of this campaign was accordingly too obvious to be
overlooked by either side.

There was a brief bombardment of the Dardanelles bv the Brit-
ish as early as Xovember 3, 1914-within a month after the declara'-
tion of war with Turkey. But it was not until after the first of 1915
that an appeal for help by Russia brought the project into im-
mediate serious consideration. The great importance of the objec-
tive was most obvious. But the possibility of forcing the passage,
even against the supposedly inferior Turk, was quite doubtful.
High naval officers were reluctant or opposed to the scheme, and
Lord Fisher, the First Sea Lord, was first more interested in a Baltic
campaign, and later entirel~' disapproved of the Dardanelles affair.
But Yice-Admiral Carden, the local naval commander, proposed a
progressive attack on the defenses (purely naval) which he believed
practicl}.l, and the First Lord, ),11'. "Tinston Churchill, waxed
enthusiastic over it, picturing the forts falling in succession before
the Queen Elizabeth's guns much as the Belgian forts at"Leige and
Samur had fallen before the German howitzers. The plan was
accordingly adopted.

The force assigned to the task consisted of the Queen Elizabeth
and a heterogenous collection of old British and French battleships.
Here it maybe noted,that (a) the undertaking was purely naval;
(b) had the fleet alone succeeded in passing the Dardanelles it could
not have accomplished its mission without an army to invest Con-
stantinople and the defenses; (c) there was no detailed and careful
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planning and training for the attack as, for example, preceded the
later attack on Zeebrugge. These considerations are most directly
connected with the results of the campaign.

The naval actions at the Dardanelles for the month following,
February 19, 1915, have been gone over too often to bear a detailed
repetition. The comparatively weak outer Kumkale and Sedd el
Bahr forts were subjected to much ineffectual bombardment, and
finally the guns were shot down individually at pointblank range and
the1Jatteries thereby silenced. The Kilid Bahr and Chanak forts at
the Narrows were next attacked. But this was a different maUer.
These forts mounted at least nine I-t-inch guns and more than a
score of effective intermediate caliber guns. They were shelled with-
out effect from the strait and across the Gallipoli peninsula. The
effect of the Queen Elizabeth's fire, though at favorable range, indi-
rect-so as to give the proper angle of fall-and perfectly spotted,
was most disappointin~ly unlike that of the German howihers ill
Belgium. She was finally driven beyond her own effective range by
comparatively small mobile howitzers. Then came on )1arch 18 the
grand final attack by the entire force of old battleships. It was over
in a few hours and was a great killing for the Turks. Three of the
battleships were sunk and four others disabled, most of the damage
being done by mines. There was now no further doubt about the
project. It was a failure, and was abandoned.

It was now realized that an army to work in conjunction with
the fleet was necessary for the further pursuance of the campaign.
Accordingly, after long delay, Sir Ian Hamilton was placed in com-
mand of an army which landed on Gallipoli Peninsula and operated
under great difficulties for some eight months. But the Turks and
Germans had by this time greatly developed their defense, and this
campaign, too, was finally abandoned in January, 1916. The quit-
ting of the Gallipoli peninsula was the most brilliant as well as the
most worthy achievement of the immense and altogether disastrous
campaign. Its losses had been 130,000 casualties, its gains prac-
tically nothing.

A great many explanations of this failure have been given
(mostly by people who believed that it should have succeeded), in-
cluding as reasons the climate, the weather, the time and place of
attack and a great many other details of minor importance. But
all histor~', the experience of the immediate and the more remote
past, points strongly to the basic considerations affecting the enter-
prise: (1) The undertaking, thongh with a most worthy objective,
was in its nature most exceedingly difficult and merited the greatest
possible effort if success were to be even hoped for. (2) It was in
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fact undertaken by naval forces alone, at the only time when it could
have succeeded, and most of the material was at best second rate.
(3) 'l'here was no careful planning and coordination of the elements
of the forces used in order to deliver the maximum concentrated and
properly directed effort of the entire command.

The entire campaign was based upon an extravagant hypothesis
of the fire power of the Queen Elizabeth. This hypothesis was not
justified by history and was not true. The campaign in fact col-
lapsed about that demonstrated error when on March 15 the Queen
Eli::abeth, after registering twenty futile hits on a fort that a half
dozen shob, were supposed to have demolished, was driven out of
range and forced to recognize her impotence. That was really
the end.

BLOCIGXG ATTACKS ox ZEEBRl'GGE AXIl OSTEXD

(April 292-23 and May 9-1(), 1918)

Bruges was an important German submarine base, only sixty
miles from Dover Straits. It is situated inland and communicates
with the sea by canals which exit at Zeebrugge and Ostend. This
base was a powerful asset to the Germans in their submarine war-
fare, which threatened to be their death grip on allied shipping, the
vital and onlY communication of the British and Americans between
their home r~sources and the theatre of operations in Europe. To
destroy that line of communication would be to destroy British and
Ameri~anmilitary strength in France. The forty mile; of coast line
whichprotected this veritable submarine battery accordingly fairly
bristled with guns for its defense: 153 in all, ranging in caliber from
4-inch to I5-inch, and a number of them having range over
40,000 yards.

From the Allied viewpoint the destruction of this base -would
greatly lengthen the German line of communications to his submarine
base, which was already beset with numerous obstacles. To force
German submarines to ~perate from Helgoland Bight would relieve
the Dover patrol of its awful responsibility, would save thousands of
tons of shipping, and would fairly remove the actual menace of sub-
marine warfare for the time being at least.

British monitors had been highly developed for use against the
Belgian coast, and had exercised themselves extensively with ineffec-
t~al bombardments of its fortifications. Any engag;ment of ships
WIththe guns on the Belgian coast as a serious undertaking was
I\orse than hopeless. It was impossible. There was one form of
attack suggested by the narrow canal exits at Zeebrugge and Ostend,
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however, that was at least possible, and that was the blocking
attack. To be sure such an attack had never been successful in the
past, though they had been tried, notably at Santiago, and thrice
repeated at Port Arthur. But the nearness from which the attack
could be made and the possibility of more finely organizing and
training for the attack then had ever been done before augured in its
favor, as did also the immense importance of its success.

It was therefore definitely determined upon early in 191"8and
the most careful and detailed plans were made. The defense of
Zeebrugge, besides the numerous big guns near by, consisted in the
main of batteries and works on a mole which formed a kind of
crescent circling in front of the canal entrance at less than 1000
yards and connected with the shore on the left side of the canal by a
viaduct. The batteries on the mole (three 6-inch and six 4-inch),
were naturally emplaced to fire O1dward from it, as were also bat-
teries of four 6-inch and two 4-inch guns some 750 yards to the left
of the mole viaduct. There was still the Goeben battery of four
8.2-inch guns about 1000 yards to the right of the canal. Now the
plan was to approach the mole to pointblank range at midnight
under a dense smoke screen (thus leaving the big guns out of the
action) and to deliver a powerful diverting attack upon it for the
purpose of actually destroying its defenses, in addition to detract-
ing attention from the block ships which should at this-time round
the mole and approach their positions in the mouth 6f the canal with
only the Goeben battery and the net obstruction opposing them.
They were likely to be opposition enough.

Accordingly, more than three months were consumed in prepar-
ing the T'indictive and two ferr.v boats for the attack on the mole,
manufacturing the special smoke apparatus, preparing the block
ships-in fact manufacturing or remodeling all the material for the
task, and lastly and perhaps most important, training the entire
personnel of the enterprise in the exact timed performance of their
several functions, and in the closest coordination of every detaiL
The l'indicti'l.'e was given in addition to her ten 6-inch guns special
equipment of one II-inch howitzer, two 7.5-inch howitzers, sixteen
Stokes mortars, flame throwers, sixteen Lewis guns, and four I1j2-
inch pompoms. Every movement of the action was planned to the
minute. And although several details slightly miscarried for dif-
ferent reasons-the most important being the change in the wind
from on shore to off shore at the critical moment of attack-the
entire plan was carried out most remarkably on schedule. After the
preparatory bombardment b.y the monitors the motor boats with
their smoke boxes led the forces to the attack. The Yindicti'l:e's
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party engaged the mole at pointblank range and came alongside at
oneminute past twelve, while a submarine charged "dth five and one-
half tons of amatoll:an into the viaduct and blew it up. The action on
the mole now became a very real diversion for all concerned. Due to
a heavy swell it was very difficult for the attack ships to lie along-
side. And in several instances high ranking officers leaped upon the
mole from derricks or any point of vantage as the ships came near
to make fast their grapnels-only to be shot away immediately by
withering machine gunfire from the "fortified" zone of the mole-and
in one instance a single 6-inch shell entirely wiped out a company of
marines about to charge up a gangway. The fire at such range was
deadly, and the fighting unsurpassed in furious intrepidity. But by
such fighting the mole was occupied for an hour while the block ships,
as was planned, passed around it, away from its fire, and succeeded
in weathering the Goeben battery's fire, breaking through the net
obstruction, and reaching their positions in the canal-excepting
the Thetis which broke the net, and, fouling both her propellers, was
grounded and blown up some three hundred feet from the pier. The
Intrepid and lphegenia were both placed effectively and stopped the
canal except for about sixty feet of shallow water at the lphegenia's
stern. The canal was out of commission for the present, and only
the smallest submarines could be warped in and out of it after per-
haps a month's dredging.

1feanwhile the simultaneous attack upon Ostend had not gone
so well. Due to a heavy fog, the change in the wind at 11 :50 re-
ferred to which blew their smoke back upon them, and the unfortn-
nate fact that the Germans had tampered with aids to navigation to
the extent of moving the Stroom Bank buoy, which marked the
channel entrance about a mile east of its normal position, of which
the British were not notified, the block ships went aground and had
to be blown up about that distance east of Ostend. On the night of
)Iay 9-10 the attempt was repeated by the Vindictive. This time
the British furnished their own aids to navigation, placing a calcium
flare in the old position of the Stroom Bank buoy. But again a
heavy fog set in, and it was necessary to delay, and finally to light a
million candle flare in order to find the channel. Although the en-
trance was then only two hundred vards off and the rindictive
headed straight for it, the guns got o~ her at once, and their work
Was deadly. The after control was demolished, the bridge swept,
and her commander killed by a heavy shell that struck her conning
tower. She succeeded in entering the canal, but immediately
grounded fast alongside the pier at about 25 degrees to the canal,
and had to be blown up there. The width of th" canal was reduced
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to about three hundred feet (about half its former width) but was
not closed. This attack was therefore a failure.

These attacks, which must be grouped into one enterprise, were
doubtless ,,,"orthwhile to the British. They cost 637 casualties, but
no less than nine Y.C.s were awarded and the lasting name won by all
who took part in them was a breath of inspiration to the entire navy,
which had long been inactive. ::Uoreover, the attack on Zeebrugge
was a model of careful planning and close cooperation, and merited
the degree of success which it attained. But the enterprise, as a
whole, weakened by its dual nature, was, trom a viewpoint of military
advantage gained, but a partial success at most. The Vindictive
was but an inconvenience at Ostend, and, as has been noted, it is
probable that within a month submarines co,lld be warped in 1l11"1

out at Zeebrugge at high water.

BO:.\IBARD:.\IEXT OF THE HARTLE POOLS

(Decembe1' 16, 1914)

This was one of a number of raids or "tip and run" bombard-
ments carried out by the Germans against the southern part of the
British coast during the earl:,- part of the war. The raiding vessels
in this case were the 'con der Tann (CC) and the Seydlitz and
Bliicher (eLs), having a total of 108 guns and probably 1800 to
2000 men. The defenses of Hartlepool consisted in two batteries
mounting a total of three 6-inch guns and manned by eleven officers
and one hundred fifty-five men.

'YoI'd was received at about midnight that hostile vessels were
near and that an attack might be expected. At daylight a heavy
fog had closed in to about 4000 yards, At about 8 :00 A. :\1. vessels
were seen emerging from the fog flying the British ",Vhite Ensign
and rnion .Tack. At 8:10 they ran up the German flag and opened
fire at 4150 yards. 'I'he first shell from the 'Donder Tann demolished
all telephone communications, but the action continued uninter-
rupted on that account, since the range was practically pointblank
and the direction of fire was conducted through indoctrination ac-
cording to prearranged plan.

Dm"ing the bombardment of the batteries, which lasted about
fifteen minutes, the range was shortened in some instances to 2000
yards. The 'con der Tann and Seydlitz passed by the batteries,
moved 'off to the north and turned their attention to the bombard-
ment of ",Yest Hartlepool ",Yorks and Shipyard, while the Bliicher
remained and engaged the batteries. Hits were numerous on the
defenses, four ll-inch shells bursting within fifty yards of the F.G.
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station, and the fire of the batteries was frequently stopped by the
smoke of bursting shells on the rocks in front of them. After the
first fifteen minutes the action continued in an intermittent and
desultory manner for a total of forty-two minutes, the ships in turn
delivering their final broadsides against the batteries and disappear-
ing into the fog again at 8 :52.

According to the available Dutch and German press reports the
ships lost ninety men killed and two hundred twenty wounded. In
addition the BlUcher had two of her 6-inch guns dismounted by fire.
The shore batteries fired one hundred twenty-three rounds and lost
two men killed. The small loss of the defense was largely due to the
naval delayed action fuses which the ships used.

Raids such as this were possible along the HartIepool-Yar-
mouth coast because of the fact that the Grand Fleet was based at
Scapa-in order that it might coyer the north exits of the North
Sea. The Dover Pahol and tl1e Harwich Force closed the southern
entrance at the Shaits of Dover, thus enforcing the complete block-
ade. Even with the comparatively great distance to Scapa, how-
ever, these raids were undertaken at a certain hazard. So long as
the raid could be kept secret until it was delivered all was safe from
interference. But this was not always or even usually the case. In
the instance described above, as referred to, the British had hours of
warning, and the German cruisers found Beatty's battle cruisers
and a battle squadron from Scapa interposed between them and
their bases on the morning of the 16th. Luckily the poor visibility
enabled them to escape. But this luck could not continue indefi-
nitely. And when on January 23, 1915, a similar rain by a con-
siderable force of battle cruisers and cruisers was launched against
British light forces at Dogger Bank, it found Jellicoe and Beatty
already on the ground and prepared for it. The BlUcher was sunk;
and the German losses would have been much heavier except for the
fact that the Lion (Beatt:v's flagship) suffered serious damage, and
the pursuing force faltered for 'want of a commander. After this,
raids on the English coast were undertaken rarely and with great
caution.

SPECIAL TYPES OF \YAR YESSELS

In addition to the naval craft used in offensive operations
against harbor fortifications which have ah'eadv been discussed,
there are two types which merit somewhat extended consideration.
These are the monitor and the submarine.

The monitor is of course an old type, but was greatly developed
during the war for long range bombardment purposes, especially by
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the British, in their operations against the Belgian coast. The
Erebus and Te1'ror, the "crack" monitors of the Dover Patrol, are
still included on the effective list of the British navy. These modern
monitors are small, light draught, slow speed vessels mounting two
guns of large caliber (I5-inch) in a turret. They are little more
than practically unsinkable hulls with just enough power to move
them around, a moderate amount of local protection in small guns
and light armor, and the turreted guns well protected from fire.
The monitor has the advantages of (1) small cost"of construction,
(2) mobility, (3) extremely long range (up to 40,000 yards) with
major caliber guns, and (4) excellent protection on account of (a)
the extremely small target it presents, (b) its ability to remain in
very shallow water where large vessels and submarines cannot
approaeh, (e) its unsinkable honeycomb eonstruction, and (d) the
great distllt-'1cefrom which it conducts its bombardment, As an
example of its comparative invulnerability, one of the British moni-
tors (Erebus), which was struck full amidships by a heavily charged
distance controlled boat was in service again in a fortnight. The
disadvantages of the monitor are (1) its slow speed, (2) its inability
to operate at any great distance from its base, and (3) its very low
gun power, both in volume and accuracy, A moment's reflection
<comparing the small unstable monitor with the 30,000 ton battle-
ship with its dozen guns and its excellent facilities for position find-
ing will forcibly impress this fact. Yet we have observed the futility
'Of the Queen Elizabeth at the Dardanelles. In matter of fact the
British monitors, while useful in preparing an attack by bombard-
ment, as at Zeebrugge, never did any material damage to the German
fortifications on the Belgian coast, which was their primary mission.
There is therefore little to be feared from the monitor, though its
invulnerability and its fire power possibilities must be realized.

The submarine, as Commander Rodgers predicted twenty years
ago, has developed into one of the navy's most powerful weapons of
defense, and offense, within its scope of activity. It is the only
vessel which can, with the exception of small closely guarded areas,
go where it pleases if the water is deep enough to permit submerged
operations. Since it carries torpedoes which can destroy any vessel
it can therefore prevent any surface vessel from remaining in deep
water unless under \my at high speed. A division of submarines is
therefore a very powerful asset to the defense of a harbor. It can
positivel~' prevent a close blockade of a port by surface vessels by
forcing the blockading vessels to keep under way and zigzag at high
speed. And it is a serious menace to any vessel of whatever size that
seeks to attack it or comes near it. It-must be understood, however,
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that the submarine derives its power purely from the fact that it
operates by stealth. It is very vulnerable if discovered, and further
perfection in listening and sound locating devices may furthel' re-
strict its powers. However, it can lie motionless on the bottom for
hours, can remain at sea for months, maintaining its radio communi-
cations both when cruising on the surface and while submerged, and
has high surface speed and power of offense against all classes of
vessels,,:hich makes it a powerful factor in any form of naval opera-
tions, whether against the enemy's coasts, which could be patrolled
and mined thousands of miles away, or against his ships which were
operating on our own coasts or elsewhere. J\rfostof these considera-
tions, however, are purely nayal and have only an indirect bearing on
the fire power and effect of the opposing forces. They will therefore
not be discussed in further detail.

COXCLrsIOKs

Although naval operations against our coast defenses are quite
unlikely in any form at most places, they are nevertheless possible
anywhere and would be quite likely to occur in some form, even if
only raids, at some places in case of a war of any magnitude.

Communications being a very vital matter to the operation of
any large force away from its base, naval operations against our
coast could not be more than raids until our fleet, which would men-
ace the enemy's communications in such operations, were destroyed
or effectively put out of action.

Raids or "tip and run" bombardments of seaports and their
utilities are more or less unfortunate for the port bombarded, but a
few secondary guns will suffice to drive off the raider, regardless of
the type of ships he employs (which w'ill be usually CLs or CCs),
and the damage done will not be serious unless to morale, and even
then would tend to stimulate recruiting. One or two major caliber
guns would probably prevent such a raid.

Of supported attacks which might be made in case our fleet
Wereput out of action, the following in which gunfire functions are
possible: (a) bombardment of seaports and vessels in their harbors by
naval vessels; (b) penetration into a harbor or water area by naval
Yessels; (c) blocking attacks on seaports; and (d) landing attacks.

(a) Bombardments will be made by the least valuable of
modern capital .ships, possibly but not probably accompanied by
monitors. The range will be long and the damage to the ships small.
It would require several hours for the ordinary defense to sink one
Qf them by gunfire, But the certainty of this ultimate result will
require the bombardment to be terminated after brief duratIOn.
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The damage to the defenses will be practically nil. Cities and harbor
utilities will suffer somewhat according to circumstances. But such an
action could in no event be decisive, and that fact in addition to the
danger to the ships, especially if there are submarines with the defense,
mahs it an undesirable form of attack except lor harassing purposes.

(b) Penetration into a harbor or water area by naval vessels
(excepting submarines) is done at great hazard. It will be at-
tempted only when it is necessary for the enemy to establish his com-
munications through an area through which his ultimate objective
requires him to operate. If it is a closely guarded area, as it will
almost certainly be if it is of such importance, it will then merit and
require the enemy's maximum combined effort of army and navy,
and of the two the army is the more effective.

Having closed to medium or short range for decisive naval
action the volume of fire from the enemy fleet will be overwhelming
(ex. one hundred 14-inch and five hundred to six hundred 6-inch
shells per minute from a force of 10 BBs). Though their accuracy
and effectiveness will be greatly decreased, it is not likely that the
individual guns of the defense will be put out of action by this fire,
which will be fairly uniformly distributed over the entire vicinity of
the batteries, if the crews are properly disciplined to stand by their
guns. :But it is most highly probable that all or at least many tele-
phone communications, and with them the entire higher chain of
command, will be eliminated even at medium range. And it is doubt-
ful if any fire control installations will survive the first burst from
the secondary batteries of the ships unless they be well protected.
If the action be continued then by the defense it will be by "Battery
Commander's Action" or '-'Gun Commander's Action". And if there
is any coordination in the defense it will be by indoctrination in
training prior to the action ..

It is likely that individual guns will be from time to time
entirely smothered out and their fire temporarily silenced by smoke,
or possibly, though not probably, especially in the case of disap-
pearing carriages, b~" unfortunately heavy casualties among the
crew. But the guns will not be put out of action, and in an efficient
command they will not be long 'Silenced-nor often.

The ships will suffer considerable damage from gunfire, but will
not be sunk in rapid' succession by a half dozen hits each delivered
with target practice precision, as happens in the war game. At
least twent~" effective major caliber hits will be required to totally
disable a BE. As the ships pass on by the fortified area delivering
a large volume of neutralizing fire at the batteries, it is likely that
no coast defense gun will register more than a half dozen hits alto-
gether. However, there are other weight:-" considerations: (1) the
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submarine mine defense is much more deadly at the point of pene-
tration than gunfire. It would almost certainly occasion serious
damage-probably would sink several ships, though from two to
four mines per ship, or even more, would be required. (2) Should
the enemy pass the defenses, leaving them intact, his communications
would be instantly cut behind him unless his army had already in-
wsted the country, in which case there would most likely be no
necessity for such a sacrifice of ships. 1Yith his communications cut
IJe]lindhim there is but one thing that he could do----':namely,come
out again, doubling his losses and undoing what he had done.

Only an exceptional chain of circumstances entailing most im-
pOI"tant military consequence:" therefore, such as obtained at the
Dardanelles, for example, could constitute necessity for or warrant
':Iclt an attack. It is to be doubted whether the Dardanelles cam-
jJaiglI was warranted even under the circumstaJ;lces. The capture
of Riga and the Baltic Islands by the joint operations of the Ger-
Iran land and naval forces (the army predominating) at Tagga
Bay, however, is evidence that such an attack can succeed in modern
times if undertaken by an army operating with secure communica-
tions and assisted where practicable by the fleet.

(c) ..A blocking attack has never yet been successful. Even
the model attack upon Zeebrugge was not a complete success.
Greater perfection could hardly be hoped for, yet the unexpected
might happen, and the possibility cannot be ignored. Iri tl~at con-
nection a blocking attack must not be thought of as in the one form
of :-;inkingan old ship loaded with cement and rubble across a narrow
channel. ..A lock canal could be as effectively blocked by blowing up
>;ubmarinesor other vessels loaded with amatol or T.X.T. against the
locks, or destroying them by g'unfire or otherwise. Thus there can be
conceived a blocking attack by force against the Panama Canal in
which a strong enemy fleet should force an entrance past the coast
defenses of Balboa at the terriffic cost referred to above, or attempt
to run the gauntlet through the mine fields under heavy smoke, for
the purpose of destroying the ::\Iiraflores and Pedro ::\Iiguel locks
and 1Iiraflores dam by gunfire at short range. This would certainly
be a bold and most hazardous undertaking-perhaps impossible if
there were submarines in the harbor. But if undertaken at an
opportune tim.e to strand a major portion of our battle fleet in
Gahm Lake would certainly be most eminently worth while.

The defense against a blocking attack is a strong mine field
and powerful secondary batteries. It is too unlikely to warrant
special provision for except at most important channels. There the
provision should be adequate.
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(d) The lancling attack is the only practicable means by which
our coast can be attacked with any prospect of success. And this is
a problem for the mobile army in which the enemy is heavily handi-
capped. Such an attack will not be undertaken under the guns of
the coast defenses.

The fixed coast defense gun thus accomplishes its mission in
most instances simply through virtue of its existence as a powerful
and invulnerable instrument of destruction that none dare attack .

* * * * * * * * •
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A Regimental Organization for the
Artillery Corps

By LIErTEXAXT COLOXEL H. C. BARxEs, C. A. C.
Assistant to the Chief of Coast Artillery

Coast

EDITOR'S NOTE: Although this paper 'was prepared for J'elease to the news-
}lapen; throughout the country and has been published by many of them in whole
or in part. it is here reproduced because of the general interest of the subject to
Coa .•t Artillery Officers.

OX FEBRCARY 27, 1924, the. 'Val' Department issued a
General Order effecting a reorganization of the Coast

Artillery Corps. Before 1901, the Artillery of the United States
Army was organized into regiments, each regiment consisting of
twelveheavy hatteries and two light batteries. The heavy batteries
corresponded to those organizations which now man the heavy guns
located in our harbor defenses; the light hatteries, to the present
day Field Artillery hatteries.

At the close of the Philippine Insurrection in 1901, the Army
was increased in size and was given a general reorganization. At
that time, the Artillery consisted of seven regiments. These regi-
ments were designated the 1st to the 7th Artillery, inclusive. In the
reorganization of 1901, the Artillery became a Corps consisting of
a numher of separate companies of Coast Artillery, and a number of
separate batteries of Field Artillery, these separate companies and
batteries not being grouped into battalions, regiments, or any
higher organizations.

In 1907, the Artillery was again increased and the Coast and
Field Artillery were separated. The Field Artillery was then
organized into regiments and has retained that organization up to
the present time. The Coast Artillery, however, continued its Corps
organization and has, since 1901, never been organized into higher
~nits than a c0!llpany, except for the regiments which were organ-
Izedduring the "Torld \Yar, and for such provisional battalions and
regiments as have from time to time been temporarily organized for
specific purposes. These temporary organizations, in all cases,
\\'hen the specific purpose for which they were formed has been
accomplished, have been disbanded and their identitv has been lost.
Thus, the esprit, which throughout the history of miiitary organiza-
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tions,. has always attached to regiments of whatever arm of the
service-Infantrv, Cavalry, Field Artillerv, or whatnot-and which
is such an impo;'tant factor in building ;p the nHfrale of military
forces, has been almost wholly lacking in the Coast Artillery Corps,
although all other combat arms of our Army have benefited b.v its
effects.

The govermng reason for eliminating the regimental and
battalion organizations from the Coast Artillery Corps seems to
have been that such an organization, consisting of units of uniform
strength and personnel composition, did not fit the requirements of
the armament emplaced in our harbor defenses, varying so widely as
does the latter in different localities. 'While it has always been
recognized by Coast Artillerymen that such an organization was not
conducive to a high degree of esprit, it was adopted and has been
continued because of these considerations concerning the harbor
defenses which it was the mission of the Coast Artiller:v Corps to
man and operate.

In 1917, when the rnited States entered the 'YorId 'Yar, there
was a demand in Europe for personnel to man heavy artillery on
movable mounts-railway and tractor drawn. There was also a
demand for units of antiaircraft and trench mortar artillery. 'Fhe
lYar Department decided to draw this personnel from the Coast
Artillery Corps, the troops of which were probably best fitted for
these tasks and, umler the existing conditioIL5, were not required in
our harbol' defenses. For the accomplishment of these missions, it
was necessary to organize battalions and regiments, utilizing the
existing separate companies to effect such organizations. This was
done and the Coast Artillery Corps regiments, which were thus
formed, rendered valuable services in the operations of both the
French and American armies. However, the path of those respon-
sible for creating these organizations was beset with many and great
difficulties.

At the conclusion of the ',"orId 'Yar, the responsibility for the
future development and operation of railway, antiaircraft, and
trench mortar artillery, and of the heavy tractor artillery designed
for use in coast fortifications, was definitely placed upon the Coast
Artillery Corps, and certain units which had served during the war
with these various activities, were continued in existence. The final
result, from an organizational standpoint, was that the Coast
Artillery had now developed into a Corps, consisting of a number of
separate companies assigned to the duty of manning the armament
in the harbor defenses, a regiment and three battalions of antiair-
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craft artillery, a regiment and a battalion of railwa,y artillery, and
three regiments of heavy tractor artillery. Such a mixture of or-
ganizations was most undesirable. Furthermore, it was very notice-
able that esprit '\"as being developed in the battalions and regiments
to a much higher degree than in the separate companies, and, as
time went on, these differences became more and more noticeable.
It was necessary to take some action to remedy this condition.

A regimental organization for all units of the Coast Artillery
Corps was most desirable for the following reasons: First, to pro-
mote esprit uniformly throughout the Corps. Second, to avoid any
necessity in future for the hasty organization of regiments such as
confronted the Coast Artillery Corps authorities in 1917.

The great difficulty in the way of effecting this organization,
lay in its being made to fit the varying conditions in our harbor
defenses.

After long study of this problem by various officers on duty in
the Office of the Chief of Coast Artillery, a plan was evolved by
which this purpose could be accomplished in a 'most satisfactory
manner. This plan is embodied in the General Order, above men-
tioned as effecting this most important orv.anization.

The order provides, in addition to the battalions and regiments
of Coast Artillery already in existence, for sixteen regiments com-
posed of Americans, and two regiments composed of Filipinos, for
duty in the harbor defenses, and one additional regiment of antiair-
craft artillery for duty in the Panama Canal Department.

The designation of companies of the Coast Artillery Corps by
serial numbers is abolished, and all units ot the Coast Artillerv
Corps, heretofore designated as companies, will hereafter be called
batteries.

All regiments of the Coast Artillery a;'e hereafter to be desig-
nated as "1st Coast Artillery", "53th Coast Artillery", etc. Exist-
ing battalions are to be expanded into regiments, the additional
units so provided in each regiment to remain for the present, inac-
tive. Existing regiments, and those regiments expanded from existing
battalions, are to retain their present numerical designations.

The sixteen new regiments of American Coast Artillerymen are
given numbers from 1st to 16th inclusive. The new antiaircraft
regiment for duty in the Panama Canal Department is to be desig-
nated the 65th Coast Artillery. The two Filipino regiments are to
be designated the 91st and 92nd Coast Artillery (P. S.)

Each of the regiments farmed in the h;rbor defenses in the
Continental "Cnited States IS organized into a headquarters battery,
and either seven or ten lettered batteries (A, B, C, etc.) In those
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regiments having seven lettered batteries, Batteries A and B will
constitute the 1st battalion, C and D the 2nd, and E, F and G the
3rd. In those regiments having ten lettered batteries, Batteries A,
Band C w.iIlconstitute the 1st battalion, D, E and F the 2nd, and
G, H, I and K the 3rd.

These regiments have been given this organization so as to
facilitate their conversion from harbor defense regiments into rail-
way and either heavy tractor or antiaircraft regiments, should
another war present requirements similar to those which confronted
Coast Artillery authorities in 1917. In that event, as the Coast
Artillery will be organized under this order, if railway artillery be
needed for duty with the field armies, any harbor defense regiment,
which is composed of a headquarters battery and seven lettered bat-
teries, can be converted readily into a railway regiment, which latter
consists of a headquarters battery, a service battery, and six firing
batteries. Similarly, any harbor defense regiment, which is com-
posed of a headquarters battery and ten lettered batteries, can be
converted with facility into a heavy tractor or an antiaircraft regi-
ment, since both of these latter consist of eleven units. Thus is this
organization made use of to eliminate in future, any difficuItie:; in
organizations such as those which confronted the Coast Artillery
Corps authorities in 1917.

One of the most desirable features of this reorganization, from
the standpoint of esprit, is the reconstitution of the old artillery
regiments, which were done away with in 1901, when the Artiller:'T
was first organized as a Corps. The regiments provided in thi'l
order and designated as the 1st to 7th Coast Artillery, inclusive,
are each made up of units .whichwere formerly batteries in the regi-
ments having similar designations prior to 1901. For instance, the
1st Coast Artillery will be composed of a headquarters battery and
seven lettered batteries (A, B, C, etc.) The present day companies
of the Coast Artillery Corps which will compose this regiment are
the 2nd, 3rd, 4,th, 5th, 7th, 8th, 10th and 11th. These companies
were formerl:," (prior to 1901), batteries B, C, D, F, H, I, 11and X,
respectively, of the 1st Artillery. Thus, while some of the batteries
will have to be given lettered designations different from those they
formerly had in the old regiment, the regiment as a whole will be
reconstituted by having certain of its original constituent elements
again brought together in a regiment bearing the same number a'l
formerly, and its personnel can, therefore, claim as their own, the
past history of that regiment. In some cases the histories of tl.ese
regiments go as far back as 1812, and include participation in
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battles of practically all wars in which American troops have par-
ticipated since that date.

In effecting the reconstitution of these old regiments, it has
been necessary to transfer from one coast defense command to
another, eighty-eight of the present day companies of the Coast
Artillery Corps. These transfers, however, are effected in all cases
without any movement of personnel or materiel except for the
transfer of organization records.

The problem of fitting the organization of these regiments to
the requirements of the harbor defenses, as finally solved, was quite
simple. The 'Val' Department allots certain personnel of the var-
ious grades and ratings to each Coast Defense Command in the
Continental United States. The size and composition of the various
batteries of a regiment is not fixed definitely, but, as has been done
for a number of years in the case of the separate companies of the
Coast Artillery Corps, is determined by the Coast Defense Com-
mander, who will, by sub-allotment of the strength allotted by the
War Department to his command, make the strength of each battery
such as to fit the requirements of its individual assig-nment. Each
battery, which is assigned to man a specific element of the defense-
such as a gun or mortar battery, or an element of the mine defense,
will consist of the personnel, of the various grades and ratings,
required to man that element of the defense, plus the battery admin-
istrative personnel-1st sergeant, mess sergeant, supply sergeant,
cooks, etc. All other personnel allotted by the 'Var Department to
a coast defense command, will be assigned by the coast defense com-
mander to what will become a General Utility Battery. This per-
sonnel will consist of the non-commissioned staff, the band, if a band
be pr.ovided, and all other miscellaneous personnel not assigned to
other batteries. In a coast defense command to which is assigned a
regimental headquarters battery, that battery will become the
General "Ctility Battery. In a coast defense command to which no
regimental headquarters battery is assigned, one of the lettered bat-
teries will be utilized for this purpose, but will retain its letter
designation. The allotment of personnel to the foreign garrisons
'rill be made by the 'Var Department in bulk, and it might be said,
to each Department. The Department Commander will then sub-
allot this personnel to the various Coast Artillery Corps regiments
and coast defense commands in his department and, in the case of
the harbor defense regiments, the Coast Defense Commander will
again sub-allot and organize his personnel as is done in Coast
Defense commands in the -enited States.
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Regiments are assigned by the War Depal;tment to man and
~are for the armament in one or more coast defense commands, as
required.

The Commanding officer of a coast defense command, to which
\he headquarters of a regiment is assigned in the War Department
order, becomes the regimental commander and, on June 30, <1924,
the date the order becomes effective, assumes command of the regi-
ment and effects its organization.

The new regiments are assigned in the War Department order
to departments, on foreign service, and to coast defense commands
in the United States as follows:

1ST COAST ARTILLERY

2n COAST ARTILLERY

3D COAST ARTILLERY

4TH COAST ARTILLERY

5TH COAST ARTILLERY

6TH COAST ARTILLERY

7TH COAST ARTILLERY

8TH COAST ARTILLERY

9TH COAST ARTILLERY

10TH COAST ~-\RTILLERY

11TH COAST ARTILLERY

To the Panama Canal Department.

To the Panama Canal Department.

To coast defenses as follows:
Regimental headquarters and headquarters battery
and 2 batteries in the Coast Defenses of Los
Angeles; 2 batteries in the Coast Defenses of San
Diego, and 3 batteries in the Coast Defenses of the
Columbia; the individual batteries in each case to be
designated by the regimental commander.
One battery in each of the Coast Defenses of San
Diego and the Columbia, will be kept on an active
status as a caretaking detachment.

To the Panama Canal Department.

To the Coast Defenses of Southern New York, regi.
mental headquarters at Fort Hamilton, N. Y.

To the Coast Defenses of San Francisco, regimental
headquarters at Fort \\'infield Scott, California.

To the Coast Defenses of Sandy Hook, regimental
headquarters at Fort Hancock, N. J., with three
batteries, to be designated by the regimental com-
mander, in the Coast Defenses of the Delaware, one
of which will be maintained on an active status as a
caretaking detachment.

To the Coast Defenses of Portland, regimental head-
quarters at Fort Preble, Me., with one battery, to be
designated by the regimental commander, in the
Coast Defenses of Portsmouth, as a caretaking
detachment.

To the Coast Defenses of Boston, regimental head-
quarters at Fort Banks, Mass.

To the Coast Defenses of Xarragansett Bay, regi-
mental headquarters at Fort Adams, R. I., with one
battery, to be designated by the regimental com-
mander, in the Coast Defenses of Xew Bedford, as
a caretaking detachment.

To the Coast Defenses of Long Island Sound, regi-
mental headquarters at Fort H. G. \Vright, N. Y.
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12TH COAST ARTILLERY

13TH COAST ARTILLERY

14TH COAST ARTILLERY

15TH COAST ARTILLERY

16TH COAST ARTILLERY

65TH COAST ARTILLERY

To the Coast Defenses of Chesapeake Bay, regi-
mental headquarters at Fort Monroe, Va.

To coast defenses as follows: Regimental headquar-
ters and headquarters battery and 3 batteries in the
Coast Defenses of Pensacola; 2 batteries in the Coast
Defenses Of Charleston; 2 batteries in the Coast
Defenses of Key ViT est; and 3 batteries in the Coast
Defenses of Galveston; the individual batteries in
each case to be designated by the regimental com-
mander. One battery in each of the Coast Defenses
of Charleston, Key "'Vest and Galveston, will be kept
on an active status as a caretaking detachment.

To the Coast Defenses of Puget Sound, regimental
headquarters at Fort Worden, Washington.

To the Hawaiian Department.

To the Hawaiian Department;

To the Panama Canal Department.

The "'Val' Department has already, some months ago, author-
ized a regimental organization for the Coast Artillery of the
Xational Guard. The order just issued provides for the organiza-
tion of the Organized Reserve Coast Artillery in the same manner
as for the Nationar Guard Coast Artillery. This organization dif-
fers slightly from that pTovided for the regiments of the regular
Coast ATtilleTYCOTPS,in that provision is made faT the organiza-
tion of battalions, consisting of any number of batteries from two to
four, and of regiments, consisting of any number of batteries from
fiveto twelve. This diversity in the number of units in a battalion
or regiment is necessary because the allocation by the "'Val' Depart-
ment of ~ational Guard Coast Artillery to the vaTious States, and
of the Organized Reserve Coast ArtiileTY to the vaTious Corps
Areas, cannot be made uniform as to the numbers of batteries. The
necessity for the organization of the batteries into higher units-
battalions and regiments-is Tecognized, howeveT, and pTovided for
in the ",Yar Department order. This organization into higher units
is also provided, in such manner as to facilitate the assignment of
these units to elements of the harbor defenses and their utilization
under these assignments in time of war.

1Iajor. General F. ",Y. Cae, Chief of Coast Artillery, believes
this reorganization to be a matter of supreme importance to the
Coast Artillery Corps, and anticipates that the beneficial effects to
he deriwd therefrom win be far reaching.
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T"VO of the most striking personalities that stand out among the
military leaders of the 'Vorld 'Val" are General Ludendorff and

Marshal Foch. During the first two years they operated in widely
divergent fields, one fighting in Russia, the other in France. It was
not until after Marshal Foch was appointed Commander-in-Chief of
the Allied Armies, in the Spring of 1918, that these two great adver-
saries crossed swords. From that time on they faced each other as
leaders of the gigantic conflict until Germany was overwhelmed by
the final catastrophe.

The Germans look upon Ludendorff as a super-man of powerful
will; he was the victor at Tannenberg in 1914, on the Somme and
the Aisne in 1918, in Rumania and Italy.

France glorifies :l\farshal Foch because his name is synonymous
with final .victory. Xations are right in praising their leaders, but
it is unfair to humble the defeated and by invidious comparison exalt
th-e victorious.

Marshal Foch is said to have expressed himself repeatedly
about Ludendorff in a way that, if he was correctly reported, does
not do justice to the achievements of his adversary. Such criticism
warrants us in investigating the military achieyements of the Mar-
shal. We may well leave it to history to pronounce judgment on
both men. History will be just to the under dog and will establish,
above all else, the responsibilities of the German chiefs. The supe-
riority of our adversary, considerable from the start, increased from
year to :vear as Italy, Rumania and finally the United States joined
the ranks of our enemies. How small previous wars appear when
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compared with the \VorId 'Val', which spread itself to the Ukraine,
to the Caucasus, to Finland and to Palestine! The war in Bohemia
in ]868 and the war in ]871 were primarily military; the WorId
War, however, developed into an economic struggle, with the estab-
lishment of the hunger blockade which cut at the very roots of the
German nation's life and finally proved decisive in bringing the war
to a close.

Germany's geographical position caused her the greatest diffi-
culties. There was no opportunity for brilliant manoeuvres as at
Koniggratz, Metz and Sedan. Germany was practically a be-
leaguered fortress. The industry and technique of the entire worId
wereat the disposition of the enemies of Germany. Their numerical
superiority was annihilating and grew in proportion as the forces of
blockaded Germany became paralyzed.

In making a comparative study of two great 'army leaders, such
circumstances should be considered. Let us first examine the activi-
ties of Marshal Foch in the first year of the war, while his later
opponent was fighting in the East.

At the beginning of the war General Foch was commander of
the Twentieth Army Corps, which was part of the Second Army of
General Castelnau. By the latter's friends Foch is charged with
having caused the defeat of his men at the. battle of Sarrebourg on
August 2. Historical investigation has not yet cleared up this
point. General Foch disputed the contention. In his denial he de-
clares: "The Twentieth Army Corps does not retreat except when
ordered expressly to do so." High-sounding words are Foch's favo-
rites, yet after August 20 he retreated without "special orders."
The same thing occurred at the battle of the )-Iarne on September
8-9, when Foch was commander of the Xinth Army.

A legend was created concerning the conduct of Foch during
these davs. \Yhen ::\Iarshal Foch was received as a member of the
French Academy, Poincare, who made the reception speech, thus de-
scribed the threatened position of the Xinth Army: "One more effort
and the gap was opened. At this moment the Forty-second Division,
\\-hichby an ingenious stroke Foch diverted from his left wing to the
threatened right wing, changed defeat into victory." It is not
known that Foch ever contradicted this contention. It is also
reported that on September 9, when his situation was critical, he
thus addressed General Joffre: "My right wing is dangerously
threatened; my centre is giving way; it is impossible for me to move;
the situation is excellent; I attack."

T'i/hether these words are historical remains to be proved, but
they are similar in character to previous expressions of General
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Foch. '''hat was the situation in reality? Conscientious French
investigation has long since arrived at justice and truth. The beau-
tiful picture of the Forty-second Division marching behind the Ninth
Army from the left to the right wing with flags fluttering, ready to
attack, vanishes into nothingness.

After a long march the division arrived, exhausted, in the eve-
ning, and, being unfit to lead an attack, went into encampment. In
the meantime, owing to an unjustified decision of the commander of
the Second German Army, the German troops voluntarily withdrew.
This decision had nothing to do with the dispositions taken by Gen-
eral Foch, but was due to conditions prevailing on the German right
wing at an altogether different place on the battlefield.

There is no gainsaying the fact that Foch suffered a heavy
defeat on September '8 and 9. His headquarters had to be aban-
doned in haste. The beaten right wing of his army was in full
retreat. The next day it was an agreeable surprise for him to find
the Germans had left. On this occasion Foch showed that charac-
teristic quality of his, an unalterable optimism which never left him
in the most trying circumstances. He displayed that same quality
in the following months of October and November, 1914, in the
march to the sea. Foch was charged by Joffre to unify the opera-
tions of the French, Belgians and English on the left wing between
the Oise and the sea. Through his personal intervention, Foch pre-
vailed over the Belgians, who had wished to retreat upon the Calais-
Havre line, to make a stand on the Yser, and later he kept Marshal
French from retreating, as he had planned.

Foch is credited with having prevented the Germans from
encircling the left wings of the Allies, otherwise the Channel Zone
would have been in the possession of the Germans. After this Foch
was left at times quite isolated. 'Ye may therefore pass over
this period.

LrDEXDORFF'S RECORD IX THE EAST

It was not until :\Iarch, 1918, that Foch's star rose on the
horizon. Let us see what General von Ludendorff accomplished in
the meantime. To his personal heroic courage was due the capture
of Liege in the first days of the war. This event opened the way to
the forward march from both sides of the army's right wing. Soon
afterward Ludendorff was appointed Chief of Staff to General von
Hindenburg and transferred to the east. Here he won one of the
most brilliant victories of the 'Yorld 'Yar-the battle of Tanneg-
berg. 'Vith one stroke the unfavorable position of the Germans was
changed and East Prussia was delivered from the enemy.
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The army of General Rennenkampf, coming from the Nieman,
had invaded East Prussia, while the army of General Samsonov was
advancing from the Nareva in the south toward Allenstein. The
Commander-in-Chief of the German Army, whose mission it was to
defend East Prussia, saw himself surrounded on both sides by
superior forces. He adopted a most audacious resolution. Decid-
ing to leave against Rennellkampf but a very weak force of cavalry.
and to concentrate all his troops to turn the army of Samsonov, he
succeeded in winning a victory comparable to Hannibal's victory at
Cannae by surrounding both wings of the enemy army and de-
stroying them.

But few such battles are recorded in the world's history. The
Russian Army of the Nareva was smashed to pieces and 92,000
prisoners fell into the hands of the v.ictors. After this the German
Army was led against the Nieman army of R~nnenkampf, whose
position was behind the German lines in the J.\;fazurian marshes.
Only a quick retreat saved Rennenkampf's army from destruction.

General Buat, Chief of the French General Staff, calls the
battle of Tannenberg a masterpiece and the operations of Luden-
dorff in the Mazurian marshes a classic. Just as brilliant as the
battle of Tannenberg, won in November, 1914, were the operations
of Ludendorff in the first battle of the Mazurian marshes.

In October, after the campaign in South Poland, the Germans
had to leave the Yistula to return to Silesia owing to far superior
forces led by Gxand Duke ~ikolai Xikolaievitch. The road to Ger-
many was seemingly open to the Russian "steamroller."

The German Commander-in-Chief then ventured to shift the
fewarmy corps at his disposal and on November 10 he led a surprise
attack against the right flank of the main forces of the Russian
Army, who were advancing in the direction of Silesia. Thus he suc-
ceeded in stopping the attacks of the enemy, and by so doing saved
Germany from invasion. The German commander had still a higher
aim, and that was to gather up, so to speak, the entire Russian
front. But the reinforcements sent by the higher command of the
w-estdid not arrive in time, and Ludendorff could not wait for them,
otherwise his operations would have been among the most brilliant
in the 'Yorld 'Yar and would greatly have influenced the course
of events.

Let me i:towrecall the campaigns in Rumania in 1916, and in
Italy in 1917. On August 29, 1916, a change occurred in the high
command when Hindenburg and Ludendorff took the place of
Falkenhayn in the eastern operations. The Central Powers were
then facing a grave crisis, Rumania having declared war on Austria
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on August 27, while the battle of the Somme op. the western front
had inflicted heavy losses on the German forces. But in a few
months a change took place. At the end of November Rumania was
beaten in a brilliant campaign. A practically identical defeat met
the Italians a year later. Again was Austria in need of help from
her allies. It was doubtful if she could further resist the Italian
attacks on the Isonzo. It was a daring act to send German forces
to the Italian front at this time, when for months the English had
been attempting to pierce the German front in Flanders. Yet
Ludendorff took the chance.

In a few weeks, the Italians were thrown behind the Piave.
French and English divisions, dispatched in all haste, arrived and
stopped the onslaught. The Italian Army, however, never recovered
from the blows inflicted there.

CROSSIXG SWORDS 'YITH FOCH IN 1918

"Te have now arrived at the eve of the great German offensive
in 1918, when Foch and Ludendorff faced each other as adversaries.
In this year, particularly, the two leaders were subjected to com-
parison by the military critics. On both sides it was admitted that
in 1918 a decisive result would be obtained. But the two chiefs
fought under altogether different conditions.

During 1918 the Commander-in-Chief of the German armies
had to take into consideration the strong American reinforcements
coming to the Allies. 'Vhile the Allies were being reinforced with
fresh troops it looked doubtful whether Germany and her allies could
command enough men to continue the war. The standing of the
Bulgarians was not considered secure. The economical conditions
of Austria became more and more discouraging. The strength of
Turkey was coming to an end. All the allies of Germany were sup-
ported by the belief and the hope of German success in the west.
The results of the "LJ" boat warfare were not such as to make for a
change to the advantage of Germany. The "U" boats alone could
not do that. The state of the German armies and conditions in the
Fatherland were such as to make the immediate ending of the war
imperative. After four long years of fighting the reserves were
exhausted. It was evident that a crisis requiring new reserves would
take place in the Summer. The impossibility of providing such
resen-es led to quick negotiations.

At home in Germany economical needs due to the blockade fell
heavily upon the people. The resistance of a nation without
strength, which had courageously borne the heaviest sufferings for
many years, began to give way. This fact "decidedthe German com-
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mandel's to attack in the Spring of 1918. After the crumpling of
Russia all available forces could be used for this purpose. It did
not give a marked superiority, but the attack could be calculated
with full knowledge. A serious question was the one relative to the
mobility of the army for such large operations. There was a great
Jack of horses due to the scarcity of fodder, and other needed mate-
rial for transportation was not available. Only a certain number of
divisions were partially equipped, and this at the expense of other
divisions, whose mobility was correspondingly impaired.

In France and in England the opinion prevailed at the begin-
ning of 1918' that after the Russian defeat the Germans would
attack in the west with the divisions drawn from the eastern front
before the Americans were able to participate actively in the attack.
The Entente decided to remain on the defensive, but was in a more
advantageous position to attack than was Germany. The Supreme
War Council, at a meeting at Versailles, was of the opinion that the
Allied armies were ready to resist the German attack. The Com-
mander-in-Chief of the French Army, General 'Petain, held that the
attack should be made only after numerical superiority was attained
by the arrival of sufficient American troops. The trump card in the
hands of the AIIies was the attack bv Americans. Lntil then the
forces must be economized in the expectation of an offensive to be
undertaken in proper time. At the same time, war material, such as
airplanes and tanks, must be increased while the Germans were
wasting their forces.

On ~Iarch 21 took place the great attack between Arras and
La Fere, which virtuaIIy wiped out the entire English Army. Gen-
eral Foch is not to blame for the mistakes of the allied groups which
caused this defeat. It was at one of the most distressing moments
whendefeat faced the Allies that all eyes were turned upon Foch. It
was an eventful day, the turning point in the war-that 26th day of
1farch, when in the Supreme Council held in Doullens Foch was
entrusted with the task of unifying the operations of the AIIies on
the western front. This mission was further extended in April by
the appointment of Foch as Commander-in-Chief of the allied
armies. Thus was achieved the unity of interallied command and
of interallied activity ..

BRILLIAXT OFFEXSIVES IX FRAxCE

Foch succeeded in opposing stiff resistance at Amiens and in
prewnting the breaking through of the Germans. The divergent
interests of the French, who, above all, thought of protecting Paris,
and of the English who wanted to escape through the Channel ports,
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were made to conform to the war plans of the chief commander. No
one will refuse the credit due to General Foch, but everyone should
acknowledge the extraordinary results of General Ludendorff's offen-
sive. In eight days the Germans had pierced the enemy's lines to 8.

width of seventy-five kilometers and a depth of sixty kilometers,
while the English and French in the Summer of 1916 at the battle of
the Somme had succeeded in five months' time only in piercing
through twelve kilometers, and in 1917, in the battle of Flanders, in
four months' time penetrated only eight kilometers.

The strength of General Foch as demonstrated by him up to
that day had lain in his optimism, his coolness, his energy and will
power, qualities of character which General Ludendoff possessed to
the same degree. From April, 1918. however, the new commander
of the Allies had the opportunity to show whether, as had been
stated, he was a superior strategist. After the German offensive in
Flanders near the Armentieres a lengthy interval occurred. The
principal duty of the chief commander of the Allies was to place his
reserves in the dght spot. After the Somme and Lys Foch shifted
them to his left wing, apparently against the advice of Petain. It
so happened that the German attack near Soissons and Rheims on
May 27 took the French by surprise and resulted in a brilliant Ger-
man victory. For the second time during the war the Germans won
on the Marne, and again a catastrophe threatened France. Clemen-
ceau ,vas questioned in the Chamber of Deputies and had a hard
time. Demands were made for a new Commander-in-Chief in place
of the much-praised Foch. It was not Foch's military science that
saved the situation, but the American help, for which the French
looked anxiously and which finally arrived.

At the beginning of June, after the conference of the Supreme
'Yar Council, an appeal was made to the President of the United
States. The' war would be lost if great numbers of American troops
did not arrive. Transportation of American troops was so hastened
that by July, 1918, a million men had landed, and by the following
Xovember two million men were on French soil. In l\1ay and June
American troops took part in the :fighting and American divisions
fought strenuously to hold back the German attack in July. The
Frenchman Pierrefeu gives a vivid description, of the arrival of
American troops. The appearance of the Americans as they
marched through the streets of Coulommiers and Meaux in the midst
of a jubilant crowd, their healthy looks, their new equipment,
worked wonders.

New life was injected into the bloodless bodies of the French.
Lack of space prevents a more detailed account of the important
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part played by the Americans in the French counter-offensive of
July 18, but from then on in the battles fought during the Summer
and Fall months, though they were somewhat lacking in respect to
training and leadership, their work was effective, owing to their
numbers, their unused strength and their vigorous methods of attack
against an exhausted and depleted German Army.

The "United States did not only contribute huge sums of money
and formidable material; it was in a position to oppose to a weary
and hungry enemy an inexhaustible reserve of men. France poses as
the victor of the 'WorId War and does not like to be reminded that
it was only through foreign help that she was saved from collapsing.
The historically proved fact remains that it was not the superior
strategy of General Foch that finally brought his adversary
Ludendorff low.

On July 15 occurred the last great German offensive from
Rheims. The result was not successful; the attempts to surprise the
enemy miscarried, and the German forces had to give way. Foch
had accurately calculated the direction of the attack and, it must be
acknowledged, had well taken his precautions. His reserves were at
their place this time. He had drawn about eight divisions of French
troops from Flanders and had had them transferred to the French
front. Field Marshal Haig, moreover,' had reluctantly given the
French front four divisions and had increased by four other di-
visions his right wing. This enabled Foch to transfer four more
divisions from his left wing to his centre. These shiftings were com-
pleted before July 15. The German attacking forces were exhausted
with this last offensive.

The counter-attack of Foch south of Soissons followed on
Jul.\"18. This was Foch's great day, the day when his reputation
was made. From that day began the turning point of the war.
What credit is due Foch for this change must be established.
"Petain as well as Foch had agreed that, beginning in July, the time
had come for an offensive. At last the long wait was at an end.
The Americans in great number were behind us, the artillery and the
tanks had been put in shape and increased, the road was free for the
long deferred offensiye." The above is quoted from statements by a
staff officer of General PHain's headquarters. The decision to
attack was not taken suddenly, but was a result of mature consid-
eration. Th~ conditions upon which depended the decision had no,,"
heen met. The numerical strength and the superiority of material
had been assured.

The decision to attack was in the air. As far as we can learn
from French sources, PHain as early as the middle of June had
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made preparations for an offensive on the vicinity of Soissons, which
was to be more of a local character. General :Mangin, commander
of the Tenth Army, was to extend the offensive by a surprise attack
against the entire German position. \Yhoever made the suggestion
of a flank attack by Soissons, the fact remains that the energetic
and successful execution of this idea is to be credited to Foch, and
it led to his promotion as Marshal of :France on Aug. 7. In the'
execution of this offensive the personality of Petain was forced into
the background. Petain hesitated and was confronted with the
German offensive from Rheims on July 15. But Foch was not de-
ceived, he continued his preparations. to begin his offensive on J uly
18. The result of this surprise attack, aided by numerous tanks
coming from Yillers-Cotterets, was great. Again Petain came in
the way; he did not think that the forces at his disposal would war-
rant more than a small result. But Foch was without doubt the
motive power, and no one can take from him the credit due him for
the advance of July 18.

L1:DEXDORFF'S FIXAL FAIL1:RE EXPLAIXED

The second part of the great struggle in 1918 then began.
\Yhat General Ludendorff did not accomplish in his offensive, Mar-
shal Foch, through alleged superior strategy, is said to have ac-
complished-the overthrow of his adversary. But was this really
due to superior strategy or merely to the force of circumstances?

From the middle of July the Germans had been reduced to the
defensive. The initiative had passed to the Allies. Marshal Haig
in his war reports explains the change in the war situation thus:

"The German Army had brought its utmost power into play,
and it was in a state of collapse. The highest point of its efficiency
had been passed. The mass of reserves concentrated during the
winter had given out. The allied situation l'especting available
troops, however, had greatly improved. The new reserves which had
joined the armies at the end of Spring and the beginning of Septem-
ber were trained and organized. The :British Army was ready to
take the offensiw, while the American Army was rapidly increas-
ing and had giwn overwhelming proof of the fighting capacities of
its soldiers."

It is true that the German Army, after four years of.war, was
near exhaustion. The reserves were at an end. The gaps which had
been made by continuous fighting could not be refilled. The troops
were overworked. The allied tanks effectively thinned out the ex-
hausted German troops. It was not possible for the Germans to
create such military agencies in appreciable quantity at a moment's
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notice. The English General Maurice, commenting on the contin-
uous attacks against the German positions, says: "It is certain that
neither the well-prepared measures taken by Foch nor the valor of
our infantry, would have brought us victory, if we had depended
solely on victory over the German defensive positions through en-
circlement." Of a lateT peTiod, in the Fall of 1918, General Maurice
says: "The German troops fought brilliantly, but our superiority
in tanks, and the exhaustion of the German troops, made the sit-
uation hopeless."

Notwithstanding this, there are many English and French
authors who attributed the result of the operations in the Summer
and Fall of 1918 principally to the high strategic qualities of Mar-
shal :Focll. The Frenchman Tardieu expresses himself as follows:
"French intelligence won over German intelligence." The superior
method of Foch is compared to the "Ludendo~'ff method" by
such critics.

Marshal Foeh, it is said, admitted that to break through was
possible only if the enemy reserves were dispersed. "Through a
succession of prepared fights the last attack was decisivc. Luden-
dorff, on the other hand, meant to break through in ~Iarch, and
renewed the attacks until his forces became too weak. He waited,
however, too long between attacks, instead of giving blow for blow,
until the enemy's reserves were used up."

GER~IAX TACTICS rX.T('STLY CRITICIZED

The chief spokesman for this criticism is the French General
Buat. It is his view that any single attack, however powerful it
may be, is bound to fail sooner or later. As soon as the enemy has
taken cognizance of the point of attack, he must concentrate "there
his reserves. This, General Buat points out, was accomplished quite
quickly in France, owing to the well-developed system of communica-
tions. To attempt therefore to break through the enemy front, be-
fore the hostile reserves were shattered or used up, was futile. This,
however,was possible only through a series of preparatory attacks.

The chief mistake of General von Ludendorff, it was further
pointed out, was a priori, the attempt to break through with a single
eYenthough large-scale offensive. His later attacks followed one
another with such long periods between them that his adversary was
able to recover and fill up his ranks. "Therein lay Ludendorff's
greatest weakness."

This criticism is absolutely unjustified, as the German com-
J.llandernever considered the situation in the light of General Buat's.
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The German forces were insufficient to fight the enemy reserves be-
fore the big blow to be dealt by a series of partial attacks. They
were even insufficient to divert the main offensive of March to an-
other position, as desirable as this would have been. As already
stated, the German command was composed of but a limited number
of divisions possessing the necessary horses and other material. The
size of the attack depended also on available artillery. An extension
over fifty kilometers was not feasible, even if all available forces
could have been assembled. Had Ludendorff used his available
forces on partial attacks, it is certain that when the time came for
the principal attack his forces would have been used up. There was,
therefore, nothing else to do but to get all available forces together
and strike the big blow delivered ::\-iarch 21.

I have already pointed out how near the Germans then came to
reaching their goal, though their effort to break through proved un-
successful in the end. There was nothing else for Ludendorff to do,
knowing that his forces were weakening, but to renew his offensive at
other points, evcn though it diminished his chances. The reason
why these attacks were delayed lies in the fact that Ludendorff, in
order to carry through a new offensive, had to assemble the neces-
sary forces from the former front and regroup them. He was
obliged to give his divisions a short rest. The artillery, fliers, mine
throwers, tanks, and so forth, had also to be taken into considera-
tion. This could not be done without great loss of time. That this
was undesirable, General von Ludendorff was very well aware, as
General Buat later disco'rered, but the German commander was com-
pelled by the force of circumstances to follow this course. It is,
therefore, unjust to compare "Ludendorff's method" with that
of 1Iarshal Foch.

1Iarshal Foch did not have to contend with such troubles, when
in the middle of July he began his offensive. He needed no method
and had no occasion to apply any special method. He did not have
to destroy the German reserves, as these were used up in their own
offensive. Foch's forces cumulatively increased through the daily
arriml of Americans while the exhaustion of the Germans kept on
progressmg.

A very competent French critic points out in the Revue 1Iili-
taire Generale that Foch had enough fighting forces to make it un-
necessary for him to wait, like Ludendorff had to, for one operation
h' be completed before starting another one; it is this that consti-
tuted Ins "superiority" over the adversary.

It is a fact that Foeh ordered continuous large-scale operations
in July, August, September and October;. hut all he had to do was to
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take advantage of his ever-growing superiority in attack and repulse
the enemy on the entire front. His object was to encircle the Ger-
manswidely and cut off the retreat of their left wing over the Rhine.
But what did he accomplish? ~owhere was there encirclement,
nowhere a breach, nowhere a Sedan or a Cannae, or a Tannenberg,
but only front battles which repulsed the enemy slowly without de-
stroying him. At the time the armistice was signed it had been
planned to surround the Germans through Lorraine. One cannot
tell if such an eventuality would have brought the desired result.
Ludendorff can well measure up to such strategy. The final victory,
as remarks GrouaI'd, a French military writer, was due only' to the
exhaustion of the adversary .

.After the war Foch remained a pitiless adversar:v. In the peace
negotiations in 1919 he insisted stubbornly that the Rhine should be
the military frontier of Germany. The territory on the left bank
of the Rhine was to be torn from Germany. His. attempt failed,
owing to the attitude of the English Premier, who "did not want a
new Alsace-Lorraine," and owing also to President 'Vilson, who
refused to countenance the parceling out of Germany. The reason
alleged by Foch was that "the Rhine must remain the protector of
the "Testern peoples of Europe and of world civilization." '''hat
France understands bv such civilization is illustrated today in her
harsh handling of a' wholly defenseless population in the Ruhr
territor~T.

According to newspaper reports Foch has on various occasions
referred, since the 'war, to the strategy of Ludendorff. To an editor
of the IntransigE:ant he expressed himself as follows: "Ludendorff is
a remarkable officer of the General Staff; no more, no less; one who
knows his business from the vel'v foundation. As a follower of the
~choolof Frederick the Great h~ is superior in an that concerns the
~landlingof an intricate army organization. On the other hand, he
]s completely ignorant of the essential nature of a war of peoples,
in which the greatest interests, even the very existence of these
~eoples, are at stake, and in 'which moral forces pIa}' the lead-
mg part."

The basis for this last opinion is not apparent. Ludendorff's
powerful will was concentrated in this war on using the collective
strength of the German people in one vast unified effort, to keep up
at the front,.as well as at home, the will to victory. His confidence
:n the Fatherland \vas unlimited. He never despaired. His only
thought, his only aim, was a German victory.
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Reason to Rejoice

THE organization of the Coast Defense Commands of the Coast
Artillery Corps into regiments is a cause for rejoicing in the

hearts of all Coast Artillerymen. It is a change in policy that meets
with universal approval within the Corps.

''''hile the two biggest problems facing the Coast Artillery
officer are how to hit a rapidly moving naval target, probably
operating in the dark or behind a smoke screen, and how to hit an
aerial target traveling from sixty to one hundred miles per hour.
still he always has facing him the possibility and the probability
that in time of war he must serve with artillery that is operating in
the field. This problem has heretofore been aggravated because our
organization was not adapted to field service. This condition and
the delay incident to a reorganization that is suitable no longer con-
fronts the Coast Artillery officer. The new organization admits of
the ready withdrawal of regiments from the harbor defenses and
their immediate reorganization into mobile regiments for use with
field armies.

The reorganization does not change the designation of the
COASTARTILLERYCORPS,but it does away with the words company
and separate battalion. After .June 30 every unit of the Coast
Artillery Corps normally commanded by a captain will be designated
a battery and everyone of these batteries except the Sound Ranging
Battery will be a constituent part of a Coast Artillery regiment.
At the present time, it is only by reference to the Army List and
Directory that one learns that the 11th Company, for instance, is
stationed in the Panama Canal Department, but no Coast Artillery
officer will, in a few months' time, have to refer to the Directory in
order to learn that Battery H, 1st Coast Artiller:v, is stationed
there. The 11th Company, C. A. C., and every other Coast Artillery
company is at the present time more or less an orphan. It stands
alone--but when it becomes a battery of a regiment it at once
affiliates itself with a large and prominent family and its importance
increases accordingly. The effect on the morale and esprit of the
enlisted personnel will be especially marke'd, for it is a certainty that
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the regimental organization will meet with their instant approval.
It will be easy to develop in them the same pride and affection for
their regiment as for their battery. Organization commanders of
the Xational Guard and Regular Service should not fail at this time
to explain to their commands the new organization of the Coast
Artillery Corps. Colonel Barnes' article, appearing elsewhere in
this issue of the Journal, will furnish excellent material for
such a talk.

The benefits, too, of the new order are extended to the Organ-
ized Reserves and after June 30 their companies will be designated
batteries and will be organized into battalions and regiments. The
regimental organization having already been adopted by the Coast
Artillery Kational Guard, the new order effects a similarity in
organization of all units in the Coast Artillery of the Regular
Service, Xational Guard and Organized Reserve. This in itself will
tend toward better understanding and better fellowship between
these three components of the Army.

The new organization is of monumental importance to the
Coast Artillery Corps. Before we had variety of service with our
fixed guns, motorized artillery, railway artillery, antiaircraft ar-
tillery and mines, and a variety of excellent stations. 'Yith the new
organization we have all this and in addition an organization for our
Corps that permits of the development of an esprit and morale equal
at least to that of any other branch of the service. After June 30,
in the Regular Service alone, we will have sixteen regiments assigned
to Harbor Artillery, six to Antiaircraft Artillery, three to :Motor-
ized Artillery and two to Railway Artillery-a just cause for
increased pride in our chosen branch of the service.

The 1923 Essay Competition
The Committee of Award for the Journal's 1923 Essay Compe-

tition, consisting of Colonel Clint C. Hearn, C. A. C., Colonel Henry
J. Hatch, C. A. C., and Colonel Edward Carpenter, C. A. C., has
reached a decision resulting in the following awards:

First Prize. One Hundred and Tu'enty-fi'l'e Dollars

To Lieutenant C. E. Brand, C. A. C., Fort Amador, Canal
Zone, for an essay entitled "Fire Effect on Kaval Targets and Coast
Artillery Forts."

Second Prize. Se7-'enty-five Dollars

To :lIajor :\Ieade lVildrick, C. A. C., Honolulu, Hawaii, for an
essay entitled "Coastal Operations," and to Lieutenant C. E. Brand,
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C. A. C., Fort Amador, Canal Zone, for an essay entitled "Antiair-
craft Doctrine."

H onor able Mention

To Major E. L. Kelly, C. A. C., Fort Monroe, Virginia, for an
essay entitled "Preparation and Adjustment of Fire," and to
Captain H. H. Blackwell, Fort Amador, Canal Zone, for an essay
entitled "Fire Adjustment on a Moving Target."

The First Prize Essay appears in this issue of the Journal.
The others will be published in subsequent numbers.

The J OURXALand its readers owe their sincere thanks to the
Committee of Award for the thoughtful effort which was involved in
the consideration of the papers submitted by the competitors and
the attainment of a decision.

The custom of the JorRxAL to hold a Prize Essay Competition
annually will be continued for the year 1924. Conditions for this
Competition are to be found on the inside back cover of this issue.
All JorRxAL readers, whether or not of the Regular Service, are
urged to consider the opportunity presented by this Competition for
the presentation of their ideas tending toward Coast Artillery
progress.

Our Coast Defenses Are Weak
Reprinted from the San Francisco Chronicle.

It is a fact, not denied but conceded to be a fact, that in case
of the absence of a very strong defensive force of battle ships, there
are single battleships afloat in more than one foreign navy which
could lie outside entirely beyond the range of any gun in our land
defenses and, herself in perfect safety, not only destroy every work
of defense on San Francisco bay, but obliterate San Francisco, Oak-
land, Alameda and Berkeley from the list of inhabited cities on earth.

Of course with decent notice such destruction could be pre-
vented by assembling submarines, laying mines, a strong naval force
and an effective air service, but it is not the custom of modern war-
fare for the enemy to send word where he is going to hit. The age
of chivalry is past. 'Val' is no longer merely the conflict of armies.
It has become organized wholesale murder of populations.

1Ye on this Coast object to such neglect. 1Ve denounce the
smug indifference of people safely ensconced behind the Rocky moun-
tains as disloyalty to the Nation. 1Ve demand for our protection
modern defenses against modern means of attack.
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::\.foreover, it appears that. there are available at least four
lIll.vaI16-inchguns, not needed by the navy since the treaty of Wash-
ington, which could be immediately installed.

The Society of American Military Engineers has pointed out
the danger and the effective protection which these available guns
wouldgive. Upon the showing of that society the Board of Super-
visors has urged the immediate emplacement of those guns at this
port and urged our entire State delegation in Congress to insist on
the necessary appropriation. liVe must all unite to make this a
Pacific Coast demand.

Stand Behind Your Team
The Coast Artillery Rifle and Pistol Team~ need money to

defray incidental expenses during the coming summer. The JOUR-

XAL, having the approval of the Chief of Coast Artillery, is collect-
ing such a fund, and it is hoped that the entire commissioned
personnel of the Corps will contribute. Two years ago a fund was
raised by solicitation within the Corps, and this was used by the
1922 and .1923 Teams for payment of additions to a mess that
included many enlisted men during the try-out period, special equip-
ment, membership fees, excess baggage charges, etc. This money
however, has been expended, and unless in future these extras are
to be paid from the pockets of the Team members, more must be
raised.

In the history of the Xational Matches, the upward course
of our Team is noteworthy. In 1919, the first year in which we
competed, the Rifle Team finished in 34th place, but since that
time has been constantly near the top, and has been a serious con-
tender for the premier place. The letters C. A. C. have for
the past four years been so near the top on the daily score boards
at Camp Perry that the twelve to fifteen hundred contenders, many
of them civilians, and the thousands of visitors have had impressed
upon them the real meaning of these initials.

Every officer desires that his Teams shall not be handicapped
because of lack of funds. It is estimated that if one dollar be con-
tributed b)::each officer, a sufficient amount will be raised to permit
the Teams to carryon in a manner conducive to securing the best
results at lVakefield and later at Camp Perry. A letter requesting
this amount has been sent to the various Coast Artillerv Districts,
Coast Defenses, Fort Eustis, and the Coast Artillery School. It is
requested that officers on detached service send in their contributions
direct to the JorRXAL.
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Oommunications relating to the development or improl'ement in methods or mataiel for
the Ooast Artillery will be welcome from any member of the Corps or of the savice at
lal'ge. These c01nmunicat,ons, with models 01' dmwings of devices proposed may be sent
direct to the Coast Artillery Board, Fort Monroe, Virginia, and will receive cal'eful con-
s,demtwn.-H. J. HATCH, President, Coast Artillel'y Board.

Wark of the Board for the Month of February
A. NEW PROJECTS IXITIATED DrRIXG THE :;\10XTH OF FEBRrARY

Project No. 202, Bixby Spotting Device; and Project No. 203, Modi-
fied Cole SpC\tting Board.-The study of these two devices has been included
heretofore in the general project on Spotting Devices, Xo. 84,. The general
project has been discontinued, each device being given a separate number. Final
reports will be made when tests and studies are completed.

Project No. 204.-The plan of a new Searchlight Training Mechanism wa~
submitted to the Board by Master Sergeant Thornton A. Lemaster, C. A. C., of
the Department of Enlisted Specialists of the Coast Artillery School at Fort
Monroe. The plan has been submitted to the Searchlight Development section of
the Engineer Corps for study and &uch action as consideration of its merits
may warrant.

Project No. 205, Review of Training Regulations No. 435-175, C.A.C.
Regiment of Railway Artillery including Headquarters and Headquarters
Battery.-Study completed, certain minor changes recommended.

Project No. 206. Mirror Position Finders (Antiaircraft).-The JOT:RXAL
OFTHEU. S. ARTILLERYfor December, 1920, contains an excellent article by Lieut.
W. C. Granstein, Ordnance Section, O. R. C. on "Mirror and Window position
Finders." Another article on "The Lse of Mirror Position Finders" appears in
the April, 1921, JoeRxAL OFTHE r. S. ARTILLERY.Reference is made to these
publications in order that anyone interested may receive a better understanding
of the operation of the finders; no description of the instruments or their opera-
tion will be published here. On the recommendation of the Artillery Board a set
of Mirror Position Finders was issued to the 61st Artillery Battalion (A.A.) for
test. In commenting on the report of this test the Board submitted the following:

1. The limitations of the instrument preclude its use as a service
altimeter Or its use in the field.

2. The mirror position finder has two attributes that determine its
value, namely: accuracy and a ,isible permanent record from which all
pertinent data may be computed at leisure. It is essentially an apparatus
of precision adaptable only to such experimental or development prob-
lems as do not require an immediate rendition of observations into con-
erete data. It was as an ordnance instrument that the Chief of Antiair-
eraft Service, A. E. F., recommended the purchase of mirror
position finders.

[316J
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3. The mirror position finder, like most precision instruments, is
inconvenient to use if the maximum possible accuracy be sought. On the
other hand the instrument preserves a record from which may be
obtained, at leisure, aU tbe elements of a point in space or of flight with
as great accuracy as that obtainable by theodolites. Unless and until this
claim is disproved, the mirror position finder is the best instrument avail-
able for experimental antiaircraft work.

4. The mirror position finder is of practical value in the follow-
ing cases:

a. In computing the ballistic properties of gun, projectile or fuse.
This is primarily an ordnance function, but affects the Co~st Artillery
Corps when different types of ammunition, fuses, tracers, etc., are given
them for test.

b. In verifying the firing of trial shots by the battery and perfec-
tion of the methods of fire correction.

c. In determining the wind where a meteorological service is not
available. In studying the effects of wind on the projectile and verifying
the wind corrections.

d. In testing altimeters. The only other basis for determination of
accuracy is the altimeter in the aeroplane. ::S-otonly is the mirror posi-
tion finder more accurate than the aeroplane altimeter, but there would
exist, while using it, no need for synchronism between plane and ground.

e. In testing methods and materiel for prediction in antiaircraft fire.
At any instant predicted data can be noted and compared with the
actual position of the plane at the end of the time of prediction.

f. In testing the methods of antiaircraft fire, for example, compar-
ing continuous fire with volley fire upon the even fuse settings with fuses
ready before firing (British method) in a similar manner to e.

g. In testing sighting or Case II and III gun setting systems and
training and testing the operators thereof in a himilar manner to e.

h. In analyzing antiaircraft target practice.
i. Coast Artillery Board Project ::S-o.128 (Combined Air Service-

Coast Artillery Training) if approved binds the Coast Artillery Corps
to cooperation with the Air Service in studying experimental flights and
tactical maneuvers as well as aerial bombing. Such studies can be made
mOht accuratel:r by means of the mirror position finder. It is noted that
the mirror position finder determines altitudes for itself whereas the
camera obscura as now used in airplane tests, requires that the altitude
be furnished.

5. Recommendations. a. It is recommended that the mirror posi-
tion finders be retained by the 6Ist Artillery Battalion (A.A.) for fur-
ther test and Uhe in experimentation as herein outlined.

b. If additional sets are now available it is recommended that they
be furnislled to as many antiaircraft organizations as possible in order to
assist such organizations in carrying out experimental and ana-
lytical work.

c. The purchase or modification of mirror position finders is not
recommended until their further use b~-antiaircraft units enables a more
complete study of results to be made.

Project No. 207, Test of Azimuth and Elevation Scales for 3-Inch
Antiaircraft Gun.-This is a special study that grew out of the recommenda-
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tions of the Board in Project No. 166, Study and Test of 3-inch A.A. Guns on
Carriage M-1917 (Fixed Mount) published in Coast Artillery Board Notes
January, 1924, COASTARTILLERYJOURNAL. The Ordnance Department has con-
structed azimuth and elevation scales for 3-iuch Antiaircraft Guns. These are in
the hands of the artillery for service test.

Project No. 209, Range Scales for Percentage Corrector.-The opera-
tion of the Percentage Corrector is described in report on Projects No. 170 and
152 published in Coast Artillery Board Notes December, 1923, COASTARTILLERY
JOURNAL. Scales for the corrector have been constructed by the Coast Artillery
Board and will be furnished on application.

Project No. 211, Modification of Range Correction Chart for Pratt
Range Board, Model 1905.

1. Under Coast Artillery Board Project No. 110 (see Coast Artillery Board
Notes, December, 1923 COASTARTILLERYJOURNAL),the Range Correction Board,
Model E, 1923, was recommended for use with Howitzers and Mortars. Recom-
mendations were also made for changes to apply to all charts. In letter O.C.C.A.
413.6816/I, 8th Ind., dated April 15, 1922, it was recommended that range cor-
rection charts be constructed for only two heights of site to take into account the
effect of height of site on the other corrections.

2. Under Project Xo. 110, the following recommendations to apply to ail
charts were made:

a. Curves on charts to be in percent, to scale of 1 inch = 2 percent.
b. Ruler of board to show correction in range rather than corrected range,

to scale of 1 inch = 2 percent.
c. A percentage correction deYice to be used which permits the ballistic

correction set to vary with the range in a normal manner without requiring con-
tinuous use of the board.

d. Chart to show curves for corrections due to rotation of earth, tempera-
ture elasticity, and variation in weight of projectile from standard.

e. Along vertical margin various range table data to be indicated.
3. In view of the presence of the ballistic density in the standard meteoro-

logical message, the present procedure in fixed defenses of converting tempera-
ture and pressure into atmosphere reference number by the use of the atmosphere
slide rule, is no longer satisfactory. The density in the meteorological message is
a ballistic density given in percent of normal; the present reference numbers
varying from 0 to 32 correspond to a variation froIJl ll6 percent to 84 percent
of normal density. Future range correction charts should have atmosphere ref-
erence numbers read in percent of normal to agree with the meteorologi-
cal message.

4. The correction for rotation of earth depends upon the latitude of the
battery. The latitude of Panama is about 1 degrees X; of Manila about He
degrees X; of Honolulu about 21 degrees X; and in the United States it varies
from 26 degrees X to 49 degrees X. The greatest range correction due to rota-
tion of earth (at 90 degrees azimuth and range for maximum correction) is
shown for various guns in the following table:

Range Weight 01 Velocity Latitude Korth.
Gun l'ards Projectile lbs. 1.s. 10° 35° 50°

8-Inch S. C. 18.000 2()1) 2600 57 }~ds. 47yds. 37yds.
12-Inch S. C. 26,000 900 2325 IlO yds. 91,'ds. 72 yds.
l4-Inch S. C. 23.000 14110 2400 Il3 yds. 93 yds. 74yds.
16-Inch How. 20.000 2100 1950 88 yds. 73yds. 58 yds.
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5. The average latitude for all guns of the United States and its foreign
possessionsis about 35 degrees North. As can be seen from the table, the maxi-
mum possible error in making the rotation of earth correction for 35 degrees
latitude instead of the actual latitude of the gun being considered, is not greater
than 20 yards. It is therefore believed that much confusion would be avoided
and sufficient accuracy obtained if in place of a cbart with rotational correction
especially computed for the latitude of each gun, all range correction charts for
all guns to which the rotational correction is to be applied, base this correction
upon the average latitude of 35 degrees North.

6. The use of more than one chart, each based upon a different height of
site in order to take into account the effect of varying heights of site on the
"elocity, atmosphere and wind corrections, is belie,'ed upnecessary for the fol~
lowing reasons:

Q. The change in the three corrections caused by variations in the height of
site, is very small.

b. It is only at short ranges and at great heights of site, where a large cor-
rection in the range table range has already been made to take into account the
effect of the height of site itself, that these changes are appreciable. The correc-
tion for height of site may be so large in itself that the possible theoretical error
in it may be as much as the quantities discussed.

c. A change in velocity or air density may cause as great a second order
error in the other corrections, as may be caused by a change in height of site.
However, such errors are never taken into account.

d. The method of computing the proposed second order corrections which
involved the theory of the rigidity of the trajectory, is itself in doubt for short
ranges and large heights of site. These corrections would be based on a complete
trajectory, whereas they should actually be based on only a portion of a trajec-
torJ', or on a trajectory which is greater than a whole one.

e. Another reason for the needlessness of second order corrections in range,
lies in the fact that in firing at vertical targets at short ranges, large errors in
range cause only small errors in altitude near the point of fall.

7. In any case where difficulty is encountered in fitting in the additional
Corrections mentioned in paragraph 2 d and e on account of lack of space in the
horizontal direction, enough of the velocity correction curves should be taken out
to allow for the complete set of curves. This may happen at low velocities (as in
the case of mortars) where the effect of a variation of 300 f.s. in velocity may
cause about 100 percent change in range. Provision for making correction for
Sucha large variation in range on account of .clocity is unnecessary.

8. It is believed that the atmosphere-.elocitJ" slide rule can be eliminated
from use in connection with the Pratt Board. As shown in paragraph 3 above,
the atmosphere end of the rule is not necessarJ". Concerning the .elocity end of
the rule, the following is quoted from paragraph 3, 3rd Indorsement to O. C. C. A.
file 3.53.425/ A:

3. Reference the effect of powder on wlocity, Part 1, I, information
is requested concerning the possibility of simplifying this formula. It
gives values which act differently from all other similar corrections. It
says that for a change from 0 degrees to 10 degrees in powder tempera-
ture, the .elocity changes by about .25 percent, whereas from 90 percent
to 100 percent the velocity changes by about 1.6 percent. A change from
o degrees to 10 degrees in air temperature causes practically the same
change in range as a change from 90 degrees to 100 degrees. A change
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in air density from minus 14 percent to minus 16 percent causes prac-
tically the same change in range as a change from plus 14 percent to plus
16 percent. It is understood that the. Navy uses 2 f.s. per degree F.
change in temperature, and that the French use .1 percent change per
degree C. or .055 percent per degree F. Some such simple formula could
probably be developed which would be more accurate than the present
complicated one.

In the 5th Indorsement to the above mentioned letter, the Chief of Ordnance
stated that a study is being made of this question. It is believed that the rela-
tion 1.5 f.s. change in muzzle velocity for each degree Fahrenheit change in pow-
der temperature should be used until the Ordnance Department has developed a
more accurate relation. The atmosphere velocity slide rule can then be dropped
from use.

9. It is to be noted that for Coast Defense firing, the meteorological message
should give the azimuth of the wind in degrees in order to conform with the
graduations on the wind component indicator.

10. Recommelldatiolls.-In addition to the changes recommended under
Project Xo. 170, the following recommendations were madc:

a. That range correction charts have atmosphere reference numbers in per-
cent of normal density varying from 8-1,percent to 116 percent.

b. That the rotation of earth correction corresponding to 35 degrees N. lati-
tude be used on the single standard chart.

~. That all range correction charts be based upon one standard height of
site, zero height to be taken as standard.

d. That the amount of variation in velocity be limited so that all correc-
tions may fit on the chart.

e. That the relation 1.5 f.s. change in velocity per degree Fahrenheit change
in powder temperature be used until the Ordnance Department has devised a
better one.

f. That the use of the atmosphere velocity slide rule be discontinued.
Project No. 212.-Firing Tables for 16-inch Howitzer, Model 1920, as

prepared by the Ordnance Department were submitted to the Coast Artillery
Board for final comment. In the opinion of the Board the tables were in satis-
factory form for printing.

B. PROJECTS PREnOrSLY SrB~lITTED OX 'YHICH 'YORK HAS BEES

ACCO~IPLISHED

Project No.5, 30-foot Coincidence Range Finder.-The following in-
struments were given a comparative test at Fort Monroe in Xovember and
December, 1923:

3D-foot Bausch and Lomb Coincidence Range Finder.
15-foot Bausch and Lomb Coincidence Range Finder.
9-foot Barr and Stroud Coincidence Range Finder.
4-meter Goerz Coincidence Range Find~r.
4-meter Zeiss Stereoscopic Range Finder.

The 9-foot Barr and Stroud Range Finder available for test was apparently
in poor operating condition. The results it gave were so erratic and inferior that
it was soon eliminated.
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Figure 1 shows the 3D-foot instrument mountcd on the parapet at Fort
~Ionroe; Figure 2 shows the intcrior of the housing for the operators. The
telescope was built in 1918 for the ~ avy Departmcnt in accordance with its
specifications while the mount, carriage and stand wcre built latcr in accordance
with spccifications of the "'ar Departmcnt. Thc ,'arious adjustments and opera-
tion of the instrument are veQ' much the Sllllle as in the 15-foot Bausch and Lomb
Hange Finder described in Chapter IX, Part IY, Hea,'y Artillery :\Iateriel, C.A.C,

Figure :~ is a plot showing the a"erage errors reference target obtained by all
illstruments obsen'ing on moving targets, These graphs tllke into (:onsideration
all readings on all mo\"ing targets under ,'arying conditions of Yisibility, the mcan

-,,.

FIG. I

of the ranges determined by the two horizontal bases b~ing taken as the correct
range and used as a basis for comparing the rang:es read on the Hange Finders,

Hanges were read by all instrumcnts on fixed targets at ,'arying: rang:es and
un moYing ta rgets. The moYing ta rgets were tracked by two horizontal base
systems and ranges were taken on the bell at one minute inten'als by all instru-
ments and both horizontal base systems to sen'c as a basis for comparison.

The complete report of thc test, including all details and records of obsen'a-
lions, is too long for publication here. but it is thought that the following extracts
of Conclusions and Hecommendations will be of general interest:

COllclll ••ioll,<,-l. Based on a study of its performance during this test the
Coast A rtillery Board is of the opinion that the 3D-foot Range Finder is superior
to any yet tested by the Board for general Coast Defense work.

2. The Board is of the opinion that a Hang:e Finder equal to or superior to
the Bausch and Lomb 3D-foot would be an extremely ,'aluable adjunct to the fire
control equipment of long range batteries; that in some respects it is superior to a
horizontal base system; and that our modern long rang:e batteries normally using
the long horizontal base system should be equipped with self-contained hase Hange
Finders also.

The performance of the 3D-foot instrument tested was good enough to war.
rant these conclusions and it is belie,'ed that this Bange Finder can be impro,'ed
considerably, especially ,'arious mechanical and optical features, The Bausch and
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Lomb Company haye produced l\ 33'1"-foot instrument which they claim to be
superior to, and more etlident than, the 3D-foot Hange Finder, From description
and specifications furnished hy the cOlllpan~' it is bclien'd that the 33'1,-foot
Hange Finder construct ..d to eliminate def ..cts and bad features found in the
3D-foot Hanp:e Finder will be an ex....llent instrument for use by the Coast
Artillery. It will b.. of sutlicient utility and a ....ura ..y to warrant adoption for
..mergency use by major caliber modern long rang .. seacoast batt ..ries.

FIG. 2

3. In addition to the data on the 3D-foot instrument, this test has furnished
a measure of ac ..uracy to be expected from the .j.-meter Goerz Coincidence and
tbe .j.-met ..r Zeiss Stereoscopic ranp:e finders. The following tabulation gh'es the
a\'erap:e error, reference target, from ohsen'ations on moving targets. It consti-
tutes a fair meaSure of the accuracy to he expected from these instruments when
used for tracking ships:

AYERAGE ERROl! HEFEREXCE TARGET

Runge
2.000 yards
4.000 yards
6.000 yards
8.000 yards

10,000 )'ards
12.000 yards
It.OOO yards
16.000 yanh
18,000 y'ards
20,000 yard,

Goerz 4-)ileter Coincidence

:10 yard~
50 yard:-'O

100 yar<ls
160 yard,
220 yards
310 yan!,;
.WO yards
520 yard ..;;
580 yards
';}O yards

Zeiss 4.metcr Stereoscopic
30 rard,
50 yards

100 yards
160 rards
2tO yards
310 rards
HO rards
550 yard~
650 yard.;;
800 ranI"
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The Board is of the opinion that a portable self-contained base range finder
of accuracy equal to or greater than the 4-meter base instruments tested would
be of great value to mobile batteries. Xormally, ranges to moving targets should
be determined by means of a long horizontal base, but for emergency use, each
battery should have a self-contained range finder. The principal factor limiting
the size of the range finder adopted, including length of base, will be the weight,
which mnst be great enough to insure stability and ruggedness under field condi-
tions, and yet small enough for the instrument to be easily portable. The length
of base should not be less than four meters. A more complete comparison of the
self-contained range finders with long horizontal base system appears in a later
paragraph. The selection of the range finder best suited for use with mobile
artillery should be made the subject of a special study.

4. The Board is unable to come to an~' definite conclusion at this time as to
the relative merits of the 3D-foot range finder and the D. P. F. at varying heights
of site, observing on a target at varying ranges. While it is believed that it is as
easy to train an observer to effect coincidence as to train him to waterline a
target, the amount of training required for an observer on either instrument
probably will not be the determining factor in the selection of an instrument .
.Where the height of site obtainable for a D. P. F. is sufficient to give it an accu-
racy comparable with that obtained from the 3D-foot range finder, considerations
of economy will dictate installation of the D. P. F.

5. Comparison of 30-foot Range Finder 'with long horizontal basf.-a. The
3D-foot range finder has several material advantages oyer the horizontal base sys-
tem. There is a better chance of obtaining an uninterrupted flow of data from a
self-contained base range finder than from the stations at the ends of a long
horizontal base, the communication system is less complicated and therefore less
likely to get out of order and to be cut by shell fragments; range finders often
can be set up adjacent to the battery they serve. The range finder usually will
be close by and immediately available. Even in peace time, communication with
distant stations often is difficult to maintain and the danger of telephone lines
being cut and of telephones getting out of order is one of the best arguments for
the adoption of a self-contained range finder, especially for use in emergency
conditions. It will afford an additional assurance that a battery will not have to
go out of effective action for lack of accurate firing data if the target can be
seen from shore.

b. Personnel errors are reduced. One reader on the range finder replaces
readers at primary and secondary stations and the secondary arm setter in the
plotting room.

c. A single range finder can be placed on the proper target with greater
certainty than can the two instruments of the horizontal base. It happens at
drill-it was experienced at both the Fort Story and Fort ::\ionroe tests-that one
station tracks one target and the other station tracks another target.

d. During this test moving targets were tracked by two horizonal base
systems. Occasionally there was a greater difference in ranges to the target as
determined by the two base lines than between the ranges obtained by anyone
base line and the 3D-foot instrument. To cite an extreme case, at a certain time
on one track, one base line gave a range of 16,100 yards; the other a range of
17,070 yards, a difference of 370 J"ards while the 3D-foot range finder gave a range
of about 16,900yards or about the mean between the two base lines. The large dif-
ferences in ranges obtained at the same instants to the same targets b;F the two
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horizontal base systems during this test is believed to be due to lack of trained
personnel, especially observers, at the base end stations.

e. One material advantage that the horizontal base line has over the 30-foot
instrument, in addition to the greater accuracy that may be expected, is that on
foggy and hazy days the cross wires of an azimuth instrument (Model 1910) may
be kept on a target for several thousand yards after it has become impracticable
to effect coincidence with the 30-foot instrument. 'When the weather is so hazy
that a target cannot be observed through a telescope be~'ond a few thousand
yards any system based upon terrestrial observation will fail. However, the test
showed conclusively that, for targets in the water area approximately normal to
the base line, the horizontal base system (length of base 2826 yards) may be de-
pended upon for tracking under bad weather conditions for from 2000 to 4000
yards (average 2600 yards) beyond the limit of the 30-foot instrument. Displace-
ment of the target in prolongation of the base line or increase of the length of the
base line will tend to offset this disadvantage as the limit of visibility for the
horizontal base is the limit of its more distant station.

6. Recommendations.-In view of the excellence of the results obtained in
this and in previous tests it was recommended that the policy be adopted of
equipping eventually each battery of Coast Artillery, fixed or mobile, with a
suitable Range Finder for emergency use.

7. It was recommended that a coincidence Range Finder equal to or superior
to the 30-meter instruments tested to be assigned to each major caliber fixed de-
fense battery other than those enumerated in the preceding paragraph.

9. The assignment of a portable Range Finder equal or superior to the
4-meter instruments tested was recommended as suitable for emergency use by
mobile batteries, both tractor drawn and railway.

10. The Board further recommended the purchase of one or more of the
new Bausch and Lomb 33Y2-foot Range Finders for use and service test with
long range batteries. The Board specified in detail in its report all the desirable
features to be incorporated in this Range Finder. These consisted chiefly in
modifications of certain of the mechanical and optical features of the 30-foot
Range Finder and included better and more convenient traversing and elevating
mechanisms, the addition of a finder to facilitate azimuth training, use of invert
rather than erect coincidence principle, one power of magnification (25 x),
elimination of interior adjusting scale and alterations in range and azimuth scales.

11. The Board further recommended that a definite standard of proficiency
be adopted for operators of self-contained Range Finders and that no observer
be permitted to operate one of tbese instrument during firing unless be first
attained this standard of proficiency.

Project No. 128, Manual for Combined Training of Coast Artillery
and Air Service in Coast Defense.-This ;\/[anual was prepared by the Board
in collaboration with officers from Langley Field. It has been forwarded for
final approval bJ- the Chiefs of the two services and will be then published to
the service.

Project No. 131, Panoramic Sights For Mobile Artillery.-This project
has been cQmpleted but the report is too long to permit publication in this issue
of the J omx AL.

Project No. 155, Test of Six Fuse Setter Mountings.-
1. In June, 1921, Modified Bracket Fuse Setters, Model of 1916, fOl"antiail"-

craft use, were sent by the Chief of Ordnance to the Coast Artillery Board fOl"
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It-st, The Board hy 2d Indorsement to the correspondence quoted aho"e trans-
mitted a report of the test of those fuse setters which was subsequentl)' appr()\'ed,

2. The report of the Board, or, more properly spt'aking, of the First Anti-
aircraft Battalion (now 61st Artillery Battalion), which conductt'd the tcst sug-
geslt-d a ct'rtain method for mounting these bracket fuse setters. \\'ithout de-
tailing the numerous proJlosals and counter proposals shown by the correspond-
ence tht'reafter, there e,'entually arri\'l~d six fuse setter mountings constructed as
shown in Figure.L Tht'sc mountings arrin'd in St'ptember, 1923, and were trans-
mitted to the liIst Artillery Battalion (A.A,) for test in actual sen'ice use.

FIG,

3. The fw,e setter mountings were used by the Antiaircraft Battalion to
which they were deliyered for all drills and firings from the time of their receipt
until the latter part of December when certain modifications (specified hereinj
were suggested hy the Board. The mounting as thus modified was then giyen a
thorough test in actual use,

.L The design of a fuse setter mounting should be based on the following
underlying considerations:

(t, Ease of operation by the fuse setter, This "cry important cannoneer,
on wbose work the effect of fire so largely depends, must concentrate on two

,things: receh'ing the correct fuse setting through his headset and keeping this
constantly changing ,'a]ue set correctly on his instrument. He should be in a
comfortahle position and no great physical exertion should be necessary for the
proper accomplishment of his duties. Corrector and fuse indices and scales must
he y~h]e to him at all times and there must be no possibility of interference be-
tween him and the ammunition details.

b. Ease of operation by the ammunition details. The fuse setter must be
presented to these details in the most suitable position for inserting the projectile,
setting the fuse, and getting clear of the succeeding man. The fuse setter must be
steady. The ammunition detail must haye no other function than the manipula-
tion of the projectile: for example, it should not be required that the man carry-
ing the projectile hold the fuse setter steady wbile turning the fuse.
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r. The results to he made possihle hy the construction as indicated in the
two preceding suhparagraphs are accuracy and speed. Speed in turn aft'ects
accuracy through the resultant constancy of, and decrease in, the dead time.
Seconds and fractions of seconds sa,'ed hy the efficiellt use of fuse setter and
lJlounting and systematic training of ammunition details make the ,lift'erenee
iwtween a good Hnd an inferior gun crew.

;;. In further explanation of the points enumerated in the preceding para-
graph it was considercd that the iuse setter mounting problcm could he soh'ed,
'Iwcifically, as follows:

(f. The most convenient position for the fuse setter to operate is scated. The
indicl's should he eom'enient to his eye and the operating handle to his hand;
tllt'rl'l'ofl' the fuse setter should be immediately in front of him, in faet the

FIG . .5

mounting should he an integral part of the seat. If the fuse setter he turned so
that the operating handle is on his right side, the index will he away from him, or
in other words, will he in\'i,ihle to the operator when a projectile is in the fuse
'etter. Of the two disadvantages concerned, one of which must he accepted,
interruptions to the \'isibility of the index wou]d he most detrimental. The fus ..
'etter, therefore. should be mounte,1 with the index toward the operator and
operating handle on the left. The graduations on the dial are thus irn'erted, but
are easily read.

If the fuse setter be horizontal the ammunition details must necessarily
approach so close to the operator that interference will result. The inclination of
the fuse setter, howe,'er, should be effected more by the conditions discussed in
the succeeding subparagraph than by this factor.

b. The most com'enient manner for the ammunition details to ca rry a pro-
jectile is with the left hand underneath the shell proper, palm up, and right hand
grasping the base of the cartridge case, palm against the base and fingers along
the sides of the case, the projectile held about waist high. With an inclined fuse
setter mounting, the detail lowers the nose of the projectile into the setter, guided
hy the left hand, leans slightly forward, applying pressure with his right hand
and turns the projectile so as to set the fuse without the necessity for changing
the manner of holding with either hand, or the position of body and feet. The
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pressure of the body hehind the right hand prevents the fuse from "j umping" the
lug except when the fuse is corroded and sets with great difficulty. The position
of the detail, with the projectile inclined instead of ,'ertical, is sulliciently far
from the opcrntor so that no interference occurs. The weight of the operator
seated on the mounting, maintains the setter stationary.

c. By means of a mounting thus constructed the time of setting fmes i,
reduced to a minimum and the fuse setter can operate continuously and without
interference by thc ammunition dctails, thus enabling the maximulII accuracy
possihle to obtain.

d. The mounting should be sutlieiently light to be uHlIlem'ered behind the
gun as the ta rget changes azimuth materially.

FIG. 6

6. COIICIIlHioll".-As a means of supporting the bracket fuse setter the
mounting submitted for test (Figure -l) is satisfactory except that the two small
blocks supporting the fuse setter ab(}\'e the large hase hoard should be at least
of I-inch material.

7. In point of corn'enience and time the fuse setter mounting suhmitted for
test is subject to impro"ement as suggested in paragraph 5 hereof and illustrated
in Figures ;j and 6. The mounting as suhmitted could be adapted with little
trouble to the suggested form by a hattery mechanic.' It is belie,'ed, howe,'er.
that better construction with little added cost would result from the supply of
the mounting complete by the Ordnance Department.

8. Recommelldalioll.,.-The Board recommended that fuse setter mountings
in form similar to that shown by Figures 5 and 6 be manufactured by the Ord-
nance Department and furnished to antiaircraft gun batteries in the ratio of
four per battery.

9. The modification of the bracket fuse setter is not recommended inasmuch
as the present one can be utilized with the objections mentioned, and the cost of
the alterations be sayed.

10. In connection with the general question of fuse design the present test
and past experience haye shown that special attention should be de,'oted to ease
of setting. The torque necessary to turn the fuse should be a minimum. It was
recommended that this point be submitted to the Ordnance Department for con-
sideration in future fuse construction.
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Success in the Military Service

By MAJOR W. K. WILSON, C. A. C.

EDITOR'S NOTE: This is the second of a series of "five minllte" talks by Major lVi/son.
The first, "0111'Aim ill the Military Sel'vice," appeared in the Febnwry isslle of the
JOURNAL. It is believed the sllbject matter of these addresses is particularly suited f01' ~'se
by organization c01nmanders in short talks to their commands.

In January I addre~sed the students of the Xon-commissioned Officers'
School on the subject of "Our Aim in the Militar~' Service." Today, I wish to
talk to you for a few minutes on the subject of "Success in the Military Service."

It is a natural thing for a man to be interested in success. Any man who is
half a man wants to do well the thing which he starts out to do. In art, in litera-
ture, in music, in business, and in professions men seek success, and this is true
not only in the serious things of life, but also in their sports and pleasures. In
baseball, football, golf, tennis, and fishing, those who engage want to be
successful.

There can be no doubt about it that men all around us are seeking success.
The question arises what is success? I can tell you that a foot consists of twelve
inches and I can give you a yardstick or a tape measure with inches and feet
marked on it. You can then take the yardstick or tape measure and measure with
considerable accuracy, distances of various lengths. rnfortunately, we have no
such measuring rod for success. One man may consider that he has been success-
ful in business if he owns a small corner store which does enough business to
afford a modest living for himself and his family. Another man would not con-
sider that he had been successful in business unless he owned a chain of large
stores extending from one end of the country to the other. So we see that after
all "Success" is not something which we can measure definitely, but success is a
comparative term. What is success to one man may mean failure to another.

How then can ,,'e define success in the Military Service? There are some
who would tell us that only those at the very top have succeeded. This cannot
be true for we cannot all be generals yet truly we can all succeed in the Military
Service. That soldier who day b;\-'day has done his duty in full, and who has
climbed as high in the military service as his basic education, his age, and his
length of service warrant, is truly a successful soldier.

In attaining success, what are some of the essential qualifications? In the
first place, there must be desire. In order to succeed a man must desire to suc-
ceed. Who ever heard of a man being a great artist who did not desire to be
an artist? Who ever heard of a man being a great musician who did not first
desire to be one? V/ho ever heard of a man being a successful business man
who did not desire to succeed in business? In the Military Service, it is the same
way. To succeed, the first thing a man must do is to desire to succeed. Your
presence at the Xoncommissioned Officers' School indicate to me that you have
shown the officers who selected you for the school that you desire to succeed.

[329]
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In the second place, you must believe that you can succeed. This is self-
confidence and must not be confused with conceit. If you do not believe in
yourself, how can you make another person believe in you? Those about you
must be shown that you can succeed. You must believe that you can succeed
right from the very start. YQUdo not have to climb a particular mountain to
believe that you can climb it. You do not have to walk any particular distance
in order to believe that you can do it. You do not have to pass a particular
examination in order to believe that you can pass it. Your confidence in what
you can do is based upon the various things you have done in the past. You
must believe that you can succeed in order to succeed.

In the third place you must be persistent. Having the desire to succeed
and the belief that you can succeed, you must let no obstacle stand between you
and success. Too often a man starts out all right but allows his aim to be
diverted. He forgets his objective and turns off the straight pathway to success.
Persistence was necessary for the success of the great musicians, the great
artists and the great inventors, and it is necessary for your success.

In the fourth place, hard work is necessary to success. Since the world
began men have been trying to find a short road to success which went around
hard work, but such a short road is just as hard to find as the famous "Foun-
tain of Youth." Did you ever hear of a great musician who had not spent hours
and hours in practice? Did you ever hear of a great artist who had not spent
hours and hours in perfecting his art? Did you ever hear of a great inventor
who had not spent hours and hours at his invention? Nothing worth while can
be obtained without hard work. In the Military Service it is the same way. If
you would be successful you must work.

In the fifth place, patience is necessary to success. A great wall is not built
in one day. After the foundation is laid, the wall is built by placing one stone
upon another. One by one the stones are laid and the whole wall grows. The
great musicians did not start in playing the wonderful music for which they are
noted, but starting with the simplest music they had to advance step by step.
Patience is a great virtue, and it takes lots of patience to succeed. On the road
to success there are many things which discourage us, and we are apt to feel
that we are not making the progress which we would like. Then it is that we
need patience, and we must make ourselves believe the words of Coue, "Day by
day in every way we are getting better and better."

In the sixth place, cheerfulness is necessary to success. No one likes a
grouch, or a grumbler. You can be sure that he would never be the man selected
for an important detai1. He has a bad effect upon those around him. In the
Military Service cheerfulness is especially important. A soldier will be given
many duties which are unpleasant ones, but even the worst duties can become
less unpleasant, if he remains cheerful. We cannot alwa;rs choose our assign-
ments, but we can always receive them with a smile.

In the seventh place, self control is necessary to success. It goes without
saying that a man who cannot control himself cannot control others. This does
not mean that in order to be a successful leader, a man must have no temper,
nor other passions which go to make up a normal man. Far from it, the more
humane a man is, the more he can understand those under him. It does mean,
however, in order to succeed as a leader he must be master of himself first.

In the eighth place, courage is necessary to success. It requires courage to
go boldl;r into places of great danger. Trne soldiers ha,-e no respect for the
man who hesitates or who runs away when the enemy is facing us. You may
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think it unnecessary to speak of courage to soldiers. However, the courage
to which I refer has a far deeper meaning than the physical courage required to
enter a fight. The courage so necessary to success is the moral courage which
enables a man to do right when it is much easier to do wrong. It is the courage
which enables a man to do right no matter how many may try to prevent him.

In the ninth place, preparedness is necessary to success. By preparedness, I
mean the ability to take advantage of the opportunities as they come your way.
When the United States entered the World War in 1917, it became necessary to
secure additional officers at once. I was on duty at the War Department and
assisted in making up lists of enlisted men to be commissioned without examina-
tion. These lists were based upon the recommendations of the various com-
manding officers. As a result of these lists, se,-eral hundred enlisted men were
commissioned. This action came as a surprise to the enlisted men. It was an
opportunity for which many of them were always prepared. While some of them
failed, many succeeded. Some w{'re advanced from time to time to field officers
grades. Many of those former enlisted men are holding permanent commissions
today. They were prepared for the emergency which they did not expect.

In the tenth place, honor is necessary to success. I~ business, a man who
does not keep his word, does not last very long. Since we were little children we
have heard the old adage "Honesty is the best policy," and it is true. Our bank-
ing system is built upon a foundation of honesty. Honor is very important in
the Military Service. A soldier's word should be as good as his oath. A liar
may last for a time, but how unpopular he becomes when men find him out. In
the Army, honor is essential. We live together in barracks and cannot lock all
our belongings up. We must trust each other. In time of war, while some
sleep, others stand guard to protect the sleepers from the enemy. We must
trust those on guard. Without honor, an Army cannot last.

In the last place, loyalty is necessary to success. In business those are pro-
moted who are loyal to their employers. Loyalty demands faithful service in
the Military Service as well as in the business world. We are honored by being
made the representatives of our Country. He who would be disloyal to our
Country and to our flag has no place among us. In order to succeed in the
Military Sen-ice, it is necessary to be 10.yaJto our Country, and to those placed
over us by legal authority.

The motto on the Coat of Arms of the rnited States Military Academy con-
tains these words

"Dl.'TY, HoxoR, COl:XTRY:'

To sum up, my formula for success in the .Military service is:
Desire to Succeed. Self-Confidence. Persistence. Hard Work. Patience.

Cheerfulness. Self-Control. Courage. Preparedness. Honor. Loyalty.

Fort Eustis
EDITOR'S SOTE: The JOl:axAL i.• indebted to Colonel H. E. Cloke, C. A. C., for the

fOllOWingnotes descl';ptire of Fort Eustis.

Fort Eustis is coming to the front as one of the most popular stations in
the Army. It now has a garrison of about two thousand troops and in the
neighborhood of seven hundred ch-mans, including women and children. In the
old da;rs Fort Eustis, then Camp Eustis, was considered as a rather doleful
place for station, this being dne principan!~ to the faet that there were no good
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roads ent ..ring- it, and building-s w..re in a mor .. or 1..55 llllattracth'e and dilllpi-
dat ..d condition, Th .. r.. was little drllinllg .. and consid .. rable in"oll\'enience was
c'tIIsed due to tbe mud arHI the quarters were fllr from h..ing in a stllte of COlll-
fortable oecupan ..y, But all th ..se things and many others ha\'e been correct ..d.
It now consists of a regiment of Hailroad A rtillery, a regiment of 155-1II1f1.

Tractor A rtillery, a regim ..nt of Infantry. an Ordnllnce Company, II Sound
Hanging Companr, and a larg .. numh ..r of stafl' troops of the :\ledical and
Quartermaster Corps. From a professional standpoint there is no h..tter pla ..e
for IIn IIrtilkryman to serve than Fort gustis. It is COifceded by all that rail-
road IInd tractor artillery will he \'eQ' important factors in future COllst ddelfs ..
dutr. The work conn ..cll'd with the utilization of these two brllnches of artiller~'

GO\.ERXOR TRIXKl.E OF '"'IRGISH .-\.T Rtxn:w or :J tTH IXFASTRY

is intensely interesting as well as instructh'e to the personnel, Ilnd is constantlr
progressh'e. It is lit Fort Eustis where practicall~' 1111the experiments and tests
in fire control .instruments arc used in the IIdllptlition of these two IIrms to firing-
on moving tllrgets. It is here thllt th(.se experiments were first initillted and
where ther pro\'ed so highlr successful. Largclr for this reason ,these two arm;;
ha\'e been retained as part of OUr permanent COlist ddens .. srstem, The Sound
Hanging Company stlltioned here is the only one in the whole Cnited States
Atmy. The extent of exp .. rinlt'ntlltion and future de\'c1opment of this arm of
the sen'ice is almost unlimit ..d,

The harracks and quarlt-r;; at Fort Eustis ha\'e heen, within the past year and
a half, almost completely remodded, Their exteriors and interiors ha"e been repaired
and painted so as to render them attraeth'e in appearance and comfortable for
lh'ing, :\Iany old and unsightly buildings ha"e been torn down and many of
the utilities of the post hll\'e been mO\'ed and changed so as to render the gar-
rison more compact for facilitr and administration and supplr. E"errone here.
from the commanding officer down, has taken a personal interest in the beauti-
fication of the grounds and buildings such that when spring comes the whole
resen'ation becomes a ,'eritable garden of all kinds of flowers and shrubs, All
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the old hoard walks that were so dilapi(lated in the old days haye been remo\.ed
and fine grayel walks installed in their places. There is now a splendid eon-
crete road leading from the post that connects with the main highwa~' to ~ eW-
port ~ews, Hampton, and Old Point Comfort, and to the north the eonerete now
(."tends as far as Pro\.idenee Forge; almost to H iehmond. The trip can be made
to Old Point Comfort in an hour and fifteen minutes, to Hichmond in two hours
and a half with ease. The trip to Washington, which is made yery frequently hy
nll'IIl!ll'rs stationed here, ean be nUH\e in eight hours. Fort Eustis has its own
laundry. It has a eentral ]ll'ating plant for all of the offieers' quarters. It has
its own iee plant and refrigeration system. It has a eOlnmissary equipped with a
greakr \'aridy of sales artie\es than the ayerage. It has a eentral eleetric plant

~L\lS ESTR.lSCF. TO FORT EC~TIS

for lighting and power purposes and artesian water derh.ed from wells drh.en
O\.er fi\.e hundred feet into the ground. It has four splendid athletic fields, onc
with a huge grandstand just eompleted. It has a nine-hole golf course which is be-
coming more and more popular. It has one of the most attracth'e officers' clubs
in the A rmy, quaint in its style of a rehitecture and homelike in its interior design.
Card clubs, mah-jong dubs, dinner parties, dances and receptions are all held
here by the officers. Each regiment has a \"t'ry fine serdee club each of which is
equipped with all conycnienees. One of these seryice clubs has reeently acquired
a good bowling alley. Each club has pool and billiard tables. There is a hostess
house at Fort Eustis. In it a re rooms and baths for \.isiting relath.es or friends
of members of the garrison. Good meals are sen'ed at the hostess house at

reasonable hours for a small charge.
At Yorktown about ten miles distant a fine new eighteen-hole golf course

has recently been constructed at considerable cost. There will be a golf club
organized there next June. A three million dollar hotel is also contracted for
at Yorktown. It is understood that this hotel is now completely financed and
that the ground has actually been broken for its foundations. This hotel will
undoubtedly be a tremendous asset to the residents of Fort Eustis.
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Only Twenty Years Ago

The "Twenty Years Ago" column of the New York Tribune recently pub-
lished an item which it would be a good thing to furnish every member of Con-
gress at present opposed to spending the money absolutely essential if aviation is
not almost wholly to disappear in the Vnited States. The item, under a Washing-
ton date line, states: "Representative Robinson of Indiana in the House today
attacked bitterly the War Department's policy in spending money to aid in the
development of the Langley airship. He said the Departmenf had put $100,00
into a project 'which every sensible man knows has no utility.' He continued:
'Here is $100,000 of the people's money wasted on this scientific aerial navigation
experiment because some man, perchance a professor, wandering in his dreams,
was able to impress the officers that his aerial flight scheme had some utility.' "

Probably the majority of the mechanical inventions of greatest importance
since the first days of the development of modern industry have been made in
this country. In spite of the fact that we have produced the inventors, that we
are supposed to be an imaginative people, ever pressing forward, the fact remains
that the above is too typical of the average attitude, with the result that though
we invent, Europe generally develops.

This is certainly true of aviation today, where even in disturbed, beaten,
poverty-stricken Germany the use of aviation for commercial purposes has
almost become commonplace.-Army and Na'(.'y Journal.

A Letter to the Editor

Fort Preble, Maine, Feb. 28, 1924.
Dear Edditer:

i receeved yure dunn leter askin me 2 cum acrost with tree doller fore nex
yere journel Now i aint got no more money than i ever had an i am getten dam
tired of thees beggin letters.

Furst the jappaneese erthqueak ask me for five doller, then red cross ask
some more, then Salivatune army ask me to help drive--drive what ask i-
into yure pockets thay say-nex theJ; say send more money for memoriale for late
presidente, i been late much times but thay never put up me a memmorielle but he
being a regerlar guy i say K. O. and send more money-then army releef assO-
sheashun theJ' want some more all rite i am game as you say i send more. Then
tax collecter he send me dam long sheet look like paper chase problem at Fort
Leavenworth-He say toss coin and if it come heds send me check for all your
checking acount ballance, if it come tales send cash. i am today riting to A. G.
to take my money and prorate it among red cross, Book Dept G. S. S. (meening
grate smoke service) collector Internal Revenoo--an arty gernel, and charge the
rest to my account at Ft 11 worth club. i surely thot that having been cell
pardners at illy's skule you mite have put me on the xchange list-do you, ile say
you dont. You just say pIres help us-we nead it. As an edditer you are one
dam good golluf player. I send the three dollars for yure paper. But for old
times sake put out a real comic supplement. The journal next month will prob-
ably offer a reward to anyone who discovers or discloses the author. But ne:lCt
month will be two late. i will be adjutant at St. Elizabeths then, writing checkS
Tor the associated charities.

NOT SIGNED
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N. C. O. School, Hawaiian C. A. District
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A demonstration was given recently by members of the graduating class of
the ~on-commissioned Officer's School at Fort De Russy, Honolulu, H. T. Major
General C. P. Summerall, commanding the Hawaiian Department, and Brigadier
General .John D. Barrette, commanding the the Hawaiian Coast Artillery District,
were particularly pleased with the progress of the school as evidenced bJT the
varied work demonstrated by the members of the class.

The program was as follows: Rifle marksmanship, mechanical maneuvers,
wig-wag signalling, demonstration of care of equipment, pistol marksmanship,
machine gun squad drill, dismounting and assembling automatic rifles, demonstra-
tion in first aid, mounting and assembling machine guns, cordage, rifle marks-
manship for positions, coaching and }lit detail, inspections and equipment, con-
struction of thousand-inch target and filling belts for machine guns, mechanical
maneuvers with hydraulic jacks, gas mask drill, message center, infantry drill by
entire student body including school of the soldier, school of the squad, school of
the }llatoon and company, extended order and riot dutJT.

Among the Coast Artillery Corps officers present at the demonstration were:
Colonel Lawrence C. Brown, commanding the Coast Defense~ of Honolulu, Major
Walter K. Wilson, Major Harry Stark, Major William C. Foote, Major Charles
A. French, Capt. Charles Finley, Capt. Gordon Welch, Capt. Erwin Manthey,
Capt. Ellicott Freeland, Capt. Francis Swett, Capt. William Braley, Lieut.
Robert Crichlow, Lieut. E. Carl Engelhart, and Lieut. Henry .Williams.

Training Cam.ps
This year the citizens' military training camps should register attendance

much greater than ever before. Experience has gi,'en the nation to see the need
for training young men along the lines followed by the camps. The lack of such
training proved impressively costly in the ""Yorld"War. To guard against repeti-
tion of such experience, the go,'ernment is providing the camps and is urging
those fit and in need of military training to take advantage of them.

The camps offer an exceptional opportunity to promote national defensive
strength and to improve self. Not only patriotism but self-interest urges young
men to attend. The training is along lines that make for preparedness against
possible military attack. But this is not all. Camp training and instruction also
make for better citizenship, for bodily improvement, for development of qualities
helpful in the business of life.

Knowledge of the camps and what they offer should be all that is necessary to
Convinceany young American who can attend that he should do so. Such knowl-
edge is spreading by operation of the camps and, to that end, information is being
broadcast by the government and by organizations working in cooperation. This
should greatly stimulate this year's movement campward.-lVa.shington Post.

Not To Drop "Mister" For Lieutenants
Request was made of the War Department, by the commandant of the Infan-

tl"J' School, to promulgate instructions prescribing for the title "Lieutenant" in-
stead of "Mister" to be used when addressing second lieutenants, but this was
l"eturned to Fort Benning disapproved.

For over 100 years, certain customs ha,e governed the matter of addressing
lieutenants. V,lIen speaking directly to them or when introducing them, lieuten-
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ants have been called "Mister"; when speaking of them and when making refer-
ences to them to enlisted men they ha\'e been called "lieutenant." Enlisted men
have always addressed them as "Lieute~ant." The War Department in disap-
proving this request, does not favor adopting a rule whereby lieutenants will be
habitually addressed as such, and indicates that it attaches value to the old cus-
toms to the extent of favor in their continuance.

In some quarters, during and since the World War, this tradition to a cer-
tain extent has been ignored, due to the fact that to large numbers of persons who
entered the Service old customs of the Army were unknown. The commandant of
the Infantry School has therefore directed that the custom of the Service respect-
ing the title by which lieutenants are known will be adhered to, and all officers of
this grade will be addressed by other commissioned officers as "Mister" except in
official written communications.-Anny and Nat'y Regi~ter.

Times Have Changed
A few years after the institution of the Pederal Government, the Chevalier

de Pontgibaud, who had ser\'ed through the Revolutionary 1Var as aide-de-camp
to the Marquis de Lafayette, revisited tlle Pnited States, and on his return made
this comment:

"The Gon'rnment officials were as simple in their manners as ever. I had
occasion to call upon Mr. McHenr~-, the Secretary of 1Var. It was about eleven
o'clock in the morning when I called. There was no sentinel at the door, all the
rooms, the walls of which were covered with maps, were open, and in the midst of
the solitude I found two clerks each sitting at his own table, engaged in writing.
At last I met a servant, or rather the servant, for there was but one in the house,
and asked for the Secretary. He replied that llis master was absent for the
moment, having gone to the barber's to be shaved. Mr. McHenry's name figured
in the State Budget for ~2,OOO, a salary quite suflicknt in a country where the
Secretary of Vi'ar goes in the morning to his neighbor, the barber, to get shaved.
I was as much surprised to find all the business of the 1Var Office transacted by
two clerks, as I was to hear that the Secretary had gone to the barber's.-The
n-ork of the JJfar Department.
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Enemy Combinations of the Future

Translated by Colonel George RHhlen, e. S. Ann!/, from all article in the JIilita,.-
.Wochenblatt by LieHte"ant-General Von Altrock.

As projected by .Wilson armies were to be dismissed after the World War
and the destinies of nations conducted in future peaceably by the League of
Xations. But Germany alone was disarmed by the treaty of Versailles. The
remaining world bristled with weapons more than ever before. No "Watch on
the Rhine" guards its frontier "safely and faithfully" any longer; the enemy has
torn away wide strips of German lands from the west, eaS'!:,north and south; an
enemy stands on the banks of the Sarre, on the Rhine, in Baden, Westphalia, in
the Xorth Mark, on the Yistula, in Pomerania, Silesia, and in the Alps where
once Andreas Hofer died for freedom. German lives, rights, property and cus-
toms are exposed to an enemy's arbitrary license. The League of Nations is sub-
ject to the control of our opponents. Right and justice are for the strong only.
Disarmament lies as a heavy burden on the German and threatens destruction of
his children and his children's children. Xever, perhaps, has Germany's situation
been more grievous than it is at this moment.

Let us consider more accurately the ring of hostility surrounding Germany in
order that we may appreciate fully the helplessness of our situation. Europe's
armed force is France. It already threatens England, which discarded its arma-
ment entirely too soon, and upholds the entente only to have an opportunity to
take a part diplomatically. As an actual fact its "~plendid ioolation" was never
more greatly endangered than it is at this moment. X 0 "balance of power" per-
mit~ it, as was formerly the case, to play the nations of Europe one against the
other. England has delivered Germany up against its own interests and has
compelled it to come to terms with France. But it is known throughout the
British empire that England's insular situation has been done away with by
modern war appliances; that only a few days will be required to make wreck
and ruin of the industrial centers of southern England with French long range
guns, and bombs from flying squadrons; that London, in case of war will remain
alive only by grace of France. And he who lives in a glass house is disinclined
to throw stones.

France has placed a network of steel around Germany with its vassal states.
All around Germany are nations bristling with arms and Germany in their midst
endures a miserable existence. France has at its disposal security troops of a
peace establishment of 750,000 men; Belgium, 120,000; Esthonia over 17,000;
Rumania over 190,000; Jugo-Slavonia over 160,000; Italy over 360,000, all in the
peace establishment. This aggregates 2,267,000 peace soldiers, who are prepared
to come down against disarmed Germany at any time. If this peace establish-
ment is changed to war strength some twenty million trained soldiers will, in the
near future, be available against Germany's 100,000 armed men.

[:13.1
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This enormous superiority in numbers of our presumptive opponents is very
greatly increased by their modern equipment and armament. Nearly all their
armies have heavy artillery; combat, bombing and observation squadrons; ar-
mored wagons; tanks of most recent construction; and a gigantic superiority of
guns of all kinds, machine guns, minenwerfers, an inexhaustible supply of ammu-
nition of all sorts, gas ammunition and gas protection devices, all of which are
denied to Germany.

France is ahead of all others in aerial warfare for "conquest of the air is the
primary condition of victory." Even a modern army would be condemned to
impotency without the tactical and strategical means of the military aviation
system. Victory is dependent upon reconnaissance, observation and the tactical
assistance of flyers. Modern flying craft can play from elevations of 4,000 meters
and maintain themselves in the air for hours and are able to make flights to great
distances. The French bomb flyers are constructed for long flights and for
carrying heavy weights. They can cover distances up to 800 kilometers with a
bomb equipment wholly unknown during the World War. Experiments with
giant bombs of over 4,000 pounds weight, thirteen and one-half feet long, charged
with 2,000 pounds of high explosives, have already been made in America. One
such bomb can lay entire city squares in dust ~lnd ashes.

In wars of the future the initial hostile attack will be directed against the
great nerve and communication centers of the enemy's territory; against its large
cities, factory centers, ammunition producing places, artificial water supplying
establishments, breakwaters, water supply lines, gas factories; in fact, against
every life arterJ' of the country. Discharge of poisonous gases will become the
rule since great progress has been made in the domains of production of poison
gas. Such attacks will be carried to great depths in rear of the actual fighting
troops. Entire regions inhabited by peaceful population will be continually
threatened with extinction. The war will frequently have the appearance of a
destruction en masse of the entire civil population rather than a combat of armed
men.

Register Velocity of Shell Inside of Gun

An expansometer recently developed at the Bureau of Standards can be
used to determine .the time at which a shell passes a given point in a gun by
observing the expansion of the gun at that point. The instrument is placed
around the gun on the outside, and when the shell passes it the sudden expansion
of the gun, due to the pressure of the gases behind the shell, causes an electric
signal to be transmitted to a high speed recording instrument. A record can be
made of the passage of the shell through the bore of the gun and its velocity at
any desired point determined.

New British Submarine Fastest, Biggest in World
The submarine X-I, which is nearing completion at a Chatham dockyard for

the British navy, will be the longest as well as the fastest submersible craft in
the world, according to the ~[orning Post. She will have a surface speed of
thirty-three knots, thus enabling her to accompany battleships when steaming at
full speed. The submarine will carry si.x 5.5-inch guns, an armament said to be
unique for undersea craft. Her displacement will be 3,500 tons. It is recalled
that the first British submarine, built in 1901, displaced 120 tons and had a sur-
face speed of nine"knots.-Boston Transcript.
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The Panama Canal Essential to Our Peace
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Representative Kahn of California, the veteran chairman of the house com-
mittee on military affairs, a civilian expert on national defense through years of
study of its problems, has made a statement on the Panama Canal which every
American ought to consider seriously. Mr. Kahn says the canal is virtually
defenseless and he urges that without further delay it be made as nearly impreg-
nable as we can make it. We do not discuss the technical military and naval
considerations involved, although an intelligent civilian equipped with a map and
some elementary information can come to a sound conclusion as to the serious
situation in which the canal has been left. But we would have our readers think
seriously upon the nation's vital interest in the manufacture and security of that
main link of empire. We wish especially to indorse and emphasize the following
assertion of Mr. Kahn:

"What the Erie Canal has meant to the growth of our great middle west, the
Panama Canal means to the continents of North and South America. ,'I1h<rough
its influence, we have been drawn into channels of ever growing trade and these
contacts are leading to the more delicate ones of diplomacy. American trade
with the countries of South America has grown to a point where our exports to
those countries represent close to half of what they buy from the whole out-
side world.

Congress ought to have sufficient grasp of our national economic interest to
avoid a pennywise policy respecting the canal, even though it is incapable, as it
seems to be, of taking a problem of national defense seriously in time of peace.
But if congress should take national defense seriously, it would realize that while
the canal is a factor of first rank in the defense of our shores, greatly increasing
the efficiency and therefore the economy of our navy, it becomes an element not of
strength but of weakness, if it can be taken by an enemy. That ought to be
almost as clear as an axiom in geometry. Any man fit for a seat in congress will
see it if he will not close his mind and lock it before he looks at the facts.-
C'hieago Tribune.

Fate of the Big Berthas
There were no less than seven "Big Berthas," but none now remains, we are

told by the Frankfort Gene"ral Anzeiger. Le "J[atin (Paris) quotes the following
passages, with reservations, as a purely German version of the facts. We read:
"The long-range guns that bombarded Paris in 1918 were built in the Krupp
works. Seven guns of this type were made in all. W"henthe German army began
its movement of retreat in the summer of 1918, three of these pieces were in
service at the front, while the others were still in the Krupp factory. As there
was no more chance of bombarding Paris, two of them were completely taken
apart; some of the parts served to build other cannon, while the rest was melted
Up. Two other guns had been so used up that they could be no longer employed
for long range work and were finally broken up at the works. On the signature of
the Armistice there were in existence only three long-range guns, which had been
placed since the beginning of the German :retreat. It is therefore not at all
strange that, despite the precipitate retreat of the Germans, the cannon in ques-
tion were not discovered. Foreseeing the occupation of the Ruhr, these three guns
were completely destroyed in the course of the year 1919; their remains were
broken up or used for building industrial or other machinery. All the statements
maae in divers .places, according to which four long-range cannon still exist in
one form or another, are absolutely without foundation.-Literary Digest.
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Testing Sn:'-all Arms
Aside from the watch industry there is probably no other demanding so much

exactness as the gun trade. A vast amount of the work is done to the degree of
perfection to a thousandth of an inch. The Colt Patent Fire Arms Company has
developed a vast number of precision experts.

In the years of development of the pistol and revolver the "why" of such
('areful work has been learned by experience and the long service men pass on the
traditions incidental to the doing of the work so carefully, in a manner that is
quite different from the mere reading of measurements on a blue print. It is
done by the human interest element of knowing because of participation.

There are about 800 inspections in connection with the manufacture of a Colt
revolver or pistol. These include those made by the operators engaged in the
production of the small parts in -addition to those of the assembly inspectors.
Every operator, in a sense, is an inspector of his own work, before it goes to the
regular inspector.

The manufacture of Colt revolvers and pistols is a constant succession of
inspections but that does not preclude the final inspection. Every-pistol leaving
the factory is fiTf'd and tested. Special weapons in which extreme accuracy is
demanded are tested by one of the greatest experts in the country. J. H. Fitz-
gerald is in charge. Every spring he goes to Xew York and cooperates with the
Xew York state police department in the training of the men in the use of pistol.<;,
being a member of the faculty. He also goes about the country to the principal
cities as~isting local police departments.-HartfoNl Daily COllrant.

Rate of Fire of the 155-mm. G. P. F.

('oaBt Artillerymen who have read "Artillery Fire'" in the :March number of
the JorRNAL should not be misled by the statement that the maximum rate of
fire permitted for the 155 G.P.F. is one round in one and one-half minutes. Such
a maximum rate is suitable where firing is to continue over a number of hours,
or possibly days, as' often occurs in land warfare. In firing at moving targets
however, it is entirel)" practicable to increase this maximum rate to four rounds
per minute. Such firing against a moving target has been carried on repeatedly
at Fort Eustis. It is unlikely that a marine target will remain within range for
a sufficient length of time to cause the gun to become overheated using this
maximum rate.

Gasogene

The number of residents of the rnited States who have heard the name of
Imbert is doubtless very few. Yet this same name may be destined to be world
famous, for he who bears it is a man who claims to have discovered a substitute
for gasoline. Some three or four months ago :M. Imbert, an Alsatian engineer,
submitted his invention, which he calls "gasogene," to the artillery department of
the French ministry of war. He had more success with this body than Daniel
Doyel' had when, under somewhat similar circumstances, he approached the
British circumlocution office, for the Alsatian's invention was at once accepted
and he was invited to put it to the test.

That is exactly what he is doing at this moment. At each of two great
automobile manufacturing plants in Lyons sh powerful motor cars are running
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daily for hours on end, driven by the new principle of M. Imbert, and, so far as
is known, have up to date run without a hitch. At first, of course, the militalT
authorities and the technical experts were naturally skeptical regarding the
claims made for the new motive force, but its actual performance has astonished
them and they are now disposed to admit that they are in the presence of a dis-
covery of the first magnitude, by which locomotion will be revolutionized.

In the Imbert mechanism charcoal takes the place of gasoline. The apparatus
which contains the charcoal is simple, easy to build and moderate in cost and can
he substituted for the gas tank on almost an;\, make of car without much added
weight. Through a pipe air is sucked in from without and conveyed to the center
of the combustion chamber, where gas is produced by carburation. The underly-
ing principle is the rapid formation of carbon dioxide at a high temperature.

This invention is, as already stated, only in the experimental stage. It may
ret fail, promising as are its first efforts; but if it stands up after prolonged trial,
its results not only to France, which has to import huge amounts of gasoline every
rear, but also to the entire world, will be simply epoch-making. It will prob~tbly
lead to a great modHication in the technical construction of automobiles, and the
apparently unassailable position hitherto held by gasoline will be successfully
challenged by charcoal.-n-axhillgtoll Post.

Some Developments in Radio during 1923

The improvements in vacuum tubes for radio purposes were mostly in the
direction of increased efficiency of operation and a general betterment of electri-
cal characteristics. It is also interesting to note that during the year there was
started in regular production a new tube of the highest power so far standardized,
and also the smallest tube requiring the least power expenditure in the filament
that has so far been ma.de available to the public for radio receiving sets.

The smallest standard receiving tube, VY-199, operates with an expenditure
of onl)" 0.18 watts for the filament, which is of a new type and insures high
electron emission, silent operation and long life. A new tube, rY-204--A, of 250
watts output also employs the new filament which decreases the power consump-
tion to about one quarter of its former value and also improves the life.

A transmitting tube of 20 kw. output operates from a direct current source
of 12,000to 15,000 volts. In this tube, rY-207, the anode is also the container and
the tube is designed to operate with the anode container immersed in running
water so as to dissipate the heat developed in the interior of the tube. Several of
these equipments were placed in service;' and more than a dozen other sets were
being installed or were under construction.

:Many important improvements were made in the design and production of
radio apparatus, the advances being especially notable in broadcast receivers.
The public's interest in broadcasting continued unabated and the demand for
apparatus was so insistent that a considerable number of new styles were
standardized. Xew component parts were added to the line of standardized parts
already available for use by amateurs and those desirous of constructing their
OWnsets. The principal additions included socket and rheostats for the nen" low
filament current radiotrons as well as adapters for using these tubes in the &ockets
originally supplied in many sets.

Developments in the line of commercial receivers included the standardization
of those used in the trans-Atlantic anrl trans-Padfic stations of the Radio Cor-
Poration of America. The layout of these communication channels consists of
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three separate divi5ions; first, the transmitting station usually located at some
advantageous position near the coast for sending the communications across the
sea; second, a receiving station, also advantageously located for reception from
across the sea, but usually removed from the transmitter; and third, the operating
division, usually located in the heart of the business or financial center to which
the communication service is to be rendered. The operating division may fre-
quently be separated by 100 to 200 miles from either of the two other divisions,
but it directly controls through suitable remote-control relays the operation of
these two divisions. Thus, communication is directly carried on from the desired
point, without transcription by the other divisions.

For the purpose of securing a high voltage direct-current supply for the
operation of radio vacuum tube transmitters, and for experimental work, there
was developed and built for the U. S. Xavy Department, a kenotron rectifier,
rated at 30 kw. at 15,000 volts direct current. It contains twelve Model UV-218
kemttrotls, so connected that so-called 3-phase full wave rectification is obtained.
This rectifier is now installed in the Navy Department Laboratories at Bellevue,
near Washington, D. C.

As a link in the communication system of the U. S. Signal Corps, there was
built for installation at Fort Douglas, Utah, a 10-kw. vacuum tube telegraph
transmitter. Many novel features of construction were included due to the wide
band of wave-lengths which it covers, and to the necessity for including switching
mechanism whereby wave-length (frequency) could be readily changed to any
one of five predetermined values. Air condensers of a new design were utilized.

A number of vacuum tube telegraph transmitters were built for the com-
munication system of the L'nited Fruit Company. These transmitters are mostly
installed in Central and South America, and will, when in service, form what will
probably be one of the most modern commercial radio communication systems in
existence. They have an output of 20 kw. at any wave length between 2500 and
4500 meters and include switching mechanism, so that anyone of two predeter-
mined wave lengths can be readily obtained.

In connection with the air mail service of the e. S. Postoffice Department,
there was designed an' aircraft transmitter and receiver for use on airplanes.
The transmitter of this equipment puts approximately 200 watts into a trailing
wire antenna. The power for the operation of the set is obtained from storage
batteries which are kept charged by the engine of the plane and these batteries
operate a high voltage dynamotor, which snpplies high voltage direct current
power for the operation of the transmitter. The planes which will utilize the sets
are built to carry the pilot only, and it \'"as necessary to develop and design this
equipment so that it can be readily operated by the pilot without interfering with
the.naYigl!otion of the plane.-General Electric Review, January, 1924.

HeliUlll and Aeronautics
The commercial production of helium is one of the outstanding achievements

of modern science. A year or two ago the very existence of this gas was unknown.
After its existence was discovered it passed into the laboratory and experimental
stage. There its great qualities were recognized, but its practical utilization did
not seem likely of realization. Bit by bit, however, th~ difficulties were overcome,
and it can now be manufactured in large quantities at comparatively small cost.

The United States is in the unique position of possessing all the known world
supply of this gas, a fact which should speedily give American aeronautics a
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superic>rity over all other countries. Its use has eliminated the danger of explo-
sion, which was one of the greatest handicaps of the modern dirigible. Of all the
airship disasters, more than 80 per cent have been due to the explosion of the
hydrogen gas used to inflate them.

Helium, in addition to being nonexplosive, possesses a lifting power far
wperior to any other gas. It is, however, this \-ery quality which has been the
greatest drawback to its use. As a dirigible wIlen in flight uses up its gasoline
fuel its weight slowly but surely diminishes. As a consequence it rises steadily to
higher altitudes. This creates two difficulties--one the danger of the rupture of
the gas bags on account of the diminution of the external pressure of the rarified
atmosphere and the other the impossibility of bringing the vessel down to the
ground without releasing large quantities of the valuable inflating medium.

These difficulties have now been successfully overcome by condensing the
water vapor created by the combustion of the gasoline fuel and running it into
ballast tanks so that the difference in weight due to the consumption of motive
fuel is negligible. It is, therefore, possible to keep an airship steadily at a fixed
altitude. When it is desired to descend, the nose of the airship can be pointed
earthward by her lateral rudders and she can be forced by her engine power so
close to the ground that a crew of men can seize the ropes ,spe lets down and can
tow her into her hangar.

The helium supply now available in the United States would suffice to keep
filled and ready for sl'ryice 200 airships of the size of the Shenandoah. We have
the authority of Dr. Richard B. Moore, former chief chemist of the United States
hureau of mines, that tllese ships could be kept in the air for five years.-
Washington Post.

American Coast Artillery Materiel

American ['oast Artiller.'I Jiateriel was prepared in the office of the Chief of
Ordn'lnce. 513 pages, illustrations, bound in buckram. Ordnance Department
Document Xo. 20J.2. For sale b~, the Superintendent of Documents, .Washington.
Price, $1.00.

This work is one of the finest that has ever appeared on the subject. It is
complete, thorough and exact. It should prove to be a most valuable handbook
for all those, military and civilian, who are interested in coast artillery materiel.

Part I of the volume contains a history of the development of artillery.
Part II traces and explains the many steps connected with the design and manll-
facture of a great seacoast weapon. Part III gives a detailed description of
American seacoast guns and mounts. Part IY is devoted to tables of miscel-
laneous data.

Much of the credit for this monumental piece of ordnance literature is due
Colonel H. Vol. Miller, formerly of the Artillery Division, Office of the Chief of
Ordnance, who is one of the foremost authorities on seacoast weapons in this
country. His excellent articles on the "German Long Range Gun'" which appeared
in recent numhers of this magazine, will be recalled by our readers.

V.Te,too, hope, with Colonel Miller, that this book "will serve the purpose of
giving to the earl:r as well as the advanced student such a comprehension of the-
problems of development, design and manufacture of seacoast artillery as will
enable him to render more efficient serdce in any branch of the Army ha\'ing tt>
do with any type of artillery." "\-Verecommend this volume to everyone interested
in the subject.-A rl1lY OrdnaJlre.
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ene a,utre GlIerre de Nations. By Rene Sauliol, Editor-in-Chief of the Rel'lle
d'Etlldes Jlilitail'es .• with preface by Jean Fabry. Charles-Lavanuzelle
& Co., Paris, 1923. 6%,"x 9%". Paper. 512 pp. 1,1,annexes. 10 folding
maps. Price, 16 francs.

M. Fabry, himself an authority in military affairs, recommends, in a brief
preface, this work to all who playa part in Xational Defense. He sees in the
'\\Yar of Secession an extremely useful term of comparison with the 'World 'War
of 191,1,-1918.

The author, in explanation of the title he has given his work, sees in the
American Civil '\\' ar another war of nations, of nations mutually opposed hy
reasons of race antipathy, economic and political rivalry. Further, the question
of slavery has divided the American people into two different nations, two ho.,-
tile societies.

In a comprehensive introduction the author describes the special character-
istics of the war such as the country's Constitutional development since 1783, the
American mentality, the religious aspect of the war, the characteristics of the
soldier and his leaders, the numerical, financial and economic inequality of the
two parties, the systems of recruiting, and the question of strategic initiative. In
completing his introduction the author emphasizes the following characteristics as
being worthy of study at the present time: 1. The elements of the war are at
once political, economical, moral, and military. 2. The long war, contrary to the
belief in a short war, the law of numbers, the la\\' of the dollar. 3. The strategic
role of the capitaI: 4. T4e blockade. 5. The role of government and the role of
command. 6. Materiel and moral forces. Inventions. 7. Losses and the
sanitary service.

In the "Preliminaries," April 12th to May 15th, 1861, the author treats the
bombardment of Fort Sumter as the lightning stroke that modified the heretofore
conciliatory and somewhat pacifist attitude of the Xorth. Follows an interesting
personal comparison between Lincoln, the Constitutional leader, and Davis, the
absolute dictator. The remainder of this chapter is devoted to the modest levy of
April 15th for 75,000 men for three months' ser\'ice, and the call of May 3rd for
83,000 men under various conditions of enlistment.

The period from May, 1861 to April, 1865 is divided into three "parts:'
To the first "part," May, 1861 to July, 1861, the author has endowed the

appropriate title "The Impotence of Improvised Armies," and treats therein the
consequences of the lack of preparation for war, preparation at once political,
diplomatic, economic, financial and military. Improvisation is the outstanding
characteristic of war plans, choice of leaders, and conduct of operations. The
batHe of Bull Run demonstrates the impotence of improvised armies, even when
led by competent generals, and shows the effect of panic on one side, and on the
other side the inability, on account of exhaustion, to exploit success.

[3H]
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The second "part," August, 1861 to March, 1864, is entitled "Two ~ations in

,\rms," the outstanding features of this period being the reorganization of the
:\orth in spite of its errors and defeats, and the using up of the South by its
,'ictories. This chapter treats comprehensively the evolution of political, moral,
e('onomic and military elements on either side, together with a discussion of the
,trategy and tactics of the period. The operations are described in a particularly
attractive manner and with sufficient detail to enabl{' the reader to follow th{'ir
eYOlutionwith the aid of the maps provided in the text.

In th{' third and last "part," from the spring of 1864 until Lee's capitulation
the author finds the period dominated by the following factors: 1. The will of the
:\orth, in spite of peace manoeuvers, to obtain a decision. 2. The South's deter-
mination to escape such clecision. 3. The time it will take the ~orth to crush its
adversary. 4. The military and moral value of Lee. 5. The tenacity and energy
of Grant, the new Northern chief. 6. The single command in the North. 7. The
imjJortance of the fortification of the battlefield. One capital characteristic pre-
dominates all others, the inequalitJ' or disequilibrium which becomes accentuated
hetween the two parties, the one a formidable reservoir of resources and the other
irremediably used up.

::.\1.Sauliol's work demonstrates above all the profound value of a study of
the American Civil V\'ar as a means of understanding the requirements and the
necessity for national organization for the wars of the futm,e. His volume repre-
!'ents an enormous, impartial research through an exhausth'e and diversified
hihliography and it should be an im'aluable addition to the library of anyone
having the slightest concern with one of our most pressing, though neglected
national problems-Defense.

Thfodore Roosez'elt. By Lord Charnwood. Atlantic Monthly Press, Boston,
Mass. 1923. 6"x 8%". 212 pp. Price, ~2.50,

Lord Charnwood's volume is not large, but neverthdess, due to finely judged
eliminations, it presents to anyone alreadJ' acquainted with the principal events
of Roosevelt's career, a most interesting account of his life. Because of the keen
insight of the author into Roosevelt's character the reader would naturally sus-
pect that he knew him well. As a matter of fact the two never met. The book
contains great precision of thought and accuracy of expression, and is c{'rtain to
hI' accepted as one of the authoritative writings on this wonderful American. No
one reading this book can help b{'ing impressed anew with the gr{'atness of
Roosevelt.

Parliamentary Law. By General Henry M. Robert. The Century Co., New
York. 1923. 6"x 9". 576 pp. Price, $5.00.

This is no elementary book of rules in anJTsense, and hence the reviewer does
not recommend its use by a debating society. It is more in purpose for town
and city councils, and could be used by such ad,'antageously.

The structure of the book, at first sight, is a bit hodge-podge, but a reading
shows a natural sequence in the business of a deliberate assembly. The author
assumes, however, that the reader should be familiar with his earlier work on
"Parliamentary Practice." This assumption is of course, a disadvantage to the
book in itself.

Some of the chapters that are especially useful are headed: Motions, Debates,
Boards and Committees. But best of all is a section of a hundred or more pii5es
given over entirely to questions aud answers, all germane to the procedure of a
deliberative society.
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Pistol and Rel'oh'e1" Shootiug. By A. L. A. Himmelwright. The MacMillan
Company, Xew York. 1923. 4%"x 7~". 240 pp. Price, $1.00.

A new edition of a handbook of information on pistols and revolvers, includ-
ing instructions in their use. This book was first published in 1908 and the
author has now attempted to bring it up to date by the addition of a chapter of
addenda and revisions and one on the automatic pistol. The book could have been
greatly improved by a complete revision with the omission of certain misleading
information which it now contains. It is of value and interest to beginners in
pistol shooting.

N({t'al Ope ratio us, l'Ollll!W III. By Sir .Tulian S. Corbett. New York. Long-
mans, Green and Co. 1923. 5V2"X 9". 470 pp. 7 maps in text and
separate case of 46 maps and diagrams. Price, $15.00 net. Cloth.

The first two volumes of this work have been already reviewed in this
J OURXALunder date of January, 1922. As there outlined, this official history of
the Naval Operations of the World War has been published as the separate vol-
umes have been completed. Yolume I opened with events surrounding the antici-
pation of the war and was concluded with the account of the Battle of the Falk-
lands. In the second volume, the narrative was carried forward to include the
ewnts surrounding the entry of Italy into the lists of the combatants and was
terminated with the operations of the month of May, 1915. In it are delineated
the beginnings of the Dardanelles Expedition. The present book, Volume III,
begins at this juncture, includes the final evacuation at Gallipoli and is concluded
with the Ol)erations connected with amI attending the battle of Jutland.

The narrative relating to a certain group of operations is not always con-
secuth"e. Rather are the chapters frequently made to include events occurring
during some ,interval of time, scattered though the operations may be. A single
exception in the case of a major operation is the account of the Battle of Jutland
which is consecuth"e and consolidated. It further is amplified in a series of
appendices. For other operations, one must make frequent use of the index to
find the many separate references. Due to its magnitude, the Dardanelles
Expedition may be readily followed regardless of these interruptions.

Some of the articles recently published in this J O"CRXALhave included the
first two volumes of this text among the references. This last is now available
for use and may well take its part. If we are interested in the action of ships
against shore batteries, we need but consult this account of actions at Gallipoli,
Libau, along the Belgian coast and elsewhere; while detailed reports of hits made
at the Battle of Jutland and recorded in one of the appendices will indicate the
damage one may expect a modern ship to withstand. The reviewer is tempted to
stray further and compare certain passages with extracts from other sources,
but their volume is great and space will not permit. Suffice it that Sir Julian
Corbett in this his last history of British naval affairs has added an excellent and
authentic work to which we may repair for accurate and sufficient references.

The manuscript of this volume was completed but a few hours before the
death of the author so the checking of the narrath"e together with the actual pro-
duction of the volume devolved upon Lieut. Col. E. Y. Daniel, R . .M., Secretary to
the Historical Section of the Committee of Imperial Defense. He does not inti-
mate whether the work will be carried on to completion, though it is to be hoped
sincerely that this gap from the first of June, 1916 to the termination of the war
may soon be filled.
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A History of Rome. By Tenner Frank. Henry Holt and Co., ~ew York.

1923. 6"x 9". 613 pp. Price, $3.50.

The first striking characteristic of this work is that it is intended to meet the
needs of Americans. For "the older peoples of European nations are more inter-
ested than we in the imperialistic problems of Rome." Whereas, "we are naturally
more concerned with Rome's earlier attempts at developing an effective govern-
ment while trying to presene democratic institution."

The problem Professor Frank set himself was to write a history not only for
those "interested in the political and cultural fortunes of the ancient republic
which in so many respects did pione{"r work in democratic government," but for
the needs of college classes, which "till recently, have had to depend upon ele-
mentary books, or upon histories emanating from Europe."

The author has written a consecutive story and not a reference list of dates,
an account encyclopedia-like and at the same time uniformly human of just how
the Romans actually conducted themselves.

This latest volume in the "American Historical Series" is characterized by
careful research and a :fitting sense of proportion. It is worthJ' of a high place
among the volumes of this series.

Premier Atlas of the World. Rand ::VrcXalIy& Co., Xe.w York and Chicago.
1923. 14%"x 11%". 291 pp. Maps, tables, diagrams. Price, $4..50.

For those who desire an atlas large ("nough to include a practical size of map
on one double page, and yet small enough to permit of convenient handling, this
one seems to be "premier." The page size is such that large states, such as
Texas, can be spread over two l)ages, with an area of 1-1inches by 21 inches, on a
scale of 41 miles to the inch. Rhode Island uses a single page, with a scale of
;; miles to an inch, and the other states vary between these limits. The maps are
very well done, water in blue, country boundaries in a transparent buff, and land
in a pale yellow, offering- a very satisfactory background for the place names,
which are J)rinted from a clear, easily-read type.

The atlas contains 142 pages of maps, and articles on recent changes in world
maps, Constitution of the Lnited States and Amendments, Covenant of the
League of Xations, Congressional vote on five great issues, Declaration of War,
Prohibition, "Woman Suffrage, Volstead Act, and League of Xations, and a
Century of American Immigratior.. The remaining 13(1pages are devoted to a
verJ- eomplete index of towns, diyided under state and country headings, and
giving population and map location of each city or town. It is an excellent home
atlas.

The J[e;dcal1 Xaf[oll, A History. By Herbert Priestley, Ph.D. The :V[ac::\1illan
Company, Xew York. 6"x 9", 507 PI). 5 pictures . .j, maps.

The author states in his introduction that the characteristic attitude of most
Americans toward }'lexico is one of ignorant goodwill combined with skepticism
con~erning the value of her culture and the solidity of her political institutions,
and that something more than a well-meaning ignorant goodwill is necessary if
the rnited States is to maintain an adequately satisfactory relationship with her
nearest Hispanic American neighbor.

'While this book does not offer any concrete solution for the difficulties in-
voh"ell in the dealings of the Lnited State~ with its Spanish-American neighbors,
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it does provide abundant m&terial for thought for those who wish to be intelli-
gently informed regarding the proper relations of the two republics on this con-
tinent. It traces the history of Mexico from the prehistoric natives up to the
close of the Carranza administration with an effort to show the effect of the pre-
ceding periods on the political and economic life of the later times, as well as
upon the ways of living and thinking of these same later periods. The author',
position as Associate Professor of Mexican History, l!niversity of California, and
his free reference to other authorities as outlined iu his bibliography, allow us to
accept the material presentt'd in this hook as reliable and worth our consideration.

J[ankind at the ('r08s1'oads. By Edward M. East.
Xew York. 1923. 6"x 9". 351 l)P. Pro. Ill.

Charles Scribner's Sons,
Price, $3.50.

Professor East has handled the question of the population and natural
resources of the globe based upon a study of biological facts in a manner that is
startling in its conclusions. It is a broad, judicious and farsighted discussion of
a topic that excels in importance all others.

The subject matter of this volume is handled in a most remarkable manner.
The book is important not only because its author stands in the foremost ranks of
the world's authorities on the question of food and population, but also became
it is written in a style which will appeal to readers who have no previous knO\d-
edge of the subject.

The author's aim is "to present a picture of the present world ~ituation a>
regards the population and its food-supply, and to submit a forecast of the
future." The results are startling-startling because they are convincing.

;\lankind is indeed at the crossroads, facing the definite conclusion that the
world confronts the fulfillment of the Malthusian prediction-where a decision
must be made that ,,,ill influence its whole future for better or for worse. As
stated by the author, "This is a world question; it is a question of reducing a
swiftly increasing population to fit a rapidly diminishing food resen'e."

This work should appeal especially to students of sociology, yet to the
average reader it has a pertinent me%age--a message that should not go un-
heeded, The many illustrations and graphic charts are a great help in following
thi points under discussion.

A book that well desen-es nation-wide consideration by every thinking
man and woman.


